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ABSTRACT

This study explores fashion designers’ capacity to enhance the individual’s well-being,
in the context of the transition to Earth Logic. It is framed by the Earth Logic valueframework, acting as a theoretical and practical guide for the research. The methodology
involved mixed methods to answer the research questions. The researcher-practitioner
conducted interviews, an online survey and a workshop that supported the design
and evaluation of a practice-based research phase. The primary and secondary data
informed the creation of a four-look digital collection that can be experienced through
fashion-meditation videos. The findings demonstrate that fashion design, especially
garments, currently contribute to the individual’s well-being by occasioning positive
emotions. Besides, they show that well-being enhanced by fashion design is likelier to
lead to the adoption of care of self, rather than another Earth Logic value. The results,
particularly from the practice-based research, suggest that fashion design could have
a greater impact on well-being and the endorsement of the Earth Logic values. Indeed,
they indicate that an evolved practice, including a shift in the designer’s role, could
target other well-being components and drive the adoption of additional Earth Logic
values. Further investigation is necessary to verify the present findings and contribute
to the emerging field of fashion design for well-being. Therefore, this study includes
recommendations for future research.
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1. Introduction
Since the dawn of time, humans have been pursuing happiness. Economic growth
has been portrayed as a purveyor of happiness since its introduction in Western
capitalist economies in the early nineteenth century. Indeed, according to capitalist
logic, exponential growth guarantees a constant rise in the standard of living for an
ever-increasing population (Mokyr, 2005; D’Alisa et al., 2015). Therefore, the rise of
a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) should result in a proportional increase
in its population’s happiness (Escobar-Tello & Bhamra, 2009). However, in the most
developed regions of the Western world, a paradox now occurs. The Easterlin paradox,
introduced in 1974, started questioning the economic growth’s capacity “to sustain

the happiness it promises through increased income” (D’Alisa et al., 2015;64). Easterlin
(2016) recently added to his theory with new data; they confirm the existence of a
tipping point in the rise of countries’ GDP. Once reached, the increase in the country’s
GDP stops equating an augmented level of happiness for its population. The Easterlin
paradox demonstrates that the economic growth logic, advocated by capitalism, is no
longer a driver of happiness.

The economic growth logic and its unfulfilled promises of happiness have another
proved impact: climate change (D’Alisa et al., 2015). Indeed, as humans were extracting,
producing, consuming, and discarding, following the economic growth logic in their
hope to achieve happiness, they destroyed the surrounding ecosystems and plundered
the Earth from its limited resources (Meadows et al., 2004; Fletcher & Tham, 2019). This
study does not aim to analyse the phenomenon that drives people to fuel exponential
growth, which undermines their natural environment and does not fulfil their well-being.
Nor is it to determine which of climate change and human unhappiness was there first,
or whether both are simultaneous consequences of the economic growth logic. Instead,
this research is interested in well-being and explores fashion designers’ capacity to
enhance the individual’s well-being in the context of the transition to sustainability.
It departs from the idea that unhappiness links to the current ecological disaster
MA Fashion Futures
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and analyses the potential reverse synergy between well-being and sustainability
(Escobar-Tello and Bhamra; 2009).

The present study prefers well-being to happiness, despite both being similar in meaning
(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000; Lyubomirsky, in Howell et al., 2007). It understands

well-being as an umbrella term for everyone’s definition of increased life satisfaction;
happiness is used here when authors purposely selected the term within their work.
This research reviews writing on well-being and concentrates on the past twenty years,
specifically on Positive Psychology (PP). Indeed, the discipline focuses on enhancing
the individual’s well-being, which fits this study (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).
As the meaning of well-being varies among cultures (Schmidt, 2005), the results
presented here apply to the Western world, where the research was conducted. This
research’s geographical positioning is all the more relevant as Kaiser and Vendrik (2018,
in Rojas, 2019) recently published new findings regarding the Easterlin paradox. They
validate the application of the paradox in Western and Northern European countries.

This research explicitly explores how well-being could be a driver of the transition
to Earth Logic, rather than to sustainability in general; indeed, it acknowledges that
the latter concept can be quite abstract, sometimes misleading (Escobar-Tello &
Bhamra, 2009). The Earth Logic concept is introduced by Fletcher and Tham (2019)
in their Earth Logic Fashion Action Research Plan. The authors propose it with a view
to the pressing deadline of a decade before the impact of climate change becomes
irreversible. The plan aims at transitioning from the economic growth logic to the
Earth Logic. It consists of three parts, namely a value-explicit framework, a review of
recommended research areas, and visions for systemic change perspectives in the
fashion industry. If this study considers all three elements, it only uses the Earth Logic
value framework, as it structures and enables the evaluation of projects “intended to

change the sustainability of the fashion system” (Fletcher & Tham, 2019;19). Figure 1.1.
describes the eight Earth Logic values. For the sake of language variation, the terms

sustainability and sustainable transition are here used as proxies for the concept
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of transition to Earth Logic. Besides, this study considers writings on sustainability,
not precisely Earth logic, as the latter concept is recent, and therefore has not been
adopted by scholars yet.

The implications of the Earth Logic plan for the fashion industry make it relevant to
this research focusing on fashion designers’ capacity to enhance the individual’s wellbeing. The researcher’s expertise in fashion design explains this choice of topic. Besides,
no similar research or fashion design for well-being framework exist, which validates
this study’s relevance. The unexplored research area justifies this project’s exploratory
nature, the choice of methodology, and explains why the results are suggestions, rather
than defined answers. This study presents existing design for well-being frameworks
and tests the most applicable to fashion. It also reviews some writings and practical
examples of fashion design for well-being to propose avenues for exploration. One of
them is investigated during the practice-based research; indeed, this study supports
the realisation of a practical fashion design project. Based on the findings from
secondary and primary research, the proposed outcome is a collection of four digital
looks that individuals can experience through fashion-meditation videos.

Finally, this study acknowledges the radicality of the Earth Logic paper. However,
considering its exploratory nature, a radical outcome cannot be guaranteed. This
research instead proposes to be a first step in the transition by encouraging the
adoption of the Earth Logic values. Besides, it takes a different stance than previous
investigations on fashion and sustainability, as it does not adopt a problem-solving,
but a possibility-driven approach. Indeed, this study explores the opportunity that
designing for the individual’s well-being represents, in the context of the transition to
Earth Logic.

MA Fashion Futures
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2. Aim & Objectives
This exploratory project aims at discovering if fashion designers can contribute to the
individual’s well-being and if enhanced well-being can induce them to adopt the Earth
Logic values. The research objectives are:
1.

Explore theories on the concept of well-being;

2.

Analyse the role of well-being within the transition to Earth Logic;

3.

Examine existing design for well-being frameworks;

4.

Create a collection of garments to enhance the individual’s well-being in

		

the context of the transition to Earth Logic.
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3. Literature review
3.1.

The concept of well-being

The literature on well-being is extensive, nurtured by several centuries of research.
This study concentrates on the past twenty years’ publications, from the introduction
of Positive Psychology (PP) by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000). The discipline
emerged from an increased focus, from World War Two, of traditional psychology on
the cure of mental illnesses. Instead, PP concentrates on the potential of the best
aspects of human nature and believes that there is more to life than the absence of
negative feelings (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). PP theories evolved throughout
the years; initial thoughts proposed the investigation of three types of happy lives:

Pleasant, Good or Meaningful (Seligman, 2002). Then, Seligman (2011) introduced the
PERMA (Positive Emotions, Engagement, Relationships, Meaning, Achievement) model,
an acronym for the five components of flourishing, the highest form of well-being
(Fig.3.1.1.). This study uses PERMA to measure fashion design’s impact on well-being,
as the model is, as well as PP, most often referenced within design and fashion for wellbeing research (Desmet & Pohlmeyer, 2013; Masuch & Hefferon, 2014; Smith & Yates,
2018).
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The concept of well-being can be briefly summarised as one’s overall satisfaction with
life (Easterlin, 2003; Veenhoven, 2011 in Rathinamoorthy, 2020). Most authors agree
that it involves cognitive and affective elements (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).
The literature on well-being reflects and acknowledges the complexity of defining
this term and differentiating it from its synonyms. Some authors use well-being
interchangeably with terms such as happiness and life satisfaction, often for simple
linguistic reasons (Easterlin, 2003; Desmet and Pohlmeyer, 2013). Indeed, all these
appellations differ very slightly in meaning when authors do not consider them similar.
Both Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), as well as Lyubomirsky (in Howell et al.,
2007), designate subjective well-being as the technical term for happiness. Lyubomirsky
(in Howell et al., 2007) adds that these constructs are very similar to life satisfaction
or positive affect, both in theoretical and empirical studies. Escobar-Tello and Bhamra
(2009), seems to differentiate happiness from well-being in explaining that the former
entails a genetic component. However, Easterlin (2003), who uses different terms to
designate life satisfaction, rejects this idea. This is supported by Pohlmeyer (2017), who
relies on recent PP findings to assess that it is possible to achieve lasting well-being,
irrespective of genetics.

Some authors identify different types of well-being, but they do not agree as to their
separability (Jimenez et al., 2015). Desmet and Pohlmeyer (2013) distinguish objective
from subjective well-being; the former is concerned with the external conditions
influencing well-being, while the latter consists of the individual’s perception of her
own life. Deci and Ryan (2008) divide the research on well-being in two dimensions:
MA Fashion Futures
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hedonistic and eudaimonic (often hedonic and eudemonic in other research) (Tab.3.1.1.).
They argue that it is necessary to approach well-being from both perspectives, as
they present significant differences despite that several points overlap. Their opinion
is supported by Jimenez et al. (2015), who report that combining hedonism and
eudaimonia might indeed be necessary to increase well-being.
Brickman and Campbell’s (1970; for a reviewed version, see Diener et al., 2006) hedonic
treadmill theory is often mentioned as a barrier to lasting well-being. However, this
is criticised by Easterlin (2003) and Pohlmeyer (2017;238); indeed, the latter believes
that “the phenomenon of hedonic adaptation” can be overcome, even if it explains the
short-lasting positive effect of material acquisition.
As this study concentrates on the individual’s well-being in the context of the transition
to Earth logic, it seems valuable to consider both objective and subjective wellbeing. Similarly, the current critics around the separation of hedonic and eudemonic
approaches (Jimenez et al., 2015) encourage this research to look at all parts of wellbeing.

3.2.

The role of well-being in the transition to Earth logic

The acknowledgement of the synergy between well-being and sustainability is recent
(Schmidt, 2005; Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011; Kjell, 2011; Escobar-Tello & Bhamra, 2009),
and the existing body of work focuses on the potential of sustainability to bring individual
and societal well-being rather than on the opposite phenomenon. Indeed, environmental
psychology long concentrated on the negative impact of pro-environmental behaviour,
as traditional psychology did with human actions before the emergence of PP (CorralVerdugo et al., 2011). Similarly, sustainability and increased well-being have long been
considered antipodal (Schmidt, 2005; O’Brien, 2008). Indeed, the pursuit of hedonic
well-being traditionally leads humans to act to avoid unpleasant consequences
(Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011); adopting a pro-ecological behaviour, therefore, seems
impossible, as it involves privations for the individual (Steg & Lindenberg, 2007 in CorralVerdugo et al., 2011). Corral-Verdugo et al. (2011) use psychology theories to dispute
this idea; they conducted the first study assessing the alleged relationship between
MA Fashion Futures
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enhanced well-being and sustainable behaviours – pro-ecological, frugal, altruistic
and equitable. According to their findings, sustainable behaviour results in increased
well-being; however, if taken separately, the frugal character was not associated by
participants to the idea of well-being (Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011). This separation
demonstrates how sustainability can remain synonymous with privations and adverse
effects in the individual’s mind, despite scholars’ consideration of its positive impact.

Schmidt (2005) introduces the concept of Positive Ecology, a vision of a better future
encouraging behavioural change towards sustainability using the perspective of
increased human well-being. He explains that integrating sustainability systematically
and appropriately could enhance “psychological well-being” (2005;51). Kjell (2011)
supports this idea and suggests that integrating well-being within sustainability
research would strengthen and shape its objectives. He also demonstrates how wellbeing studies systematically take an individualistic and decontextualised approach;
Kjell (2011;11) proposes to adopt a “sustainable well-being” perspective to enable the
consideration of the interdependency factor. Kjell (2011) thinks that acknowledging the
interdependency of human and natural systems would ensure the pursuit of all-inclusive
well-being, instead of the modern individualistic pursuit of happiness. Catherine
O’Brien (2008;289) supports this belief and coins “sustainable happiness”, which she
defines as the quest for happiness without negative impacts on the ecosystem, its
present and future species. O’Brien (2008) thinks that research into PP and happiness
can lead to sustainability.

Even if the literature admits the relationship between well-being and sustainability,
it is fair to question the role of well-being in the shift to Earth Logic, other than by
framing academic studies. Desmet and Hassenzahl (2012;25) argue that, far from
insignificant, well-being might help us overcome the hardships ahead. Indeed, the
literature suggests various qualities resulting from enhanced well-being; they resonate
with the eight Earth Logic values. Desmet and Pohlmeyer (2013;16) cite some of the

“benefits to human functioning” provided by well-being; they argue that individuals
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whose well-being is enhanced demonstrate greater motivation and contribute more
significantly to local communities (care of world; interdependency). They are more open
to collaborations, sociable, and appreciated, show increased flexibility, creativity and
productivity in the way they think and work (interdependency; co-creation; grounded
imagination). Besides, their resilience is improved, and they are in better physical and
mental health (care of self). Escobar-Tello and Bhamra (2013) conducted the SLEUTH
(Sustainable Lifestyles–Educating Universities Towards Happiness) project with
university students, investigating the potential of Higher Education for Sustainability
Development (HESD) approaches to induce both increased sustainability awareness
and enhanced happiness. They noted that some of the activities conducted as part of
the research brought the students together and increased their sense of community
(diverse ways of knowing; care of world; interdependency). The participants’ growing
interest in the SLEUTH project also encouraged them to lead sustainable actions aside
from the study, demonstrating pro-activity (action research; multiple centres). Besides,
the initiative enhanced the student’s sense of virtue and ethical implications; they
became aware of their responsibility towards the environment and the SLEUTH project
and its bigger goal for the future of their university (multiple centres; interdependency;
care of world).

Furthermore, Escobar-Tello and Bhamra (2009; 2013; 2016) believe that happiness
could raise people’s awareness - and be a driver - of sustainability, as it represents
a tangible value for them. Indeed, humans tend to become aware of a problem only
when it directly affects them, or someone they are close to (Escobar-Tello and Bhamra,
2009). Escobar-Tello and Bhamra (2009; 180; 2013) qualify the interaction between
happiness and sustainability as a “two-way relationship”, and they identify aspects
specific to both (Tab.3.2.1.).

3.3.

Design for well-being in the transition to Earth logic

As mentioned earlier, design is sometimes considered inconsistent with sustainable
behaviour and well-being. These correlations explain why PP does not consider design
MA Fashion Futures
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a significant source of well-being, despite the beliefs of the Positive Design advocates
(Desmet & Pohlmeyer, 2013). Indeed, Desmet and Pohlmeyer (2013) believe that design
can be an empowering tool to facilitate goals’ achievement, generate meaning and
engagement, or embody an individual value or purpose. Besides, Pohlmeyer (2017;240)
states that design can contribute to well-being in at least three ways: by enabling
experiences, as a symbol of meaningfulness and a “support for desirable behaviours”.
These are all components of well-being, according to Seligman’s PERMA model (2011).
This study reviews design for well-being frameworks, as there is no existing fashion
design for well-being theories.

Desmet and Pohlmeyer (2013) introduce the Positive Design theory and framework,
which aim at enhancing individuals’ well-being through design, hopefully contributing
to a long-lasting feeling of life satisfaction (Fig.3.3.1.). It involves three dimensions,
namely “design for virtue, design for pleasure, and design for personal significance”
(2013;7), a configuration based on the three types of happy lives described in early PP
theories (Seligman et al., 2004). According to the authors, sole a design combining all
three elements will eventually lead to an individual’s flourishing; however, incorporating
MA Fashion Futures
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one or two components can still enhance well-being. Besides, Desmet and Pohlmeyer
(2013) acknowledge the discipline’s need for evolving design methods and approaches.

Escobar-Tello (2016) attempts at filling this gap with the latest version of her Design for
Happiness (DfH) Framework, which is the outcome of several trials. She considers both
sustainability and happiness within her research; she argues that the DfH framework
enables a different, more holistic approach to design for sustainability, using happiness
as a “driver of change” (2016;97). The DfH framework is relatively sophisticated; it
comprises three foundations, on which is based a six-phases workshop (Fig.3.3.2.). The
first foundation – the “design approach” – contextualises the two others, namely the

“design process” and “tool-kit”, both used during the workshop. The third foundation is
itself divided into four “design techniques” which use five “collaborative tools” (2016;99).
Through the workshop, they enable the realisation of an output that considers the
sustainability and happiness aspects holistically. The collaborative character of the
DfH framework differentiates it from other models. In this scenario, the designer’s role
shifts to the facilitator, and the involvement of external, multi-disciplinary contributors
differs from a traditional design process (Escobar-Tello, 2016).
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Few authors created design frameworks aiming at enhancing well-being, and they
unanimously acknowledge that the field requires further investigation and empirical
findings to consolidate and validate the different theories (Desmet and Pohlmeyer,
2013; Escobar-Tello, 2016). There are also very few examples of concrete applications
of the different concepts; for instance, Desmet and Pohlmeyer (2013) do not describe
any product or service comprising the three elements of Positive Design.
Pohlmeyer (2017) focuses explicitly on Positive Psychology Interventions (PPIs) in design.
She adds that they suffer from a lack of reach; indeed, a designed product or service
needs to be used to measure its impact. She believes that applying PP theories to
design situations to advance the research and expand their reach is necessary. If she
discusses the limitations of Positive Design concerning the capacity of individuals to
enhance their well-being, Pohlmeyer (2017) does not mention the limits of the designer’s
impact. Desmet and Hassenzahl (2012) studied hedonic and eudemonic approaches
to design as part of their research on Possibility-driven Design. They believe that it
is harder for design to contribute to eudemonic well-being, but that it is possible by
encouraging individuals to train their capacity to increase their happiness.

3.4.

Fashion design for well-being

There is little knowledge about the capacity of fashion designers to create for the
enhanced individual’s well-being. Sparse literature on the capacity of clothing to
contribute to well-being exists. It is worth noting that they analyse their findings
against PP theories, notably using the PERMA model (Masuch & Hefferon, 2014; Smith
& Yates, 2018). However, these studies are only interested in the wearer’s viewpoint
and omit the designer’s role. Therefore, this section presents some avenues for the
development of fashion design for well-being.

The proceedings of the “Fashion & Well-being?” conference organised in 2009 by
the International Foundation of Fashion Technology Institutes (IFFTI) at The London
College of Fashion gather different works on the capacity of fashion to impact the
mental or physical well-being of its stakeholders (IFFTI, 2009). Various authors discuss
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the potential of colours, scents, and shapes of garments for enhancing the wearer’s
well-being (Cassidy, 2009; Gupta, 2009).
Fashion for well-being is also discussed in the context of sustainability, and authors
consider the potentially more significant impact of the designer. Underwood (2009)
believes that well-being in fashion directly relates to the individual, considering the
physical interactions between the skin and the garments, but also the meaning, identity
and beliefs that clothing can represent. She concludes that well-being in fashion
has “physical and physiological, as well as metaphorical” dimensions (2009;483). If
Underwood (2009) sees enhanced well-being as a positive consequence of greater
sustainability, McGrath (2012) thinks the other way around. Indeed, she believes
that fashion sustainability could result from the designer’s proper understanding of
consumers’ needs. In her scenario, “the garment is not the end goal, but the medium

through which to enhance the well-being of the wearer” (2012;19). McGrath (2012)
explains that designers and wearers would benefit from being in a closer relationship,
enabling the consumer to get involved in the design process. The latter involvement
could take the form of personalisation options or adaptable garments, that the
consumer could modify to fit his or her needs.

Rissanen (2017) describes a project not precisely aimed at contributing to well-being,
but the feeling of empowerment. The design brief was to create swimwear for women
who chose not to do a mammal reconstruction following a mastectomy. This project is
an example of what Rissanen calls “redirective fashion design” (2017;536), a discipline
where the designer’s end goal is not profit, but the fulfilment of the user’s needs.
There exist practical cases of fashion design for well-being that have not been
reviewed by scholars (Tab.3.4.1.). The Dutch label Schüller de Waal, named after its
founders Philipp Schüller and Rens de Waal, advocates for Fashion as Therapy. Through
collaborative, exploratory projects that are not limited to the design of garments, the
pair investigates the different ways in which fashion can enhance the individual’s or the
collective’s well-being. Another example is the London-based lifestyle brand Kalmar,
founded by Karen Ruimy. The label notably proposes garments and beauty products’
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edits aimed at generating different positive emotions for the consumer, such as calm,
joy, peace, and love.

The review of the literature demonstrates extensive knowledge of well-being. It confirms
the synergy between well-being and sustainability, even though this relationship’s
nature and the specific role of well-being are unclear. There are few existing frameworks
of design for well-being, but they can nevertheless inform the methodology. The review
of fashion design for well-being’s pathways shows that, through the years, the fashion
designer’s role is shifting, and not limited to the creation of garments anymore. The
literature also identifies the lack of evidence and the gap of knowledge, respectively,
in the fields of design and fashion design for well-being. These confirm the relevance
of this study and inform the research questions.
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4. Methodology
The methodology includes the primary and secondary research conducted as part of
this exploratory study. The secondary research consists of the critical evaluation of
the existing literature; for this study, these are books, e-books, online academic papers and journal articles. Primary data is the original information explicitly gathered
for this study (Collins, 2010; Saunders et al., 2019). The aims, objectives, and the research questions, define the appropriate research philosophy, approach, and strategy
for the primary research (Saunders et al., 2019). The two research questions are:
-

Can fashion designers enhance the individual’s well-being? If yes, how?

-

Can well-being enhanced by fashion design be a driver of the transition

		

to Earth Logic for people?
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The methodology also covers the practice-based investigation, which is part of the
primary research. The practical output is a collection of garments aimed at enhancing
the individual’s well-being. (Fig.4.1.).

4.1.

Researcher position and research paradigm

The researcher’s background as a fashion design student and the present focus on
fashion design practice both entail that the researcher is here a practitioner-researcher.
This role presents advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, the researcher can
hold preconceived ideas and lack open-mindedness; on the other hand, her expertise
and reflective stance can add respectively to the research’s validity and uniqueness
(Gray & Malins, 2004).
The researcher’s role as a designer and her values within the practice define her
ontological and epistemological priorities. Indeed, the practitioner-researcher was
introduced to Kate Fletcher and the Earth Logic concept as part of her course, which
impacted her framework choice. She acknowledges these potential biases, and in this
study, she allows participants to express opinions or values contrary to her own.
As mentioned in the introduction to this study, the Earth Logic value-explicit framework
is part of an eponymous plan aiming to achieve a paradigm change. The present
research explores the capacity of well-being to activate this shift, which influenced
the selection of research philosophy and strategy.

4.2.

Research philosophy

The chosen philosophy for this research is pragmatism; it is interested in the practical
aspect of things, and the pragmatic researcher also aims at informing future
practice. Pragmatism makes the ontological assumption that reality is the tangible
representation of ideas. It holds theories when they drive actions and, therefore, tests
the validity of knowledge in particular contexts (Robson & McCartan, 2011; Saunders
et al., 2019).
The Earth Logic values designate a future-driven, action-oriented philosophy such
as pragmatism, which enables the use of diverse methods depending on their
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appropriateness to answer the research questions. However, epistemologically,
pragmatism concentrates on problems (Saunders et al., 2019); this is not the case of
this study, which differentiates itself from traditional problem-solving approaches.

4.3.

Research approach

This research follows an abductive approach to theory development; it is appropriate
to mix deduction and induction in a study aiming to verify the existing knowledge
and develop a theory to be tested (Crouch & Pearce, 2012). Abduction enables the
researcher to collect data to investigate a trend or determine recurring topics and use

“a conceptual framework” to analyse these findings (Saunders et al., 2019;153). This
process generates hypotheses that can then be verified with further data collection to
add to existing theories or create new ones (Saunders et al., 2019).
This research examines theories on well-being and Positive Psychology concerning
fashion and the transition to Earth Logic. Based on them, it develops hypotheses on
designers’ capacity to contribute to the individual’s well-being and the potential of
enhanced well-being generated by fashion design to be a driver of the transition to
Earth Logic.

4.4.

Research strategy

This longitudinal study follows an action research strategy involving sequential multiphase mixed methods (Creswell, 2009; Saunders et al., 2019). This research design
implies collecting and analysing qualitative, quantitative, and again qualitative
primary data. The analysis of the findings then informs the design of the practicebased research, which leads to the realisation of a practical fashion design outcome
(Fig.4.4.1.).

Action research is one of the Earth Logic values, which designates the choice of research
strategy. A desire for progression within the study’s research field characterises action
research (Robson & McCartan, 2011; Crouch & Pearce, 2012). It is an evolving process
of iterations supported by the pragmatism of the practitioner-researcher towards
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her practice. Participation is a necessary element of action research; besides, it often
involves collaboration between the researcher and the target group of the project
(Crouch & Pearce, 2012; Saunders et al., 2019). In this study, the collection of primary
data involves participants, notably during a collaborative workshop.

4.4.1. Qualitative research part one
Four one-to-one semi-structured interviews constitute the first qualitative research
tool of this study. They were conducted online, using the two video conference platforms,
Microsoft Teams and Zoom.
The researcher used heterogeneous sampling to approach the interviewees based on
their expertise regarding the research objectives; they all shared an understanding of
the fashion industry (Saunders et al., 2019). Interviewee A. has expertise in fashion design
and technologies; interviewee B. is a sustainability expert; interviewee C. is specialised
in degrowth; interviewees D. are fashion designers (App.10.2.). The objectives framed
the questions, which were then adapted to the interviewee’s field of expertise; however,
all the study’s themes were addressed with each participant to collect overlapping
data (Saunders et al., 2019).

The video recordings were transcribed and analysed; the data was organised into
relevant themes using the Earth Logic framework (Tab.6.1.1.) (App.10.2.). The interviews
enabled to refine the research questions and, therefore, informed the subsequent
quantitative survey structure.

4.4.2. Quantitative research
The quantitative research technique for this study was an online survey created using
the cloud-based service Google Forms. The survey contained “close-ended, attitude

and open-ended questions” on fashion design, well-being and the Earth Logic concept
(Collins, 2010;130).

As the secondary research designated garments as the primary outcome of the
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fashion designer’s work, participants were explicitly questioned on garments’ capacity
to enhance well-being, in the context of the transition to Earth Logic. To measure
garments’ impact on well-being, the researcher used a matrix from Jimenez et al. (2015)
incorporating the PERMA elements (Fig.4.4.2.1.). To evaluate which Earth Logic values
enhanced well-being would lead participants to adopt, a tool was created specifically
for this study. The researcher defined a simple sentence for each value; this enabled to
question participants on their feelings and measure how increased well-being impact
the adoption of the Earth Logic values (Fig.4.4.2.2.). Jimenez et al.’s (2015) design for
well-being matrix and the Earth Logic values adoption tool were used consistently
during all further research phases.
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The survey was available in English and French, the latter being the researcher’s mother
tongue; targeting both English and French-speaking populations enabled to gather a
higher number of answers. It was shared by the researcher using posts and direct
messages on social media platforms; the survey was also published on the website
SurveyCircle to reach respondents outside the researcher’s entourage. It targeted
both people who wear and design garments, without demographical distinctions.
The audience could decide to take part or not, following the self-selection sampling
principle (Collins, 2010; Saunders et al., 2019). A total of 124 people took the survey, 70
in French, 54 in English; the satisfactory response rate enabled the researcher to draw
hypothetical answers to the research questions. They could then be tested during the
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following parts of the research.

4.4.3. Qualitative research part two
The second qualitative research phase is a collaborative workshop based on the DfH
framework; the latter aims at designing for well-being, using it as a driver of change
towards sustainability (Escobar-Tello, 2016). The testing of Escobar-Tello’s (2016)
model constituted empirical data on design for well-being.

The original workshop and tools were adapted to answer this study’s first research
question (Tab.4.4.3.1.) (App.10.4.). It was organised with six VET fashion design students
from a Swiss art school, aged 18 to 22; the homogeneous sampling strategy was
employed to select this group representing fashion designers (Saunders et al., 2019).
Ahead of the workshop, the participants were asked to complete the prior survey as a
first introduction to the research. In comparison to the survey, the workshop focused
less on garments themselves than on the greater impact of the design of a collection
and the designer’s role.
The workshop included six phases involving respective tools. In Escobar-Tello’s (2016)
study, the phases are framed by the first foundation of the DfH framework, or Design

approach, which ensures that happiness and sustainability are intrinsic to the design
and the action it enables. The Earth Logic values and the PERMA model were used
as a Design approach. Escobar-Tello (2016) also defines a Design brief and Design

brief function; this time, the brief was to create an innovative and sustainable concept
for a collection aimed at well-being. The researcher met the participants before the
workshop and asked them to introduce an innovative fashion concept and a barrier to
sustainable fashion design on the day.

In comparison to Escobar-Tello’s (2016) diverse group of participants, the six students
were from the same age range and all had fashion design knowledge. Indeed, they were
selected for their similar expertise, as the workshop aimed to discover how fashion
designers can enhance the individual’s well-being. The accessibility of the group
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determined the age range.

The workshop was filmed; the video recordings were analysed against the results from
the research’s earlier phases.

4.4.4. Practice-based research
Practice-based research consists of the design and testing of a collection of garments
to enhance the individual’s well-being, in the context of the transition to Earth Logic.

The analysis of the findings from prior research suggested different ways in which the
collection could impact the individual’s well-being, in the context of the transition to
Earth Logic. The practitioner-researcher selected an option considering the limitations
occasioned by COVID-19, but also the opportunities presented by the situation. The
final collection consists of four digital outfits that can be experienced by watching
fashion-meditation videos.
The design process involved analogue creation methods, such as gathering visual
inspiration based on the qualitative and quantitative data findings and sketching
silhouettes. The practitioner-researcher also employed the fashion design software
Clo3D to develop the patterns, toiles and final outfits digitally.
.
The practitioner-researcher created four fashion-meditation videos, one for each look,
and one feedback form to provide individuals with an experience of the digital garments
and measure the collection’s impact on people. The participants had to watch some
or all the animations before logging in their experience using the form. For this study,
the videos were each five-minute-long. They were, as well as the form, available on the
researcher’s platforms for three weeks over the winter holidays. The videos were readily
accessible and, therefore, the participants were selected following the self-selection
sampling strategy (Saunders, 2019).

In a preliminary open-ended question, the form asked participants to share their initial
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thoughts about the experience. The researcher employed the matrix adapted from
Jimenez et al. (2015) (Fig.4.4.2.1.) and the Earth Logic values adoption tool (Fig.4.4.2.2.)
to measure the video’s impact respectively on well-being and the adoption of the
Earth Logic values.
To measure the potential long-term impact of the outcome, participants had to
indicate over what period they watched the videos. The respondents who completed
the task over more than a week were asked additional questions regarding their wellbeing to identify an eventual long-lasting effect. The researcher used a self-reporting
questionnaire based on the PERMA element adapted from Giangrasso (2018)
(Tab.4.4.4.1.).

The qualitative, quantitative, and practice-based research results are presented and
analysed in chapters 6. and 7.
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5. Ethical considerations
& Limitations
5.1.

Ethical considerations

The stakeholders’ psychological or physical well-being must be carefully considered
when designing research (Kawamura, 2020).
This study did not present any anticipated risks other than potential harm to the
participants’ psychological well-being. Indeed, participants might have believed that
taking part in this research would contribute to their well-being, which was not the
research’s deliberate purpose. This point was clearly stated in the information sheet
distributed to all participants (App.10.1.). The former gave essential information about
this study, such as what data would be collected, why, and how it would be used and
stored. All the research’s stakeholders gave their consent using the appropriate form
before taking part. The project’s aim and nature were repeated ahead of each session,
and the participants were allowed to withdraw at any time.

5.2.

Limitations

This study is exploratory and investigates unresearched or little researched areas. Even
though it proposes new empirical findings on design for well-being, its conclusion is
not definitive. Further research is needed to produce assertions about fashion design
for well-being.

The academic setting of this study limited its resources. Despite using the survey sharing
platform SurveyCircle, most participants in the survey belonged to the researcher’s
entourage. The survey aimed to gather general information from wearers and designers
about fashion design for well-being in the Earth Logic concept. If the respondents
presented a satisfactory geographic diversity, half of them were aged 21 to 25 years
old, and the great majority (86%) of respondents were wearers. Circulating the survey
to more specific circles, such as fashion design schools, would have generated more
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answers from designers, which would have benefited the study. Besides, the survey’s
focus on garments might have limited the probability to discover other ways in which
fashion design could enhance the individual’s well-being. Questioning the participants
about fashion design, in general, would have been more suited to this research.

The workshop could not be accurately reproduced. Some information about its
organisation and the material it requires were missing from Escobar-Tello’s (2016)
paper and could not be obtained in time from the author. Besides, the organisation of
a “test” workshop would have enabled the researcher to assess the tools’ effectiveness
and improve them for a second session.

As the practice-based research was conducted over the holidays, only 35 people filled
the feedback form with their experience of the videos. Conducting this research phase
at another time would have enabled to collect a more significant number of answers
and increase the validity of the results.

The restrictions occasioned by the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the research in its
planning and limited the involvement of external collaborators. Indeed, the subsequent
findings suggest the incorporation of participatory design methods within the practicebased research. Also, the interviews could not be conducted face-to-face; however,
using a video call platform was not judged detrimental to the discussions’ outcome.
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6. Findings
This section gathers the results from each phase of the research in consecutive order.
The two qualitative research phases’ findings are evaluated against the Earth Logic
value-framework and the PERMA model. The findings from the quantitative data
collection are presented in pie charts and graphs. This section also highlights recurring
themes, similarities, and differences between the primary data collection results, which
informed the practice-based research.

6.1.

Qualitative research part one findings

The first qualitative research phase consisted of four semi-structured interviews
conducted using video call platforms. The interviews lasted 55 to 75 minutes each,
and the interviewees were selected based on their field of expertise (App.10.2). The
interviews aimed to identify common themes in fashion design, well-being, and the
transition to Earth Logic to define the research questions. In summary, the findings
from the interviews, presented in Table 6.1.1., enabled to determine that fashion design
could contribute to the individual’s well-being and that fashion design for well-being
related in various ways to the Earth Logic values.

All interviewees commented on the complexity and broad spectrum of the research;
interviewees D., who practice as fashion designers for well-being, stressed the need
for targeting a specific part of well-being. Indeed, the wide range of topics discussed
during the interviews reflected the breadth of the research area. Extracts from the
transcripts were mapped against the Earth Logic values, which enabled to portray
each value’s level of relatedness (Tab.6.1.1.). The discussions occasioned more thoughts
relating to care of world, care of self, multiple centres, and interdependency. The impact
of the fashion industry on the planet’s well-being linked to care of world, while the wellbeing of the human stakeholders in fashion evoked care of self. The more significant
impact that fashion design for well-being could have as a discipline, within the industry
and society, connected respectively to multiple centres and interdependency. These
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findings demonstrate that the next steps of the research should concentrate on those
four values, as they are more likely to be impacted by fashion design for well-being.
Besides, they show that the individual’s well-being relates to care of self; therefore, it
is likelier that people will adopt this value when their well-being is enhanced by fashion
design.

All interviewees believed that the enhancement of the individual’s well-being by fashion
design had multiple facets, beyond the act of wearing (Tab.6.1.2.). There is reason to
believe that the interviewees’ shared knowledge of fashion may have influenced their
opinions. However, the latter are supported by the subsequent survey results, where
101 respondents from the general public (wearers) out of 107 reported their belief that
garments contribute to their well-being (App.10.3.2.).

The interviewees also made overlapping comments depending on their field of expertise.
Interviewees A. and B., who both work in academia, highlighted the need to incorporate
sustainability within education. Interviewees A. and D., whom all have experience in
fashion design, discussed the growing pressure and expectations on fashion designers,
and how this leads them to re-evaluate and shift their role.

6.2.

Quantitative research findings

The quantitative data collection method consisted of a survey targeting the general
public. As surveys show trends, this research phase aimed to formulate hypothetical
answers to the research questions that could then be tested with further qualitative
data research. In summary, the survey findings enabled to determine that garments
specifically - rather than another fashion design outcome - are more likely to generate

Positive Emotions for the wearers. Their majority reported that garments enhance their
well-being by making them feel mentally and physically good.

The demographics of the participants are presented in Figure 6.2.1. 107 identified as
wearers, and 13 out of the 17 designers were students; the others were professionals
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(App.10.3.1).
Using the matrix by Jimenez et al. (2015) (Fig.4.4.2.1.), the findings demonstrated that
wearers believe that garments are significantly more likely to be a source, a symbol,
enable, and support Positive Emotions rather than Engagement, Relationships,

Meaning, or Accomplishment. Wearers also expressed how garments generate positive
emotions in their own words. Indeed, they described how garments make them “feel
good” and “look good”, citing emotions such as comfort, confidence, heightened selfesteem and attractiveness (Tab.7.3.1.1.). It correlates with the designers’ answers, who
reported that they are likelier to create garments that are a source, a symbol or that
enable Positive Emotions, rather than another component of well-being (Fig.6.2.2.).

Using the Earth Logic values adoption tool (Fig.4.4.2.2.), wearers were asked how they
most often feel on days when their garments enhance their well-being. The great
majority of wearers (69.3%) completed the sentence “On days when my well-being is

enhanced by my garment...” with “...I feel good about myself, physically and mentally
strong.”; this answer is associated with the care of self value. These findings correlate
with the designers’ outputs, even if the designers were introduced to the Earth Logic
value-framework, whereas the wearers were not (Fig.6.2.3).

The designers were asked additional open-ended questions on how they would use
well-being, notably in the context of the transition to Earth Logic. The more detailed
answers describe how well-being for the wearers could originate from their increased
awareness of the making process and their role within it (Tab.6.2.1.). Conversely, the
numerous answers from the wearers do not reflect a need to integrate the design
process.
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6.3.

Qualitative research part two findings

The second qualitative research phase consisted of a workshop adapted from EscobarTello’s (2016), conducted with six fashion design students from a Swiss Art school. It
aimed to answer the first research question; the results could then inform the last phase
of the research. As the researcher adapted to time and the participants’ knowledge
and interest, the day unfolded slightly differently than presented in Table 4.4.3.1.
The first thoughts which emerged from the solo brainstorming exercise were very
diverse and creative. They demonstrated an understanding of the micro and macro
factors impacting the fashion industry (Tab.6.3.1.).

After this first brainstorming session, it became more comfortable, and more productive,
for the participants to discuss and develop their ideas orally, together. As the thoughts
developed away from the printed material, the group concentrated on the sustainability
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aspect; well-being often resulted from a sustainable initiative, rather than the opposite.
The participants’ familiarity with the topic of sustainable fashion, less complicated
and new than the idea of creating for well-being, might explain the latter focus.
When the participants brought their ideas together during the “sticky notes exercise”,
they all agreed on two elements of the concept. First, it was evident for them that a
collection created within a sustainable context should be made from locally grown,
natural fibres or upcycled textiles. Most importantly, they highlighted the necessity to
offer garments simultaneously personalised and untargeted, leading to discussions on
personalisation and diversity. Another common thought was that the designers could
involve different minority groups in their creative process; they saw this initiative as
benefiting the collaborators and positively impacting the psychological well-being of
the individual (App.10.4.2. for the exercise’s full results).
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The SCAMPER synectic tools (App.10.4.) helped the participants formulate alternatives
to the different elements of the concept, and the draft evolved into a final version
(Tab.6.3.2.). Afterwards, each participant was able to evaluate the concept’s impact,
using the matrix from Jimenez et al. (2015) (Fig.4.4.2.1.) and the Earth Logic values
adoption tool (Fig.4.4.2.2.). All believed that the conceptualised collection was a
symbol of Engagement, Sense, and Accomplishment and supported Engagement. The
participants also thought that the garments would enable people to feel “animated by

a desire to act for change” (action research) and “good about myself, physically and
mentally strong” (care of self) (Fig.6.3.1.).

The workshop enabled to gather several ideas on how fashion designers could create
for well-being in the transition to Earth Logic. Besides, even if the final concept remains
vague, it highlights a need for the fashion designer’s role and practice to shift; this
element is supported by the designers’ answers in the survey and interviews.

6.4.

Practice-based research findings

The last research phase consisted of designing and testing a collection of garments
enhancing the individual’s well-being, based on the research findings collected and
analysed to date (Fig.4.4.1). The proposed outcome is a collection of four digital outfits
that individuals can experience by watching fashion-meditation videos. As the findings
indicated that fashion design was likelier to induce Positive Emotions and lead people
to adopt the care of self value, the collection and visuals aim to generate positive
emotions inviting individuals to engage in care of self practices.

35 participants completed the feedback form about their experience of the videos,
which enabled to evaluate the impact of the collection. Except for one, all of them
watched all four videos, and 31 respondents did so over three days or less. Only four
participants completed the task over one week or more, which is not sufficient to
evaluate if the collection could have a long-lasting impact on the individuals’ wellbeing.
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The respondents’ initial thoughts reflected strong, mixed feelings; calm was most often
evoked by half of the participants. The latter also mentioned feelings of freedom, energy,
enlightenment, pleasure, including serenity, interest and awe, listed by Fredrickson
(2001) among the ten most common positive emotions. Some respondents also
reflected on feelings of discomfort, anxiety or weirdness; six people complained about
the videos’ length.

Jimenez et al.’s (2015) (Fig.4.4.2.1.) matrix enabled to determine the videos’, and
through them the collection’s, impact on well-being. The participants reported that
the latter were a source of Engagement; however, they indicated that the videos were
a symbol, that they enabled and supported Positive Emotions. Even so, the results
are very close and highlight the videos’ influence on both the Positive Emotions and

Engagement components of well-being. Similarly, when it comes to the outcome’s
impact on adopting the Earth Logic values, the results are less clear-cut than in the
survey. Indeed, 14 respondents completed the sentence “The videos made me feel...”
with “good about myself, physically and mentally strong”, the sentence associated with
the care of self value. However, 13 and 11 people selected the sentences respectively
linked to the co-creation and grounded imagination values. Six participants selected
the “other” option and indicated feelings of deep relaxation, absorption and evoked the
opportunity to refocus on their emotions (Fig.6.4.1.).

The following chapter discusses the congruences and conflicts between the findings.
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7. Discussion
This chapter highlights the similarities and differences between the findings, how they
answer the research questions and support the practical outcome. It explains how
fashion design’s current impact on positive emotions and self-care could be an initial
step in completing the Earth Logic plan. It also discusses additional findings in the
emerging discipline of fashion design for well-being.

7.1. Congruences and differences between the findings
The secondary research illustrates the complexity of understanding well-being; the
interviews reflect this notion as the interviewees enquired about the meaning of wellbeing and stressed the need to refine the research. The literature also discusses an
alleged two-way relationship between well-being and sustainability. The interviews
and the workshop provide empirical evidence of that synergy, as the dialogues kept
shifting between the impact of one on the other’s role and vice versa.

The primary research participants asserted that garments contribute to their wellbeing, whether they were fashion-knowledgeable or not; only six survey participants
did not believe so. The secondary research highlights the traditional association
between design and hedonism, the quest for instant pleasures (Tab.3.1.1.). The survey
results somewhat confirm this allegation by showing that garments are likelier to
generate Positive Emotions rather than contribute to another aspect of well-being.
Indeed, even if Positive Emotions are a component of PERMA, Desmet and Pohlmeyer
(2013) discusses Positive Design and cite Seligman (2011), according to which “to

flourish, besides having positive emotions, an individual must also have a sense of
meaning, engagement, interest, and purpose in life.” Indeed, the literature on design for
well-being summarises that if products can easily be a source of pleasure, they need
to drive experiences to increase well-being on the long-term (Desmet & Hassenzahl,
2012; Desmet & Pohlmeyer, 2013; Pohlmeyer, 2017). The findings from the interviews,
the workshop, and even the survey, which focused on garments, support the literature
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by suggesting that fashion designers could have a more significant impact on the
individual’s well-being if the practice evolved beyond the sole creation of garments.

The practice-based results confirm the different assumptions made during the
research. On the one hand, they attest that fashion is likelier to contribute to Positive

Emotions, rather than another component of well-being, and lead to the adoption of
the care of self value, rather than another Earth Logic value. On the other hand, they
reinforce the hypothesis that an evolved fashion design practice could target other
aspects of well-being and lead to adopting different Earth Logic values. However, it is
worth noting that the practitioner-researcher created a specific output, an experience
of a digital collection, among the different directions suggested by the research.
Further research evaluating the impact of other fashion design outcomes is necessary
to verify the practice-based findings.
The results support initiatives like those of Rissanen (2017) and labels like Schüller
de Waal. These practical examples highlight the necessary evolution of the fashion
designer’s role and practice.

The initial aim was to create a collection based on the workshop results and compare
the fashion design students’ evaluation of its impact with the practice-based
participant’s feedback. Due to this study’s limitations, this specific comparison is not
valuable anymore. The researcher was nevertheless able to contrast the impact of
physical garments and the current fashion design practice with the digital collection
effect. Besides, the workshop supported other findings, such as the shift in the
designer’s role and the redirection of the practice.

7.2. Final fashion design outcome
This study’s proposed fashion design outcome is a four-look digital collection using
positive emotions to enhance the individuals’ well-being and lead them to take care of
themselves. Part of the outcome, four fashion-meditation videos immerse the viewers
into the collection concept and enable them to live the experience of the outfits.
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7.2.1. The looks
The looks are fundamentally based on the primary research findings, which indicated
that fashion design is likelier to generate Positive Emotions and encourage individuals
to adopt the care of self value. Besides, the practitioner-researcher also tested the
hypothesis formulated during the research. She considered the importance of creating
an experience around, or beyond, the garment. Besides, she made final design choices
considering the limitations of this study, and both the restrictions and opportunities
occasioned by COVID-19.

The colours of the collection, both bright for the gradients and pastel for the jackets
and backgrounds, generate positivity. Indeed, a study conducted by textile students
from Soochow University in China reveals that most bright colours induce positive
reactions compared to their darker version (Jiang & Bian, 2013). This theory is supported
by Willet’s (in Nijdam, 2016) colour codification of emotions. The jackets’ shapes evoke
duvets and cushions, while the ensembles are daywear versions of satin pyjamas. All
those elements come together to communicate both energy, serenity and power to the
individuals, inviting them to take care of themselves, to build the necessary physical
and mental resilience to take care of the world. This heroic feeling is reflected in the
bright colours, the jumpsuits, and the looks’ belts, inspired by superhero costumes.
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Even though the impact of colours and shapes was not explicitly investigated in this
study, their potential to influence well-being was mentioned in section 3.4. (Cassidy,
2009; Gupta, 2009).

The collection is presented in a series of inspirational images where the digital looks
are portrayed in an editorial style. Theses visuals embody the collection concept and
represent the first step in the well-being enhancing process (Tab.7.2.1.1.). They would
represent a robust communication tool for a brand, using them on its own platforms.
Besides, their editorial feel could enable their publication in fashion magazines, along
with traditional physical garments.

7.2.2. The videos
The videos are considered an extension of the collection and, therefore, a part of the
fashion design outcome. They immerse individuals into the concept of the collection
and audio-visually communicate the universe of each outfit. They share a similar
aesthetic to the inspirational images and are at the crossroad between fashion short
films and meditation videos, hence the expression “fashion-meditation”. Besides, this
study’s global pandemic context enhanced this format’s appropriateness, as more and
more people reached to online video content, whether that be to exercise, learn, or
precisely meditate (Statista, 2020).

7.2.3. The app
The practitioner-researcher imagined a context for using the videos in the form of
an app (Tab.7.2.3.1.). The latter’s prototype is thought of as a branded platform where
fashion meets well-being in the context of the transition to sustainability. The app would
function following the principles of a simple game where users accomplish actions to
unlock rewards; each seasonal collection represents a new level and includes specific
actions and rewards. For example, to complete the first level linked to this collection,
users have to watch the fashion-meditation videos. Each time they complete this
task, they unlock the access to one item of the collection, which means that they
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can purchase it in real life, in its digital or physical version. Alternatively, a less radical
option would be that users unlock discounts on the collection, which remains available
to buy at any time.

The app’s appropriateness and use were not tested as part of this study, but a question
about it was added to the videos feedback form. The majority of the participants
(54%) said that they would be encouraged to watch the videos if the app enabled
them to unlock discount on a brand’s garments (Fig.7.2.3.1.).

The app’s concept could evolve with the seasons; other activities could be imagined
to unlock the rewards, such as attending real-life workshop or conferences, giving
away old clothes, following a tutorial. The app exemplifies the research findings as it
portrays a potential shift of the fashion design practice including experiences around
products. The app also reverses humanity’s modern quest for happiness through
material acquisition (Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). Instead, it prompts individuals to train
their capacity to be happy in the pursuit of material goods.
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7.3. Positive emotions, care of self, and Earth Logic
The most important, but maybe also the most abstract aspect of this research is the
ability of individual well-being generated by fashion design to be a sustainability driver.
More than the fact that well-being is something that affects each individual, which
makes it a touchpoint for sustainable awareness (Escobar-Tello & Bhamra, 2009), this
research is interested in the capacity of well-being to “benefits to human functioning”
(Desmet & Pohlmeyer, 2013).

The literature on well-being and sustainability describes how enhanced well-being
enables individuals to acquire or develop extra capacities or qualities. The latter’s
resonance with the Earth Logic values suggests that increased well-being could
lead individuals to adopt the values, even unconsciously. This relationship led the
researcher to draw the hypothesis that enhancing individuals’ well-being could enable
the completion of the first part of the Earth Logic plan. Even if the practice-based
research conducted as part of this study represents a first attempt at verifying this
alleged relationship between well-being and Earth Logic, the results are promising.
The practical outcome specifically targets Positive Emotions, rather than another
component of well-being, and care of self, rather than another Earth Logic value;
therefore, their specific roles are emphasised below.

7.3.1. Positive emotions
The survey findings clearly show garments’ current greatest impact on well-being is the
generation of positive emotions. Besides, the interviews and survey results, collated in
Table 7.3.1.1., confirm that garments are likelier to generate Positive Emotions, despite
their positive impact on other aspects of well-being. Therefore, it is worth considering
the potential of positive emotions, despite the scepticism of PP and design for wellbeing authors towards their long-lasting effect (Desmet & Hassenzahl, 2012; Desmet
& Pohlmeyer, 2013; Pohlmeyer, 2017). As this study started by considering the potential
of all aspects of well-being, secondary research does not explicitly investigate
positive emotions. However, it is worth mentioning Fredrickson’s (2001) findings, as
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the research participants evoked different emotions that she listed as part of the ten
most common positive emotions. Indeed, some survey respondents described feelings
of pride generated by garments, while practice-based participants evoked serenity,
interest, and awe when commenting on the videos.

Fredrickson (2001), who specialised in positive emotions, believes that positive emotions
alone can improve individuals’ abilities. She presents empirical evidence, mainly based
on Isen’s findings (for a review, see Isen 2000) that experiencing positive emotions
increases people’s cognitive capabilities. Fredrickson (2001;225) even argues that, on
the long-term, if positive emotions are nurtured, they could strengthen psychological
resilience. Indeed, as they augment people’s range of reactions, “enabling flexible and

creative thinking”, they increase coping capabilities. Despite contrasting with PP and
design for well-being theories, Fredrickson’s (2001; also in Fredrickson & Cohn, 2008)
findings are encouraging considering fashion design’s current impact on positive
emotions.
Besides, the literature on design for well-being supports Fredrickson’s (2001) belief
that moments of positive emotions need to be cultivated (Desmet & Hassenzahl,
2012). The importance of “practicing” well-being supports the use of the meditation
video format in the practical outcome, despite that its long-term impact could not be
verified within this study.

7.3.2. care of self
Early in the research, the interview results showed that most thoughts relating to the
individuals’ well-being logically linked to the care of self value. The survey confirmed
this relationship as its findings indicated that well-being generated by garments is
likelier to lead individuals to adopt the latter value.

In the context of the Earth Logic plan, the care of self value is concerned with taking care
of oneself to build physical and mental resilience to face the psychological challenge
that represents climate change (Fletcher & Tham, 2019) (Fig.1.1). The collection and
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videos invite to the practice of care as an aim to build resilience in two different
ways. First, they use positive emotions as a driver of the adoption of the care of self
value. Indeed, as described by the practice-based participants, the videos created
feelings of serenity, which made them feel physically and mentally stronger. Then, the
outfits and visuals encourage care, or taking the time for oneself, by evoking duvets,
cushions and satin pyjamas. This does not mean that staying in bed is the only way to
build resilience; this is rather a suggestion, and a way to enhance the relaxing feeling
communicated by the fashion-meditation videos.
The idea that care of self, as described in the Earth Logic plan, can be a product of
increased well-being is supported by the secondary research. Indeed, Desmet and
Pohlmeyer (2013) mention that well-being improves the individuals’ resilience and
strengthen their physical and mental health.

Heightened coping skills are a precious advantage in the transition to Earth Logic
(Fletcher & Tham, 2019). These emerging relationships between fashion design, wellbeing and sustainability suggest that care of self might indeed lead to care of world
and justify the conduct of this research.

7.4. Other fashion design for well-being findings
This study investigated fashion design for well-being and opened up to a new research
field. The main findings have been presented and discussed above, but the research
occasioned other discoveries that could be a starting point for further investigation.

As mentioned in section 6.1., interviewees A. and B. highlighted the need to incorporate
sustainability within fashion design education. This congruency prompted the
researcher to add a question in the survey asking the 13 fashion design students if
they had received any information on well-being as part of their course. The answers
suggest that fashion design for well-being could be added to the curriculum (Fig.7.4.1.).
This suggestion is supported by the interest generated by the workshop among its
participants.
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The designer’s shifting role within the fashion design for well-being practice was
evoked many times and exemplified by the practical outcome. Indeed, the latter was
significantly different from a traditional fashion collection of physical garments.
However, this does not mean that fashion designers have to change their practice
overnight to create for well-being; instead, it is a suggestion to experiment beyond the
traditional processes.
The redirection of the practice also comes from the designer’s need to slow down and
consider their own well-being, as highlighted in the interviews and workshop (Fig.6.1.1.
& Tab.6.3.1.). Indeed, how could one create for well-being and sustainability when in a
place of stress and overwork?
The literature does not mention what could be the limits of design for well-being’s
impact; the topic was briefly discussed during the interviews. The interviewees
highlighted that fashion designers are not psychologists, but that they nevertheless
have the capacity to positively influence individuals’ well-being (Tab.6.1.2.).

The following chapter reviews the next steps in investigating the emerging research
field of fashion design for well-being.
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8. Conclusion
This exploratory study is a tiny first step into the unexplored, fascinating field of fashion
design for well-being. It investigated little or unresearched areas and the complex,
abstract topics of well-being, sustainability, and fashion design. This study employed
mixed methods to collect new primary data to compare with the existing literature
and constitute a base for creating and evaluating a collection of digital garments. The
results demonstrate that fashion design, especially garments, currently contribute to
the individual’s well-being by occasioning positive emotions. Besides, they show that
well-being enhanced by fashion design is likelier to lead to the adoption of care of self,
rather than another Earth Logic value.
The findings, particularly from the practice-based research, suggest that fashion
design could have a greater impact on well-being and the endorsement of the Earth
Logic values. Indeed, they indicate that an evolved practice, including a shift in the
designer’s role, could target other well-being components and drive the adoption of
additional Earth Logic values.
This chapter includes recommendations for future research based on the present
findings.

Further investigation is required to ascertain if positive emotions could make a more
significant contribution to well-being than is suggested by PP; Fredrickson’s (2001)
findings could represent a good starting point.

Further research is necessary to evaluate if fashion design for well-being could lead to
the adoption of other Earth Logic values, and if yes, which ones. Indeed, the practicebased research included the realisation of a digital collection, but other projects could
have various impacts. Future fashion design outcomes designed as part of practicebased research could further explore creating experiences around virtual garments.
Alternatively, the suggestions from the workshop, or presented by the designers in
the survey could also act as an inspiration. Participatory and collaborative design
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methods were often mentioned and could constitute interesting starting points for
future research.

The researcher encourages future research to investigate further the potential of the
DfH framework’s application to fashion design. A similar workshop, based on EscobarTello’s (2016) model, could be reproduced and constitute a study on its own. Further
research would enable working closely with designers to develop new fashion design
processes for well-being in the transition to sustainability. Indeed, the present research
tested and adapted the different tools, but they could continue to develop for fashion
design through further trials. Further workshops could involve fashion designers from
diverse backgrounds, collaborating to imagine different projects and work on specific
ecological issues or Earth Logic value. The researcher also encourages the choice of
a refined design brief, especially for sessions taking place over short periods or with
beginner participants. Besides, as this study highlights the impact of fashion design
on positive emotions and care of self, it could constitute a given refined brief for the
next workshops.
Again, the results of further workshops could be developed into a practical outcome,
which would enable the development of a model based on concrete empirical evidence.
Future researcher-practitioners could design independently or collaborate with the
workshop participants, representing a shift in the designer’s role.

The Earth Logic values adoption tool (Fig.4.4.2.2.), developed explicitly for this study,
could be used within future research to measure the level of endorsement of the values
in diverse contexts.

Finally, the researcher understands that this study and its practical outcome represent
a small step in the radical plan to transition to Earth Logic. With this project, she
wants to highlight the potential of well-being to be a driver of this paradigm shift
and encourage further investigation in the field. Indeed, each additional exploration
into fashion design for well-being might become a bit more radical, leading to the
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adoption of other Earth Logic values and towards achieving the plan. Besides, it is
worth highlighting that if this project does not lead to ground-breaking advancement,
without wanting to minimise its impact, at least its digital nature considerably lessens
its ecological footprint.
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10. Appendices
10.1. Consent form & participant information sheet

10.1.1. Consent form example

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
POSITIVE FASHION DESIGN: The Capacity of Fashion Designers to
Provide Wearers with the Qualities Necessary to the Transition to Earth
Logic by Creating Garments that Enhance Their Well-Being
You are being invited to take part in a research project. Before you decide to take part, it is important
for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read
the attached information sheet carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask if anything is
unclear or if you would like more information.
•

I understand that I have given my consent to participate in an online survey on the topic of
positive fashion design.

•

I fully give my consent to take part.

•

I am aware that the results of the survey will be saved and used for academic purposes.

•

I understand that I have given approval for my opinions to be included in the research outputs.
Anything I say may be used in academic papers relating to the project. Although I will not be
referred to by name in any research outputs, my specific role and expertise will be mentioned,
and my quotations could be traced back to me.

•

I have read the information sheet about the research project, which I have been asked to take
part in and have been given a copy of this information to keep.

•

What is going to happen and why it is being done has been explained to me, and I have had
the opportunity to discuss the details and ask questions.

•

Having given this consent I understand that I have the right to withdraw from the research
programme at any time without disadvantage to myself and without having to give any reason.

•

I hereby fully and freely consent to participation in the study, which has been fully explained to
me.

Participant’s
(BLOCK CAPITALS):

name

Participant’s signature:
Investigator’s
(BLOCK CAPITALS):

Date:
name

DIANE WALLINGER

Investigator’s signature:

Date:

16 June 2020

Contact Details
Diane Wallinger, Investigator
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10.1.2. Participant information sheet example
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10.2. Interviews transcripts

10.2.A. Interview transcript interviewee A.
Place of residence: London
Occupation: Programme Leader - BA Fashion Design, BA Fashion Design & Marketing,
BA Fashion Design Womenswear at Instituto Marangoni London
Date: 29 June 2020
Video call platform: Microsoft Teams
[introduction to the project by the researcher]
Researcher: Maybe the first question isn’t the easiest but, from your experience, what
would you say well-being in fashion is, or like, “fashion well-being”, or like, a definition
of well-being that suits fashion?
Interviewee: Hem, I think it’s tough, because you’ve got two elements: you’ve got the
well-being of the individual, and then you’ve got the well-being in the sense of a
broader society, which I suppose is tip toeing in sort of sustainable and ethical issues…
The well-being of the individual is very much about how…hem… how a person feels
about wearing a garment…hem…in terms of… or how it makes them feel, so that ranges
from anything from comfort through to…hem… sort of psychological aspects, if they… if
they sort of…hem… believe in sustainability and know the garment’s made sustainably,
that’s obviously gonna have a positive effect…hem… It’s quite an expansive sort of
topic, because all of a sudden you end up with that notion of really questioning what
fashion is, and how that that feeds into our… our sort of mental well-being as much as
our physical well-being… and I think that the physical well-being is quite an obvious
one…hem… you know, as long as it is keeping us comfortable in the sort of climate that
we are in, then: “fine”, whereas for the psychological one then, it’s really challenging.
Particularly, sort of for the younger generations, we have…hem… huge increase of mental
health issues, so again, can garments somehow, by a way, to help with some of that,
and this notion that…when we break that down, we see issues of isolation…hem… and
fashion is a great way of either fitting in with a peer group or excluding yourself from
a peer group. I think that, you get well-being from a very obvious sense: we can make
garments from natural fibres, and they feel comfortable… and we feel good about where
they come from. But I think that the sort of… when you look at that mental well-being,
then all of a sudden, it’s… it’s much more… complex, and very difficult to both measure
and unpack. The well-being of society is really about producing garments…hem… that
sort of… are unharmful to the environment, and almost enhance the environment. Yeah,
you know, it’s that whole notion that if we… if we look after the environment we live in
[inaudible recording], we’re also looking after our own well-being. Hem… so again, if we…
if the population on masses producing garments that is more… ecologically friendly,
then obviously we live in a better planet and that also has… enhances our well-being.
So, I don’t think that there is a clear definition there, its… it’s quite broad in terms of…
unpacking, but I think that it looks at the individual and societal…hem… impact of
garments and fashion, on the individual.
R.: And so, there are… there are more dimensions of well-being in relation to fashion,
and you’d say that there are these two, I mean these two huge group: the impact on
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the individual and the broader impact, on the environment, on society, ethical… and on
other people as well, not only the wearer. Hem…so, that answers the second question
as well… So, you presented to us your research [the Interviewee gave a lecture on his
PhD research to the researcher’s class in May 2020], and I remember you mention
architecture a lot, in relation to an inspiration for…hem…when you had your fashion
brand, but also for your PhD research, and it sometimes feels like…hem.. the research
in architecture is way more advanced than it is in fashion like, in many areas like
sustainability, and well-being as well… and you mentioned this design studio, something
like DaeWha Kang – something like this – you mentioned their use of technologies,
in design, for an increased understanding of the human and nature’s well-being, so
embedding everything. So, do you think that architecture is more likely to impact
people’s well-being than fashion is, and is that why the research is more advanced?
I.: Hem… again, it’s another very complex question. I think… the fundamental difference
in architecture is… there is so much more money involved in the production of a product
– unlike a garment, which you may spend several hundred pounds on – in a building
they are spending several hundreds… several million or… several hundred million pounds
on some of these buildings… built environments. So, what that allows for is then paid…
almost paid research to be conducted: so, what you see in architecture at the moment
–…hem… on the back of what was the original sort of move to digitalisation – was a
notion of… when they started… when they started to look at sort of computational and
stuff within architecture, it was about what it could produce, and not about the actual
end-consumer, and there was a huge sort of rebuke of that, and what we are seeing as
a result of that is… a significant amount of academic time…hem… and academic debate
being discussed around, you know, the actual… if we are creating architecture, who are
we creating it for, and how does it really impact on. So, a lot of architecture businesses
now set up their own companies and practices…hem… these test environment, to test
how the actual proposed project actually impact people, how people interact in the
project… and because there is this big notion of funding that’s attached behind it, they
can afford to do these things. So, we have lots of modelling software within architecture
that sort of predict people’s behaviour, crowd… crowd movements and things like that.
When we come across to fashion, fashion is… is still very much proven via aesthetic…
hem… and there are pockets of people looking at sustainability…and hem… it doesn’t
seem to have been the same tool shift, and we look at our big sort of companies…hem,
in terms of fashion at the moment, in terms of sales volumes and things like that - and
the high street – and you know, the avatars and the shift towards sustainability it’s… it’s
just a very small selection of their cloth… and I think that if you’ll scratch the surface in
architecture you’ll find the same: big buildings and projects are doing a lot more… sort
of a lot more… spending a lot more time investing in looking at the well-being of people,
but then, equally we see buildings, hundreds and thousands of buildings popping up
every day that have no consideration of sustainability, or the well-being, they build on
a cost-basis. But of anything, it’s ahead in the fact that it has such more… its resource
base is more extensive, so it has a lot more money to pay for a lot more people to
be doing this kind of research. And then in addition to that, academically,…hem… the
comparison between the two is: when we talk about fashion studies and theories, we
talk about… we talk about sort of… a more psychological notion of fashion and what is
to belong to sort of…hem… you know, trends, and things like that, whereas architecture
has a real…hem… continuous debate around its own purpose, if that makes sense…
hem… and this continuous debate about any sort of evolution within architecture, and
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looking for new phases in architecture. So, it tends to have a slightly more futureorientated perspective, and when it looks at future orientation, it’s over a slightly longer
term, whereas fashion, when it looks at the future, it looks at a… for the season, and
maybe the next. So, you know, if you think back, when 3D printing sort of started to
hit the… hit the headlines in fashion, we had one, two seasons of really interesting
3D-printed garments, and then… then it stopped…hem… and every new technology that
comes along hit the catwalk for one or two seasons and then it’s see as unfashionable,
we move away from it, instead of it being embraced in its core structure.
R.: Do you think that… that short-sightedness, that lack of academic research in fashion,
and that lack of future-orientated perspective… do you think that - and I am thinking
about your PhD -, do you think that it’s starting to shift? All those technologies coming
to fashion, do you think that we are starting to think, even within fashion, - with those
new technologies, with that… those new tools…
I.: I think that, unfortunately… like, within fashion there is a whole range of occupations
and career paths, and parts of fashion, and the… the financial drive behind fashion, the
biggest amount of innovation in fashion happens in fashion…hem… in the marketing
sector. So, we are seeing huge amounts of money… financial tech sectors coming in
fashion… and that’s about selling more clothes, that’s not about reducing our impact
on the environment and stuff like that… and I think the one area that’s lagging behind
from… - particularly from what I see educationally - tend to be designers. So, we’re
seeing a lot of money invested at the moment in…hem… textile… developments, and
sort of impact of textiles…hem… I think it was just last week: the head of Parsley who does the sea plastics – said that in ten years, most of the problems we have
with current textiles would have been engineered out, we’ll have develop new textiles
manufacturing processes, and more synthetic ones that are biodegradables… I think
that… I think that’s an optimistic outlook, but that… those… those sectors are really
making headway, whereas, when we look at design education – I’m not sure of the
numbers - but it’s thousands of design graduates every year, and still this very strong
consideration of an aesthetic, of an… “I want to build my dream collection”…hem… from
a lecturer’s point of view, no matter how much effort you put into saying “let’s look at
sustainability”, it seems like the natural alignment hasn’t slotted in with more students,
that they can still make their dream collection, but they could make it sustainable, so
they just make their dream collection…hem… and I don’t think that rigour, or critique is
there yet in fashion, typically in education, where we would sit there and really critique
someone for being non-sustainable, whereas I think in lots of architecture education,
if you were to build… if you were to propose a building at the moment, the didn’t have
any sustainable credentials, you would be really heavily criticised, and I think that, you
know I think that, in time we’ll see education shift, and younger graduates have to take
the lead on it. Whereas, at the moment, they still feel that they can… they can forget
it, it’s like “I’ve done my project on sustainability, that’s it”, you know “I wrote my 4’000
words, I don’t need to move on… I can move on – sorry – to do my own thing”. So, I think…
I think that it is changing…hem… and I think most… most academic institutions are
embedding more and more, sort of awareness within their program…hem… but it’s hard…
it’s that sort of notion “are our consumer really demanding it?”, “are the fashion brands
really embracing it?”, and then again “is the skill level there?” and…hem… I supervised a
couple of marketing… MA marketing dissertations in the last couple of years, and quite
a few of them look at the notion of…hem… you know when… when sort of reviewing a
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customer base, “how many people would actually shop sustainably?”, and this whole
notion that there is poor design, that a reason that people don’t buy sustainable is
that there is poor design… there is no reason that the same design principle - that are
selling all the leading brands at the moment - aren’t applied to sustainable design,
there is no… you know, fabrics work in actually pretty much the same way, there must
be a cost factor involved, but it’s… you know, it just takes that little bit more effort, that
little bit more research using sustainable fabrics - as opposed to non-sustainable
fabrics - and you’re making pretty much the same garments…hem… you know, some of
the finishing on those, on sustainable fabrics this is… higher quality as other fabrics. So,
it’s hard to understand at times why we haven’t made stronger progress, other than the
costing impurities and all.
R.: And, do you believe that these are… apparently, those developing technologies,
these are the technologies that can… kind of help us improve our fabrics, or improve
the design process, to make it more sustainable?
I.: Yeah, I think that, when you look at… when you are looking, say a design process…
hem… when I sort of teach, I come from a process where there are like, four areas of
research a student should actually be doing, and one of those is…hem… is fabrics and
materials…hem… and I think again, it’s one of those areas that probably should be much
more important in a design process…hem… but tend to be left to after thoughts: it’s like
“I’ve design my collection, now I’m gonna go fabric shopping”, as opposed to… you’re
seeing a couple of designers doing the other way round, where they’re getting a piece
and then designing for the piece of fabric, but I think again, it’s that realignment, to
say… to say to student: “before you actually start designing, let’s do some materials
research and understand the kind of materials you could be using, and the impact that
may have on… on your design”. I think… I think in general I still see a lot of students very
much design a collection, and then go to fabric shop, and then complain that they
can’t find the exact colour they want, in the fabric shop…
R.: I totally see what you mean, because I’ve done a design BA back home in Switzerland,
and I had like, literally, no notion of sustainability, and I was exactly doing that: design
your thing, and then you go… and fabrics were really poor, so you’d kind of take what’s
there or… like it’s kind of where… it’s kind of the wrong way round, you should first see
what’s available, and what you could use depending on your impact, and then design
according to what you found, but that’s really… that really not the way I learnt things,
that’s really… that’s really interesting… And, so, would you say that if these technologies,
well - if used well, they can maybe help us achieve sustainability -, but would say that…
does technology-enhanced design process… can it impact the user well-being? Like,
the wearer’s well-being, in a sort of way? Could we design better for user’s well-being?
I.: I… I think they can… I think that one of the sorts of… the sort of notion in my research
is…hem… is this sort of… I’m looking at collaborative design, and initially within a…
within a sort of virtual environment – but that will change as time progresses to more
augmented reality -… I think what it is… one thing that I see is…hem… to be a successful
fashion designers, you need to know a huge amount of things, it’s not just about being
creative anymore, you have to know material sciences, and all sort of things, and… and
it’s almost got to a point where… where the expectations on designers were too great,
so we need to have collaborative design processes. So, if you look at architecture,
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it’s not just one person who designs a building, it’s a whole team of people that input
into that. But…hem… fashion design still – particularly in the smaller environments and
many of the small enterprises – the designer will design and then give it to somebody
else to make and… what we need is… we need some more of an environment where you
can have a designer, you can have someone from material science background, you
can have someone from an ecological background and… you know, a whole variety
of different people, and the same, you know, possibly someone who specialises in
construction, all in the same environment having a conversation about the design at
the same time that’s being designed, as opposed to the designer creating something,
and then the other having to follow through afterwards. So, I think… I think technology
can enable a greater dissemination of information, almost in a real-time scenario: you
could be saying to someone look “I wanna make this series of garments, what kind of
fabric to you think?” or, you know…hem… that notion of brand collaboration, instead
you end up being collaborative effort between textile designers who are working with
new materials, and fashion designers. So, I think… I think there is… there is a sort of
element where technology will enhance that, and the other thing that…hem… I think
technology offers us – but it’s still in its infancy – what we saw in… in the notion of
architecture with generative design is the ability to generate thousands of options,
and then pick from the options… and I’m not necessarily convince that will work with
fashion, but what it will allow us to do is to… and I think, the notion of where Clo3D
software is heading, that notion of garment visualisation. It will enable us to visualise
hundreds of garments, without actually creating any real waste, and then being able
to from what we then deem as being the most suitable. Whereas at the moment, you
know, our way of representing a garment is through hand drawn illustration or digital
illustration, which gives a… it allows for a lot of interpretation, if that makes sense…
hem… and so you see this drawing, it looks beautiful, and then you see the garment
and it doesn’t quite match up, whereas I think the… the notion of garment visualisation
software allows you to get a much more accurate impression of what the garment
would look like. Partly because it’s 3D, it just has a slightly clearer dimension of what
the garment would actually realises.
R.: And… yeah, I see what you mean, because I have a really bad 3D… like, my sketches
are always really nice, but my toiles never look anything like my sketches…
I.: [laugh]
R.: … that’s the stage where I totally… mess everything up! And, you mentioned things
like co-creation, and interdisciplinarity… and these are all skills that are mentioned
through… in sustainability transformation theories, like kind of the qualities that we
need to shift towards more ecological societies. From your fashion and technology
researcher point of view, do you see any other qualities that could be both for that
sustainable shift, and for that design shift?
I.: Hem… I think there is… one is just a true… belief in what…hem… this is sort of essence,
and it’s a much sort of deeper thing, it’s a need for a greater humanity within our
world and…hem… and that comes from the consumer who’s gonna spend that little bit
longer to source a garment and then maybe spend a little bit more money to source
a garment that…hem.. that make them feel better, but that has less impact on the
environment; through to designers, who are taking… having the time…hem… to sort of
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understand the impact. I think fashion - in the last sort of two decades - it just got
faster, and faster, and faster, and as a designer, we’re expected to design more and
more collections, there is more and more to do, and the tough of then going “alright, now
I’m gonna spend the next three months really heavily learning about sustainability” and
there is development in sustainability, you know, it’s challenging. So, I think, in a sense…
it’s everything from accessibility of both material and the information so, designers
can actually access these materials and learn about them quite quickly. Because it is
changing at quite a pace, so to stay abreast of these things you almost… that’s where
you permanent eerie needs to be, and I think you will see new roles… evolve in the sort
of coming future of where people sole role is sustainability advisor and then they’ll be
able to work with designers and advise them on… on, you know, how to best create their
collection. So, it think, you know, there is different skill sets, but there’s also a different
knowledge basis that needs to be developed, which can then be transferred, and at
the moment I don’t think… you know, it’s like the notion of technology, when you say
“designers can start to use technology”, most designers are struggling just to work
with traditional techniques, that learn from time to skill up on… on really advanced
technology. So, what we see is the most…hem… most sort of…when we look at people
like Iris Van Herpen who push boundaries and stuff, what happened with pushing
boundaries in terms of her design work, it’s all through collaborative working. In the
studio, she has a mixture of people, and I think, again, the more you look around at sort
of those… working in the sort of innovative and experimental sort of fashion realms,
and using computational, using technology, all of them are working in collaboration
with each other…hem…or with other sort of cross-collaborative sort of things, and I
think… I think typically fashion designers… you know, it’s within our mindset to be very
competitive and to work on our own, and not to share our ideas. So, when you come
into, say for instance a class environment, “so, okay, can you present your work today?”
you always get back “oh, do I really have to?” cause, you know, we are protective of
the ideas that we’ve got, when in actual fact… fashion design almost needs to become
a little bit more open source, where we are sharing…hem.. sharing best practices, and
then…hem… you know, the whole thing would speed up…
[interview is interrupted by a connection problem for 1-2 minutes and then resume
normally]
I.: So, I think…hem… yeah, I think that one of the thing for me is about sort of…hem… in
order to get real advancement, it needs to be a much sort of greater sharing of the
information, people working together, and having a sort of shared ethos that…they
not only doing it just to make a sort of… a massive profit, but they’re actually doing
it for the betterment of their society, and I think that’s a tough one, because…hem…
I think, historically, the last thing most fashion designers are thinking about is their
environment…hem… you know, it’s very much about the aesthetic and how we look,
and I think now we need to… we need to show a greater sort of… a greater awareness,
a greater commitment to the sort of… where we live, and I think that’s when the wellbeing thing comes into it. In order to have true well-being you need to live in a society
that is sort of much more beneficial to all.
R.: Yeah, I mean, definitely, it’s kind of all linked together…
I.: Yeah.
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R.: And…hem… one of the… one of the challenge that I’m facing is…hem… it’s one point to
measure these impact of the garment, but then – as a designer – what can I change,
and what can I do, like if someone tells me “oh, I really… that garment doesn’t really make
me happier, or doesn’t...” - I don’t know how the participants are gonna react – but,
what can I change? So, what is… kind of the extent to which the designer can impact
the individual’s well-being? Maybe apart from the choice of a sustainable fabric.
I.: Yeah, it’s… it’s interesting cause, again, when we look at this notion of well-being - and
I’ll refer back to architecture – the architect that I sort of…hem… looked at within my
presentation, he worked for Zaha Hadid, so he was very much intro the parametricism of
sort of big glamorous buildings… but he’s now using that same… high-end software and
computation to design great, beautiful pieces that enhance architecture, but one of
the things he was saying within his architecture is this notion of…hem… what well-being
is. So, within some buildings he was building sort of protective environments, which
was sort of… almost meditation suites in big buildings, so that people could escape,
but then he was building other things in which was sort of like motion enhancement: he
had one thing… in one building they had this set up which was to encourage people to
climb the stairs, instead of taking the elevators, you’d get points for climbing the stairs
and… I don’t know, this notion that…hem… we have to look at is what is we consider wellbeing, and how we can measure it. So, we sort of have that notion within the sport…
the sportswear sector, where we can… we can put motion to textiles and garments, and
it rewards you and tells you how much exercise you’ve done. But from a day-to-day…
hem… notion, it almost needs like… the same sort of approach that Apple has with it
sort of… its sort of… its own software and its phones, and that sort of tells you…hem…
how many steps you’ve done in a day, but we need something within our clothing to
say, you know, this is the kind of… there is the capacity to do it - but it depends how
much tech you wanna build into cloth – but you can monito heart rates and things
like that, say throughout the day, this is… this is the sort of… the feedback that you
had. How that measures the clothing is a challenge, because generally, all you can
do is measure temperature or something like that, but…hem… So, the obvious one for
measuring…hem… clothing is obviously… comes back to questions… and asking people,
or surveys, or getting people to fill in regular sort of … things about how they feel about
their garment throughout the day and… I think, in a sense, you’ll always get, you know,
if you present a selection of garments to people and say: “this one is made of this
fabric, this one is made of this fabric, this is made of this fabric, and this is the impact
of these different garments”, on that initial basis people will say: “well, that one makes
me feel better, it makes the world feel better.” But would they buy it? No. You know, it
kind of… it doesn’t add up at times so, it’s incredibly difficult to measure…hem… other
than a very straightforward questionnaire on a sort of, you know… daily basis: “how
did you garment make you feel?”, or…hem… it’s… its’ very difficult to get very tangible
measurements I think… I think it’s always gonna be… very qualitative data, you’re kind
of asking questions, and then trying to extract something from it…hem… and I think,
unfortunately, you know again, it’s the bigger question: is the consumer aware enough
about what well-being is, to be able to answer that question. So, if you have someone
that is very much into well-being, and you know, practicing ecological sort of… elements
and stuff, then you offer the right garment to them, naturally you get an alignment, so
they’ll say “yeah, the garment works for me”, but for the average person, they’ll be like
“well, it’s the same as every jumper I got, what’s the difference?”. You know we don’t…
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we certainly don’t take the time to look at a garment and think “what is gonna happen
to this garment in twenty years’ time?”, and “how does that now make me feel?”. Again,
that could be a question, you know: “the garment you’re wearing in four years’ time will
end up being here, how do feel about that?”. I couldn’t give you an answer in terms of
how… any direct measurements to test other than… other than sensors.
R.: I mean, that’s a really… that’s a really answer, like, I’m looking at design for well-being
matrixes, and how it can of use different components of Positive Psychology plus
design components, and I try to see how the design actually impact the well-being,
and if it’s the design, or if it’s…hem… what the design enables you to do, that makes you
happy; like a bag that enables you to go shopping… like to do more shopping, so is that
what makes you happy, and that’s not actually the bag. So, yeah, the questionnaires,
survey, I kind of like… trying to build my matrix right now, trying to see “how”… because
obviously, I’m gonna have to be kind of straight forward, but maybe leave a few openanswer questions to see… because it’s always interesting to see.. to hear people talking
about well-being; sometimes they can of… let answers flow a little bit better than in
close-answer questionnaires…
I.: Yeah. Like I think… you know again, it depends in which direction it comes from, but
the actual… the design part of it could be interesting, cause you’re gonna get feedback
about, you know comfort, notions of restrictions and things like that, so…hem.. if you
have a garment… I think it’s that notion as well, it’s a garment that has an aesthetic
consideration, but still allows plenty of functionality…hem… then it fits into a sort of…
things like that, you know, functionality of the garment… but I also think aesthetic is a
big one, particularly whenever I had students sort of look at… sustainable consumption
in the past, it always sort of flags up as an area why people aren’t buying sustainable…
hem… but yeah, those kind of things I think you can measure, yeah.
R.: And…hem… Maybe it’s a in [inaudible recording] question, but did you come across…
hem… any specific like, technology tools - I remember you mentioned algorithm – that
would help the designer, within this process, but that you could see as… to grow its
impact on the wearer’s well-being? Any specific technology that you may have seen,
or heard about, things like that?
I.: Hem… this is a tricky one, because what you find is… if you… if you look at the notion
of what parametricism is, which is… that sort of branch of architecture…hem… they’re
using computation to put in a range of parameters that then give a particular range
of forms and things like that, and then the computer will generate thousands of
shapes, or thousands of different forms or variances, and you would literally select
the best one, and depending on the variables you put in, you know, you act upon the
building structure, and within those they now have… they have metrics that sort of… or
parameters that are… take into consideration…hem.. human interactions within spaces
and flows, and things like that. When it comes to fashion it becomes very tricky, and it
was where I kind of originally started to think about the notion of using computation
around generative design, and I think the problem is…hem… one, you have to sort of have
a real, high-skill knowledge base in that area - which I don’t – or work in collaboration
with someone that really does so, trying to access that is incredibly difficult. Secondly,
it feels very removed from what fashion is in terms of the way we design, it’s very
much: the boy generates, and you pick. But why… in my supervisions, Simon - who is
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equally one of my supervisors with Veronika – kept saying “where is the human in this?
You know, you’re just turning over design to the computer, you’re putting in variables,
it’s giving you back designs, and you’re picking one, but where’s that sort of notion of
human creativity? Where is the sort of instinct coming int all of those things, which is
so crucial to design”, and the more I sort of worked with it, the more what happened,
if you can just see it becoming…hem… and what we’re seeing is it’s happening with
Amazon and Google, they’re running algorithms at the moment to analyse thousands
and thousands of garments that exist in the real world to produce collections…hem…
and what I started to really realise is what these are, and the use of big data within…
hem.. within clothing, it’s just speeding up even quicker. So, we’ll end up with, you know,
it’s companies like Google and Amazon - who aren’t renowned for their sustainable
credentials anyway –, it’s just about selling products…hem… Why do they wanna get
into fashion? Because they see it as being a marketplace where they can sell lots… and
they’re entering, you know, lower into the marketplace so, you know, with any of these
technologies you see how they, in a sense, can be used to the detriment of society,
as well as to the benefit of society, and I think, if you put it in the right hands… then
you get enhanced creativity and what you can start to do is… is end up with really
interesting modelling of garments on bodies. So, you know, your Clo3D is in its infancy,
but you can see how that kind of software can show how the garment will function,
and eventually, as it gets more complex it will show you sort of points on the garments
that need adaptations, that don’t… that restrict movements, or things like that. At the
moment it doesn’t really exist, but you know, it’s not far off; the technology exists at
the moment – the most advanced technology is the use of big data by Amazon and
Google, which is literally, looking at what everyone’s wearing and, from a marketing
perspective, and then using that to generate design. And unfortunately, it’s a bit of a…
I can’t think of the terminology, but it’s a… it’s a sort of notion that if seventy percent
of people wear black clothing and Amazon work that out, they gonna make seventy
percent more black clothing, and it becomes like a self-fulfilling prophecy, you don’t
get any changes, you just get more and more of the same. Whereas innovation comes
from sort of… much stranger places, it comes from… form people trying different things,
and then sharing that, and other movements starting out…hem…
R.: It’s kind of always the risk with technology, right, that’s kind of like, “placed in the
right hands, placed in the good hands” … It’s… and then like, if used well, or less well…
I.: Yeah, and Clo3D is a perfect example of that, Holly McQuillan has just released someone said exactly her PhD study – but I read a paper the other day form her,
where she… - you know, she’s one of the sort of founders of… or one of the sort of
main proponents of zero waste pattern cutting – and in her last… last X number of
years of practice she’s been using Clo3D, to basically visualise her 3D pattern cutting
experiments. So, she’s not creating any sort of actual garments in terms of…hem… of
waste, so she’s able to create more variations to see what works, and then… without
creating any sort of real garment. So, it allows some more potential to explore design
aspects, without having to sit there and manufacture something, and the cost of
manufacture…hem… so, you’re seeing that, you’re seeing…hem… I think she’s one of your
lecturers… who also is working with Clo3D, Rhino, I can’t think of her name on top of my
head… So, there are these people around who are doing bits and pieces, and the Holly
McQuillan paper – if you can access it – it’s probably worth having a look at…hem…
but you’re seeing people using it to what it’s originally, you know, in a sense which is…
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not what it’s used for, but what it is… it’s a garment visualisation software… and then
that cuts out the need to make stuff, but if you put that in the hands of…hem… one of
the high streets, what they’re able to do is the same thing: they’re able to produce…
hundred different versions of a dress by just moving components around, and then
offer that to a client so, inevitably, its speeds up their process and creates a wider
range of garments so, possibly even more waste at the end…hem… and I think that’s the
problem with all these technologies: you’re seeing this notion in one hand, we’re seeing
experimentation and positive outcomes, and in other hands…hem… you know, bigger
industries adopt them very quickly and adapt them towards automation and… and sort
of a profit motive… and I think, where the change eventually will come is when consumers
actually go: “no, we’re not gonna buy from them… those companies anymore”… and you
know, we’re seeing it, we’re seeing new little start-ups happening all the time and… but
with a different ethos. Start-ups now are starting in fashion to… almost make a living,
and not to make a fortune, particularly from a design perspective. So, people, you know,
there is people starting out new little brands which they just… they want a very small
boutique brand, and they see that they can make a lifestyle out of it, as opposed to
making a mega brand…hem… and if that sort of movement continues, then we’re gonna
increase the well-being of everyone, and cloth will be more considered; but I do think
consumer choices is the big sort of component, and the more… the more anyone can
educate consumers, the sort of faster these things will happen.
R.: That was kind of like my next question about like, in a general way, from a fashion
designer perspective - maybe -, do you think that garment actually can contribute to
well-being? Like to your well-being?
I.: Yeah, I do, cause what we talked about before… when I spoke before about what
well-being is, I think…hem… you know there are certain garments that you’ll put on…
that will make you feel better, whether it actually does anything to you… physically, to
make you feel better, but there are certain garments that you’ll put on like you have
your favourite coat, or that you put on and you feel comfortable in it, you feel safe
and secure. In a sense, that is well-being, that, you know, in your environment you’re
wearing something that make you fit in, and sort of provides that natural comfort
and protection. So, I do think garments - and fashion has a significant part to play in
that -…hem… and then equally, if you’re wearing a garment and you… you know, you’re
concern about the planet, you’re wearing a garment that meet those credentials that,
again, psychologically this impact is making you feel good about what you’re doing
and that’s contributing to a broader society, and you know, if we can cut down waste
and pollution on our environment, wear garments longer…hem… then the world is gonna
be a better place to live in. So, it’s a… it’s both a micro and a macro sort of issue you
know, the micro one is about your own individual feelings, and that’s about something
that’s well designed, that feels good, that makes you sort of… feel comfortable, and
proud and… it’s like the whole notion of people that wear suits into… into the office –
and everyone always questions why do people wear suits – and that’s that notion of
power dressing. So, what we wear can really impact on our performance and the way
we… and the way we carry ourselves; so, you know, if we’ve got garments that enable
us, that make us feel proud of what we’re wearing, we’re gonna have more confidence
about the way we appear. So, all of those things benefit our… mental well-being…hem…
you know, I’ve seen… I’ve seen a few sort of students torn with ideas in the last couple of
years around almost… sort of protective garments, so garments that when you’re… that
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will detect when you’re feeling… maybe slightly anxious, and then all of a sudden they
become slightly warmer, or something changes in the garment, so adaptable garments
that sort of you know, make you feel a little bit more secure. So, there is those kind of
things, but I think even in… on the sort of dumb down sort of version of it, or the lowtech version you know, if you get a garment that’s being crafted properly, the fabric’s
made in a sort of harmonious way, and you know, this sort of talk about blockchain
being use to sort of capture the history of a garment, and again it’s like… if you’ve
got the history of a garment: you know it’s been made by someone in a way that’s
considerate, and it hasn’t huge amount of air miles or whatever else, inevitably, you feel
good about purchasing it, and then you’ll feel good about wearing it, which will impact
on your own well-being. I think what we’re seeing is… we’ll see in the next decades lots
more…hem… evolution in terms of material sciences, we will see… we will see fabrics that
are actually cleaning up our environment when we wear them or… or things like that,
and that’s when you’ll see the real game changers start to come in. So, you know, you’ll
be able to wear garments that have positive impact on the environment…hem… as well
as your own personal environment.
R.: And you mentioned that it could be… because I was going to ask if garments created
through technological or like... tech-enhanced process would have a different impact
that garments created through the traditional design process, but you mentioned the
use of blockchain and the combination of the history of the textile – where it has
been weaved and things like that – so, maybe a combination of tech and traditional
processes would be…?
I.: I think, it’s quite interesting, cause you see, if you look at say, the sport sector: the sport
sector is probably responsible for a huge degree of innovation within sort of… garment
technology, and sort of… for the last decade at least – if not the last two decades –
but it’s only for… it’s only for a selected portion of the population, not everyone feels
comfortable running around in the latest sort of… sportswear, if that makes sense. But
if some of that same… same innovation comes across into our daily cloth, then you see
impact and I, you know it’s… for me, it’s gonna be a mixture: there will be certain parts
of wearables that will be embedded in certain garments that may have an impact,
there will be marketing solutions such as blockchain that will have an impact, and I
think something like blockchain could really revolutionise that traditional sector of… of
fashion, because it gives it authenticity, which is… is something that is really missing.
And then we’ll see material sciences so, you know, we get material science happening
in all sort of places where people are… really enough working with genetics so, the wool
is, you know, the adaptability of wool is enhanced and things like that so, I don’t see the
two as being inseparable, other than if you’re looking to produce very artisan cloth and
then you’re looking at very, very old-school traditional techniques, and I think there
is a very small place for that, but it’s not for the masses, cause the costs involved in
producing garments like that – ethically – is very, very high. But I do think, you know
again, when you think at the luxury sector - where people are paying more -…hem… one
of the sort of current trends is that people want more individuality so, we will see that
notion of craftsmanship coming in, and individual things being combined, possibly with
other technologies to really enhance that development… but I think the two will work
hand in hand… and I think that’s an argument that… that’s a debate that, you know,
that can rage in fashion, because we do have the traditionalists that – the moment
you mention technology – they are like: “oh, that’s the end of the world”, and then you
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have technologists saying that the solution to all of our problems is more technology
and more science so, I think with all of them there is a… there is a mediation that needs
to take place, and I think collaboratively, if you combine new science with some of the
traditional techniques, you’ll end up with a much more viable solution.
R.: Yeah… I think… I think we covered nearly everything… it’s really interesting because
lots of things tied up with sustainability, like, we can really see that everything is kind
of linked. Maybe, would you have a kind of last general opinion on virtual garments
as they are? Like, what the technology is at the moment? Maybe on Clo3D-created
garments, as that’s why I’m gonna use for the project?
I.: I think… there are various different versions – Clo3D, Optitex, and whatever else - and
I think they are a starting point: they come… I think the primary engine for those come
from the gaming industry, and the gaming industry really developed them… or this…
the actual research that went into the original sort of versions was for gaming in a
sense, and…hem… and I think it’s… you know, it’s very interesting to see how a garment
will… in a sense will look, and what it does is it also raises a lot more… it raises this
sort of notion – I’ve had this conversation with a few students that are very much
interested in the sort of digital… digital fashion – about… when we look at where we’re
going, is fashion at a crossroads where we see a second, you know, a next generation
of fashion where it doesn’t actually acquire physical garments that… you know, we’re
spending a lot more time online, where we have clocking software, where we effectively
buy digital garments – these are just thoughts that went through my mind - and we
gonna see that whole industry sort of start to increase… sort of increase massively
within the next ten years…hem… so, you may actually see… you know, I think the Covid
thing has made… has had a massive impact on people’s lives and made lots of people
question how their future will exist, and we will see a lot of change so, I am… I do think
we’ll see…hem… things like Clo3D evolve, and become much more sophisticated, I think,
in terms of what they offer. I don’t… at the moment I don’t… people are sort of saying
they are pattern cutting software, and I don’t really see them as that: I think they are
really poor versions of pattern cutting software… but I think that will become enhanced,
in a sense…hem… because pattern cutting is generally mathematics so, the majority
of pattern cutting could be done through algorithms generation…hem… but I think it’s
an interesting area to sort of… to watch, I think it needs more pioneers to show the
potential of those things, so they evolve in the right direction, cause at the moment,
what you see is those… those things in terms of technology – whether it’s Amazon,
whether it’s Clo3D – they’re developing these things effectively to create a… to create
profits: Clo3D want to sort of sell more units…hem… but, what’s the feed backward that
feeds into these things? Is this designers on board that are saying: “well, actually …” you
know, is this sustainable designers working with Clo3D to say: “maybe you should steal
your software in this direction”? I very much doubt it, I think…hem…Years ago, I work… I
did a consultancy with a project in Scotland called “Inova Clothing”; that was looking
at body scanning and… and literally you could go in and body scan and pick a garment,
and the idea was that the garment was produced on a production line, specifically for
you…hem… and it all sounded quite amazing, but in reality, what was happening is that
the garments were being adapted individually in a factory in China, and by people, not
by computation. So, the front-end was all very heavy-tech, and the backend was really
low-tech…hem… but again, you know, that kind of things gives you this insight into how
these things are rolled out: when you went into the offices, spoke to everyone, they are
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all from a tech background, no one was from a design background…hem… so, when you
kind of go with a design perspective, they sort of look like… looked at you like you’re
alien: “why would you want to do that?”, and it’s like “because that’s our field, that’s
what we have knowledge in, that’s what we understand.” And I think again, you know,
the notion of working collaboratively…hem… - and part of my sort of thing in terms of
tool research in my PhD is to look at developing tools that are intuitive to designers
to use so, it’s not just a tool coming from the tech sector that you can use… that you
don’t have to spend a year try to working out how to use it, but it just needs to be as
intuitive as using your phone: you pick it up, you play with it, within a couple of hours
you’re creating results. And I think that’s the thing, it’s that notion… at the moment,
unlike architecture – architecture when it first started out was very much like that, it
was tools that tech-head used, over a period of time they developed the tools that
everyone can use – fashion needs to do the same, it needs its own set of tools that
enable… computation to be used within fashion, for those that wanna use it, without
having to consult, you know, sort of computer engineers. And I think for me, that’s
important, and I think…hem… we’ll see more of that, cause I think these companies
will realise that in fact, their product isn’t quite good as what it is… they think is –
technologically it is, but usability-wise, not so – and they’ll need to consult more and
more with users…hem… which inevitably is designers so, I think… I think, you know, in the
next five years we’ll probably see more and more of that happen…hem…and then you’ll
start to see real change, cause it will make things much easier.
R.: Well, this is really promising, this is an optimistic perspective to end on…hem… I’m
gonna stop recording I think… did you have any questions?
I.: No, no.
[end of transcription]

10.2.B. – Interview transcript interviewee B.
Place of residence: London
Occupation: Education for Sustainability Leader at Centre for Sustainable Fashion
Date: 30 June 2020
Video call platform: Microsoft Teams
[introduction to the project by the researcher]
Researcher: Maybe you can explain briefly what you do at the Centre for Sustainable
Fashion as well?
Interviewee: Yeah, sure. So, I’m the Education for Sustainability leader at the Centre for
Sustainable Fashion and… I’m not a designer, I don’t… yeah, I’m not a maker but I have
been working at the Centre since it’s been founded in 2008 and I… it’s my role to focus
on our education project…hem… the Centre has three different areas; it has research,
knowledge exchange – which is where we collaborate with industry and other partners
outside of the university -, and we have our education work. So, within our education
work that is firstly looking at what we teach and how we teach at London College of
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Fashion, and working closely with the schools and the academic structures of the
college, to identify how we can…hem… enhance delivery of sustainability in the curriculum,
but also how can we look to...hem… what the curriculum should be, so not only kind of
making adaptations to the curriculum, but also creating a speculative space where we
imagine what… how education might be transformed. So, that involves, yeah, working
with academic needs within the different schools - within design, communication, and
business – it means working with academic leaders, who are responsible for academic
processes and course administration, and course development and re-validation, and
that kind of things and… really kind of ensuring that there is a framework and a strategy
for the continued development and enhancement of our teaching and learning at
London College of Fashion with…hem… you know, an understanding of a kind of earth
first model, rather than just sustainability being an add-on, or one element of the
curriculum…So, yeah, I’m sort of sit in the tension between realising that… in some cases,
only small adaptations can be made to curriculum, in other cases we are able to kind
of completely imagine a course, such as Fashion Futures, with sustainability as the
kind of first reference point for imagining what fashion is, or what fashion could be. So,
that’s the work kind of within the Centre, and then I also work kind of looking outside
the university so, that’s where I’m responsible for…hem… our online delivery of courses
- so, what we want to make sure is that that learning and that knowledge doesn’t only
happen within the institution, but that we are open-sourcing our knowledge and our
expertise – so, we deliver an online course through that… a platform called FutureLearn,
and we are in the process of developing new online courses as well. So, we want to be
able to… share that knowledge with a global community of fashion students, educators,
fashion practitioners… and we’ve had 60’000 learners on our course so far so, that
global community is growing… all the time. And then I also work on project that are
connecting to other fashion educators in different locations so, for example we have
an Erasmus founded project working with three other European universities, and we
are looking at creating… well, we are creating online tools for fashion educators to
be able to explore their own practice so, not only be able to access information that
can… that they can use in their teaching, but also reflect on their own practice as an
educator and how they can understand their own pedagogies, for fashion design for
sustainability.
R.: And… the framework that you developed with the centre, what is its exact role, like…
where the idea of creating a framework come from? When does it come about, like, at
which stage of the process you are like: “oh, we would need a framework here”?
I.: Yeah, I think it evolved over a number of years and a number of projects…hem… and
we… we found that we wear really kind of – particularly working with students and
working with businesses – we… we needed…hem… a tool or a framework to help people
navigate the complexity of fashion and sustainability. It’s very overwhelming…hem…
trying to figure out how you can make a positive contribution to fashion, where do you
start? It’s, you know, very, very easy to feel overwhelmed by all the negative impacts
of the fashion industry, it’s quite easy to fall into the trap of taking a… problem-solving
approach, which is what we see in industry a lot. So, there is a problem, it might be
a quite isolated problem and it’s “let’s try… design our way out of that problem”. So,
we did a collaborative project with Kering over a number of years, and that involved
teaching a fifteen-week course to Master’s students…hem… and we… over the course of
those five years we refined this idea of the framework, and we would sort of… testing
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different elements of it, and then when we actually wrote the online course, that’s when
we really… kind of… yeah, made it much more… robust…hem… so, that was about three
years ago now…hem… and we kind of put it into the world at that point, and what it act
as is a navigation tool really so, to take a values-based approach to understanding
fashion and sustainability. So, rather than jumping ahead to a problem you might have
seen in your business, or in your supply chain, or within your… you know, in your… design
methodology…hem… we take a values-based approach, which is start of… the kind of
the first step is to understand our kind of context in relation to earth and equality of
human beings, and then the next step is to identify kind of…hem… our own values in
relation to fashion and sustainability so, looking at the different roles that fashion can
take, fashion in relation to nature, to society, to culture, and economy, understanding
that fashion has many, many manifestations, applications; you can use fashion for so
many different ways and you can see fashion in different parts of our lives, around us.
It’s that important kind of identify what your position is, because we know that… you
can’t always do everything: to have a clear understanding of what your own reference
points are is… quite an empowering place to be. To know that, as person - in relation
to your own skills and your own experiences - maybe you are specifically concerned
with…hem… you know… taking an earth-centred approach, an earth logic approach you
know, what you are looking at, in the realm of well-being in relation to garments… some
people might take a more kind of technical approach and be very concerned with water
use, or might be about soil degradation, or biodiversity, or whatever it is, you know,
there are many, many different kind of entry points or applications for fashion design
for sustainability. So, having a clear understanding of what your values are is a really
important step, and at that point, that’s when you can then say: “right, I’m gonna apply,
you know, this kind of design thinking approach to try to figure out how to respond
to this set of values”. And then, hopefully what you get - kind of working through this
framework – is a scenario where you have designed a fashion concept, or a fashion
product, or a system, or a system that is…hem… not just making something less bad,
but it’s making a positive contribution to the world. We know it’s very, very difficult,
and we also have another piece of work that’s looking at scales of transformation
so, you know, we know that if you look at kind of a system approach to managing
change, you… something might just be making a very kind of small, technical fix, which
doesn’t necessarily change the whole system of the product or the service… but it
makes it more efficient, whereas if we kind of working at a system-based approach
and you’re looking at kind of the idea of transformation, and re-designing the whole
system, then you’re gonna have a much greater impact, more longevity, but it’s really
difficult to work at that end of the spectrum, and whenever we reflect back on, you
know, some work we’ve done, or some work some students have done and we try, you
know, understand where on that scale this intervention, or this creative response sits,
you know, nine times out of then, it’s right near the kind of adaptation, technical fix,
because it’s really hard to kind of put ourselves in the space where we are… redesigning
systems or designing in a transformative way.
R.: So, the framework was for students, but it was also for – you mentioned businesses
and… - so it’s kind of open, it wasn’t only for students?
I.: No, not only for students, I mean we’ve obviously applied it through teaching, but we
have also applied it through… workshops and projects we’ve delivered with businesses.
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R.: So…hem… well-being is a component of this framework so, do you – at the Centre
for Sustainable Fashion – have your own kind of definition well-being? So, what wellbeing within this framework means?
I.: Hem… good question. I mean, I think we do have… we do have…I don’t think we have
definitions for them. When we look at the eight issues and the framework, they are…
you know, a pretty comprehensive map of the issues that fashion is related to so, I
think… I’d have to check the…things that we have written in relation to well-being, but
I think it should grasp human well-being and animal well-being…hem… so, you know,
that is around thinking about the… the people that are involved in the making and the
wearing of fashion…hem… and in relation to animal well-being, obviously that is how we
use animals, or we engage with animals to produce fashion…hem… but yeah, I’m sure
we’ve got definitions, but I haven’t got it to hand; I can look it up and send it to you
after.
R.: That’d be great! So, I mean, that’s definitely a definition that is specific to fashion
even though… you could think about animal and people well-being in beauty I guess…
and…
I.: Yeah. It certainly can be thought about through… a whole range of different applications
of fashion, yeah, through beauty, through accessories, through garments, through…
fashion education, fashion media…hem… yeah, a whole range of different places.
R.: Hem… so, we’ve answered that kind of questions…hem… and, do you… you created
the framework with the… a specific audience in mind? I mean, you said you refined it
through during the course that you were giving in collaboration with Kering so, it was
kind of refined with students, but then, it went online: everyone has access to that
course, I did it myself – it’s a course on FutureLearn with Kering as well, right? – so,
everyone kind of have access to it so, that…did it… do you kind of came across things
that you wouldn’t have thought of while you were designing the framework, when you
kind of let it go live and see other people interacting with it?
I.: I think we had a lot of positive feedback on the framework and…hem… particularly
with the kind of creative applications of how you might respond to that so, when you
work your way through the framework and then you kind of think: “right, how are we
going to kind of take a design-thinking approach and come up with new concepts”…
and we had a lot of positive feedbacks from people who have their own businesses,
who then applied it to their own businesses and generated new ideas, other educators
who have done it with groups of students so… I think that we are constantly looking
at kind of new layers or elements of that framework, and one area that… isn’t explicit
through the course but is explicit through our work in education is… we have a set of
pedagogic principles so, these are kind of tools for educators to kind of think about
when they’re designing curriculum - and that’s where we kind of look at methods and
perspectives around future-thinking, system-thinking, critical and creative-thinking…
hem… participatory works, collaborations - so, these are kind of… tools for tutors to
design curriculum and that’s another layer that we’ve kind of built within that framework,
and then there is another layer called “mindsets” - which we also… have also been
exploring - which is around thinking about the mindsets for designers, and… rather
than… - you know, coming back to that idea of not taking a problem-based approach,
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but taking a kind of… creative starting point – and that’s where we’ve mapped out a set
of eight mindsets, including activism, ecological-thinking, collaboration,… resilience,
resourcefulness,… and these are concepts or mindsets, that we think are…can offer a
really interesting starting point for a… for a designer, whether you are a communicator
or a strategist, or a maker or, you know a designer in the more traditional sense of the
word, it allows to kind of think about a state of flourishing, rather than a state of being
able to, you know… trying to eradicate problems. So, yeah, I think that we are constantly
reflecting on that framework, and one of the other areas that we kind of go between
is… with the agendas so, we have different languages so, I think in the course we use…
we look at ecological agenda, the social agenda, the cultural agenda, the economic
agenda, and actually, we are doing some work on developing that at the moment and
thinking about our next round of courses, and we’re playing around with the idea of…
you know, rather than thinking about the economic agenda, or we are talking about
notions around fashion and power, fashion and nature, fashion and culture, fashion and
society so, we… I think the language develops, the application of the language develops
as well… and sometimes that allows us to be a little bit broader with… with how we
teach through those terms, and not just think about them in the traditional sense. I
know that, you know, some people look at those as like pillars [inaudible recording] in
a lot of sustainable development… research and writing, people talk about the three
pillars of sustainability…hem… the… which is economy, society, and… environment and
we, you know, took a decision early on that actually, culture is… incredibly important
for fashion; that was overlooked through that kind of traditional three pillars model. So,
that has been a conscious decision to bring the cultural aspect into our work, and into
that framework as well. So, yeah, we are constantly kind of reviewing, refining… when we
put it into a different project, then we might take a slightly different interpretation, but
I think for the purposes of that course…hem… you have to be… quite fixed at that point
in time, but how we developed that into the future is still to be seen.
R.: And have you developed a new specific tool to measure the impact of the framework?
Or do you base yourself on like, empirical results?
I.: It’s a really good question, and that’s something that we are constantly trying to
figure out at the Centre, around how we measure impact. Hem… yeah, we can look at
empirical results around engagement and numbers of learners that we’ve worked with,
we can do some qualitative assessments around looking at specific feedback and
experiences,… and then there is the idea of these scales of transformation, which is
another kind of measurement tool, which is still… it hasn’t been fully…fully developed, but
it’s something that we keep coming back to and needs a piece of work to really kind of
pin that down. But you know, when I’m looking at…hem… how we measure impact within…
LCF, and the education systems… we… so, there is a report we wrote last year – this one
[interviewee holds the report in front of the camera to show it], I can send you a link to
it – and this is kind of an interim report of… our work in embedding sustainability into
the curriculum and we… we wrote the strategy in line with the university learning and
teaching strategy, rather than us having our own set of indicators, we thought: “why not
using existing set of indicators that the university has already used to… that the use is
already embedded in curriculum development”, and we will align sustainability strategy
with those indicators. So, on the one hand we have that - that we can assess success
against – and then, we… also used a systems-thinking approach so, we mapped out
the fashion education system, and we wanted to ensure that we had…hem… activity
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so - this is a systems’ map [interviewee holds the report open at the map’s page in
front of the camera to show it], again I’ll send it to you – and we’ve identified kind of
the different layers of the system within a fashion education system so, from teaching
and learning, course levels development, student experience, employment, society
and culture, world view. So, we then took all of the activities and we mapped them
against those different levels of the system; we needed to make sure that we weren’t
only intervening or… offering strategic inputs in one location, we needed to work with
multiple participants within that fashion education system, we needed to be pushing
out as far as we could to be… informing… or…hem… developing our world view, our world
economic view… contributing to that, activate a shit in that. so, yeah, I think there
are a few different… ways in which we can measure success, and this kind of idea of
system-thinking and scales of transformation are two kind of... two key indicators that
we come back to again and again.
R.: And… I’m looking at, you know, the kind of like transiting, like transitioning towards
sustainability. Would you say that the framework is a tool to get there, or is more kind
of a set of goals, or representation of where we’ll get, when we get there, if that makes
sense…?
I.: Yeah, I say that it’s… it doesn’t offer any kind of vision statement around…hem… the
ultimate goal. I think that… the work in sustainability – and even that word is, you
know, problematic – but it’s a constant cycle of action and reflection…hem… so, we are
constantly resetting the targets and the goals, to be able of identify where we need to
get to and…hem… I think that the framework offers a slight shift in priorities: it offers a
kind of… an approach that maybe is different to a lot of other traditional approaches,
and I think it’s holistic, in that it doesn’t single-out one approach. So, circular economy
for example, you know, is quite simplistic in… in its approach in that it is obviously
identifying, you know, circular design methods that are very applicable in fashion, but
aren’t… can’t necessarily be… deemed to be exclusive: there are other design methods
or business models that are… offer an interesting approach for fashion. I think that we
don’t like to isolate and… put all of our eggs in one basket, you know, let’s not put all
of our money on one thing, let’s take a much more holistic approach so that we are
allowing people to… understand the complexity, sit with that complexity, and then be
able to…hem… find a way through that and emerge with design thinking skills, which are
much… you might not have had at the beginning.
R.: And…hem… to which extent do you think that things like frameworks or like research
that are… on paper technically – like kind of what we are all doing at the moment -…
to which extent does it have an impact? Is a framework maybe more useful than, you
know, text-heavy research?
I.: Yeah, I… I think there is a place for all different kinds of different interrogations and
research, and I think it’s around sure making sure that they are accessible to a learn
of different learners or practitioners. So, you know, one person will maybe sit there and
read through across the paper, but you know, another… practitioner might need to… you
know, process that thinking through a making… active making or through a collaborative
exploration with a group of people, or engagement with a… with a community group,
you know, there are so many different ways of processing knowledge or exploring new
knowledge…hem… and I think that was… that’s really important for us at the Centre so
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that, you know, our research doesn’t just sit in the pages of journals and academic
texts, but that we are creating tools and resources that are accessible for large groups
of people so, so… you know, and there’s much of… you know, us putting information out
into the world, or resources out into the world. Actually, the co-learning that we are
able to facilitate is often more powerful; so, you know, for the online course for example,
you know, we can write that course, we can put it online, but what’s fascinating are
the conversations that happen online between that community of learners so…hem…
you know, you can get two different responses to a piece of text or a video that we’ve
made, and there, that kind of… how they learn from each other, with different global
locations, with different… set of skills and experiences, and that in itself is just as
powerful as…hem… actually, sort of sitting and watching that film or listening to that
podcast, or reading that piece of text. So, I think it… yeah, it doesn’t stop with these
texts…hem… academic… more kind of traditional academic work, and actually, you look
at kind of some of the professors in the Centre, Lucie or Helen Storey, you know they
are practitioners, they are artists… there are… their work is with other people, it’s in the
world, it’s not around… you know, writing long journal papers or… presenting conferences,
it’s around collaboration and participation, and the active making and… creating visual
statements as well. So, I think that we have a very strong, diverse group of researchers
in our team, some more traditional, some more… practice-based, and I think that’s
really important, because you know, everyone learns and… find information in different
ways.
R.: I was gonna ask what…hem… because I’m looking at those qualities, or like those
character strengths that will help us be strong enough to… to make a shift, and change,
and build resilience, and I’m using the eight Earth Logic values from Fletcher & Tham
and…hem… I was gonna ask what qualities do you think the framework gives or provides
people with, but you already mentioned collaboration, and interdisciplinarity, and cocreation, and diverse ways of knowing, and action research so, maybe what do you
think the framework gives the most, or contribute to… provide people the most with…?
I’m not sure how to say that!
I.: Hem… so which of those qualities do you think?
R.: Yeah, like what the framework… which qualities the framework gives… provides people
with more than…maybe that they were lacking, or do you see them more able to cocreate after having used the framework, or do you feel like they tend to… like, shift their
focus from… only profit to more diverse…
I.: It equally does, I think it sets up…hem… a number of different potential conversations
so, you can use the framework – you know, if you want to lead it to… you know, a postgrowth conversation then you can, if you want to lead it to, you know, some more
practical, you know, studio-based practices then you can…hem… I think what it does
is…is hem… it manages… the complexity of holism so, the idea of thinking holistically and
thinking about… the macro, and not just the micro, and I think it allows you to kind of
traverse between those two. So, you think about the bigger picture, and then you think
about an isolated… problem or issue, and then you could be able to contextualise that
in the bigger picture. When we start up from, you know, the kind of two fundamental…
hem… non-negotiables, which are the idea of planetary boundaries and human equity
so, if you ground yourself in an active kind of learning and reflection on our own… role
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and our own position within the natural world, and in relation to us as human beings,
and that in itself is… if you do deep-dive into that, then that’s very humbling and very…
hem… enlightening I think, to be able to… really kind of think about… you know, then
when you think about fashion, you approach fashion with a totally different mindset,
because you’re thinking about… actually…hem… your… your personal influence or your
contribution to the eco-systems, to ecological resilience, to equity within the human
beings… you know, there is so much to unpack there… that, you know, I know that you
guys do a lot of that in the first term of your course don’t you, and often you kind of
emerge and be like: “oooh, now what’s the point of fashion? How do I figure out what
fashion is, now that I know so much about our influence on the world, and we’ve, you
know, completely… try to supersede nature, and all of that?” So, then to be able to pick
a way through that I think… and find a way in which you can recreate fashion in relation
to those two contexts or…then hem… that in itself is quite a big deal.
R.: Yeah, it’s like: “which problem shall I select specifically to look at?” you know, it’s like:
“where do I start?”, because you always have that big picture of “okay, I know nothing
that is… going really right, but I can’t solve everything at the same time so, what do I
chose? What do I pick? Where do I start?” Yeah, so I think that’s one of the way where
framework like this are useful, like they made us do that exercise where we had to
pick things that we wanted to look at, and it’s hard to not… circle everything, and like
use your highlighter for literally… all of the issues like, “okay, which issue do I want to
look at?” There is well being on the framework so, I could pick well-being and… you
mentioned like enlightening and humbling feelings so, maybe it’s kind of an obvious
question, but do you think that all of this kind of… tie up with the individual well-being?
I.: Hem… sorry, repeat the last bit of the question again, does it…?
R.: Because you mentioned like, enlightening feeling and humbling feelings so, it comes
down to the individual well-being so…
I.: Yeah, I think that it can deeply affect your well-being, you know, going through that
process of learning and listening to other people’s experiences and understanding…
hem… the rigidity of our, of our face on the planet…hem… So, yeah, I mean, there’s that…
that burden that comes with the knowledge of the, you know… the climate crisis and
our ecological…hem… fragility and that that can be really… deeply troubling…hem… for
those that really kind of immerse themselves in that knowledge, in that… that place…
there is a real difficulty sometimes in understanding how to communicate that or how
to how to function in the real world, when you’ve kind of got this knowledge or you felt
like you have, you know, this pin dropping in this moment - the lightbulb moment –
when you suddenly know kind of figure that out. And I think that… that kind of comes
back to our work in education as well, that we are… sitting in that tension; we want
students to be able to…hem… experience that and have that knowledge but at the
same time, we need to be sure that we are making them resilient for the world that we
currently live in. So, the graduates are able to go out and… and earn a livelihood agent
and be able to be self-sufficient, get jobs, work in fashion, but be able to… find new
roles or, or go into existing roles with different kinds of knowledge and mindsets and
skills. And so it’s…hem… you’re constantly trying to…hem… look at… how we can… create
transformation change or the circumstances that allow for that kind of thinking and
practice. But at the same time, we’ve acknowledged that we all need to function in the
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world that currently exists and we need to thrive in that world as best we can, and use
our kind of agency to be able to…hem… enable change we’re we are able to.
R.: And I’m… I’m looking at design specifically, and I’m looking at a few existing design
frameworks, and it’s kind of hard because it… positive design to design for well-being
framework do exist, but none of them has been specifically applied to fashion design.
And then, some elements of well-being are a bit too… it’s talking about virtue and
psychological well-being, and you’re like: “how can I apply that to something like…
physical, like fashion design?” So, have you seen…hem… in your work, elements that
were more likely to be applied to fashion design, like to design in general, or things that
fashion designer kind of more “clicked with”, that they feel like they could apply to their
work?
I.: It’s not an area that I know well…hem…
R.: And like, maybe in relation to the well-being section of…hem… the framework, have
you seen any specific projects like… trying, having a go at that area?
I.: What’s your definition for well-being? How are you framing that?
R.: Hem… I’ve… I’ve summarized it like…with… because I’m looking at holistic well-being
so, it’s tying up psychological well-being – so, it’s more about having meaning to your
life - and also hedonic well-being – so, kind of balancing “have you more pleasure
than pain in life”. And… the… design is often considered as not being able to contribute
to well-being, because people see design as objects and material, and that material
only contributes to the hedonic side of well-being so, only “I buy that because it’s a
momentary pleasure, and not a lasting one”. And that… there is now that maybe you
should combine hedonic and more eudemonic well-being, because maybe you buy
that – and it’s a momentary pleasure - but it’s also because you…you’ve bought it
well… it become the lasting pleasure; it becomes memories, it becomes meanings and
things like that. So, I’ve… so far in my literature review, I’ve like explained everything but
I was like: “overall, we can simply say that well-being is the overall… like personal wellbeing is one’s overall satisfaction with life”. So, I don’t look at environmental well-being
technically even though it’s kind of implicitly there, embedded within the project… and
I don’t mention animal well-being as well, it’s really focused on the individual like, that
little person.
I.: Yeah. And when you’re thinking about then… how you apply fashion to that sense
of well-being and… or how fashion can have an impact on well-being, are you…hem… I
think…hem… you know, the things that this brings into my mind are much more around
the active making or… you know, and the process, and how that enhances wellbeing, rather than the…hem… acquiring of a product or…hem the… that kind of… yeah,
participatory engagement in the making process or… the design process…hem… yeah,
thinking about some of… some of the things that… Helen Storey has done in her work
in Za’atari, in the refugee camp, it’s, you know, they use the active making to bring
groups of people together and to talk about their experiences so, it’s much more of a
therapeutic application of fashion and then… and skills development. And similarly, for
the work…hem… Claire Swift - you know, Claire Swift and her… her work in prisons? – so,
there’s a social mobility team at LCF, and they have a making unit in a women’s prison
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and… on the one hand that’s around…hem… developing skills in women who… you know,
so that they have a better chance of gaining employment on… when they leave prison
and… but at the same time, it’s also that therapeutic act of… the coming together of
people learning a skill…hem… participating in… in the act of making and how that can
kind of develop and become a part of a therapy process. So…hem… and I think one of
your… I was listening to one of your colleagues on the course, she was talking about her
work – I don’t think I’ve got her name… You probably know better than me, but she was
talking very much about the about the… knitting and she’s in… in the US, I think…
R.: Is it Carla?
I.: Yeah, she’s in New York, yeah. You know, the way… the way in which she was, you know,
talking about how… garments are like a portal for connection and that kind of… the
active making can facilitate all sorts of kind of… forms of well-being or connections
with other people that you wouldn’t get through [inaudible recording]… so yeah, I think
they’re the kinds of projects that I’m thinking of in relation to you, but you just need to
think about how that then becomes commercialised, and not just like a craft activity or
home activity…hem… are there kind of examples of… of that becoming… I mean, there’s
Bethany Williams’s work and yeah, the…hem… the unit that she works with in Italy to
generate her textiles…hem… So yeah, I think that… they’re the kinds of projects that this
brings into my mind, but I don’t have any methodologies unfortunately to share with
you.
R.: It’s…hem… well, I guess my… my project is really exploratory, because I don’t really
know what I’ll discover; I’ve done my BA project on the physical impact of garments
on the individuals so, really does the choice of fibres, or of colours or prints has any
impact... and what I discovered was that like, it’s really personal, first of all, and often,
the physical element plays a role, but… there is something else, like it’s the person
who gave that garment to you, or it is where you wore that garment. And obviously,
creating meaning or like lasting meaning for a garment might… might save it’s to go to
landfill, or to be thrown away, things like that, but I’m interested in like… because part
of my practice based… part of the project is going to be developing a small collection
of garments… with participants, but I’m gonna start with the traditional design process
- kind of submit sketches - I’m planning to use Clo3D to be able to submit… 3D virtual
silhouettes and get feedback from the participants on… on that garment and how it
impacts their well-being… I mean, how they believe it impacts… and I’m gonna have
to choose questionnaire, and how they can simply get back to me, and how I can
then iterate the garment so, it kind of… is more likely to impact their well-being. I’m
planning to do kind of three iterations with - hopefully - the garment at the end… being
assessed as contributing to the participants’ well-being. And I’m looking forward to
seeing if that process creates attachment to the garment, for the people, or if it’s just
like… annoying to them to actually see the behind the scenes of the creation process.
Hem… and… it’s, I mean, yeah, everything is like kind of unknown, because I don’t know
if you can really… can measure those things, or monitor them from the designer point
of view, but…hem… I think that might also contribute to the well-being of the designers
go… and, like lead me to take part into collaborative process and co creation process,
and share my knowledge as well, because usually designers, you know, they design
on their own and… then they give the thing to someone else to make, there is like… the
relationship is like kind of close. And as you mentioned, that would be a way to see if
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that kind of creative process can make commercial outcome. I mean, at a really, really
low scale…hem… but that’s kind of out of crafts already.
I.: Yeah.
R.: Hem… and… and kind of like, in a more general way, do you feel like - maybe as a
wearer - do you feel like garments can contribute to the individual well-being?
I.: Absolutely, yeah. I think, yeah…hem… yeah! It comes to, you know, comfort, familiarity…
hem… performance… identity, you know, creation, projecting who… you know, the kind of
person you want to project or, you know, the… the emotional attachment that you have
to… to a garment or a piece of clothing. Yeah, so it’s undeniable for me…hem but, you
know, I spent my day thinking about fashion and working with fashion and…
R.: Hem… and you as wearing garment, if you were to like… feedback on the garment,
what would you say? Hem… like what aspects do you see as being able to be changed
from the design… the designer perspective, like you are the wearer, and you feedback
on the garment and you’re like: “okay, I don’t like that, and this and this”. And would you
be able to explain why and what… what you would like to see change?
I.: Yeah, I think so, I think that probably my own interpretation of how a garment makes me
feel probably relates to… how it makes me feel about my body…hem… how comfortable
I feel, the kind of material it’s made with and whether I like the feel of that or my skin,
whether it’s…hem… you know, the level of preciousness is it - you know, I don’t wear very
precious clothes very often -, I wear a lot of functional clothes…hem… So, it needs to
perform in that way… yeah, but it is definitely kind of a mix of kind of functionality with…
how it makes me feel about… yeah, around comfort, and comfort in my own skin and
my own body.
R.: And do you think that…hem… things like knowing that the garment has been ethically
made contributes to kind of your psychological well-being in a way?
I.: Yeah, I think that… I know that… I look at some of the things in my wardrobe that I never
bought without really thinking about why I was buying them… I was just, you know…
wanted them by, you know, I liked the fabric, or I liked, you know… I didn’t… I didn’t really
kind of consider that purchase and now… and then they… and then they you know, they
leave an… an aftertaste, in your mouth and your like “oooh” … a regret… there is a sense
of regret that you did that. Whereas the things that I have, you know, taken much more
consideration over purchasing and… I have worn, and I have loved wearing, it’s, you
know, you’ve got that kind of… a lower level of guilt in buying it in the first place, maybe
because it was second-hand, or because it was from a producer that you respect or
value, their ethics…hem… and then that absolutely contributes to the experience of
wearing it, and if - as well as that - it’s, you know, you feel great wearing it, you like the
way it looks on your body, it feels great…hem… it’s, you know, been washed and survived
and all of these things then yeah, and that kind of contributes to a really healthy
relationship with that piece of clothing.
R.: Yeah, that’s…hem… that’s really a combination, right? Like, sometimes, yeah… I just
bought – after… long deliberation – a second-hand white jumper, and I was like: “okay,
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it looks so comfy, okay, I can do it, it’s second-hand”. It was coming from Holland like,
it was bought through Instagram… I received the jumper, I wear it, you know, for a whole
week and I was like “okay I need to wash it now” … And the jumper had a blue collar
inside and the whole jumper got purple and I was like I don’t… I can’t do that now…
I.: [laugh]
R.: And I was like… you know, it took me so long to make the decision to buy it and to
spend the money on that specific jumper, because I had made the, you know… “I need
it: yes; it’s second-hand: yes; it’s cotton, yes; I can wash it…yes”… and then I washed it,
and it all got messed up, and here we go…
I.: And then you have to kind of redefine your relationship: “do I like the colour? Can I
still wear it? Is it a different jumper? Is it the same jumper?” [laugh]
R.: Exactly, it’s like all… everything is kind of… shaken up. And we… I guess one last
question is, do you feel like…hem… when you are… more “overall satisfied” with your life,
or in a… in a better shape, in a better day… do you feel like you are stronger or more
resilient that you get other qualities that you didn’t, like… found yourself having in a
bad day, for example?
I.: Hem… yeah. [laugh] Yeah, I’m more able to… if I’m feeling content and rested, and like
my mood is… stable, then yeah, I’m able to deal with the busyness of my life and I’m
able to be a…a more resilient parent, and…hem… I’m able to… achieve what was, you
know… thrive more readily in this very crazy, busy life, particularly, you know, the last
few months, which obviously has been… difficult in so many ways, for so many different
people, but I think that I… I have had to really…hem… nurture my resilience. I’m not quite
sure how I’ve done it, most of it has been survival, rather than really understanding
what I’m doing, but I… I notice now more than ever, if I’m tired, hormonal, you know, my…
my resilience is low, then I can’t cope with the level of…hem… engagement that I need to
work with my kids and… in any other kind of parts of my life. Not that there aren’t really
any other parts of my life at the moment, it’s just work and kids… but if I’m not stable or
feeling like my well-being is… looked after, then, yeah, everything else falls apart.
R.: Yeah, I think that… the kind of like, lockdown time made us realise how much we… kind
of needed to… concentrate on ourselves to being to… to be resilient, like more resilient
than usual. Like, I had to, you know.... as a… at the moment, you know, like I need to stop
waking up that late, I don’t - that early - I don’t need to… I can sleep longer I don’t need
to travel so, just like let’s, let’s take the time to sleep, recover and then be more efficient.
My parents find out to be more effecient working at home; waking up just five minutes
before their…their meeting… For me it was really interesting, because like, to try out for…
I.: Yeah, I was reading some of the other day that, you know, that the world is being…
you know, is experiencing a massive pause, and that happens very infrequently, and
it’s probably the only time that’s gonna to happen in our lifetimes…hem… or in our
generation that, you know, the world has just hit pause for a minute and it gives us a
moment to stop, reflect, refine… you know, figure out actually what’s important… and,
yeah, the other thing that frightens me most is that we all… go back to the way we
were living beforehand, and we haven’t learned anything from this experience. So yeah,
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I think it’s a real opportunity to…hem… kind of unlearn some of the bad things that we
were doing, but that’s really hard to do, because, you know, in my situation, I’ve got two
kids at home with no school and it makes you realise actually, they need… we need
people we need socialisation, you know, it makes you kind of value and appreciate the
real positive things that we… that we’ve benefited from…hem… what we need less of,
which is the busyness and the traveling, and that we need more… kind of appreciate of
nature, more appreciation of each other, and less of all the other stuff that we seem to
be… running around chasing. And so yeah, it’s been an interesting moment to reflect on
how we live our lives, and what makes us happy.
R.: Exactly so, these are beautiful words to end on...
I.: [laugh]
[end of transcription]

10.2.C. – Interview transcript interviewee C.
Place of residence: Barcelona
Occupation: PhD candidate at the Autonomous University of Barcelona
Date: 1 July 2020
Video call platform: Zoom
[introduction to the project by the researcher]
Researcher: And… So, to start with, maybe would you like to… explain what you work on
at the moment? What’s your area of research, something like this?
Interviewee: Yeah, sure. So, I’m working… well, I’m working mostly in degrowth. I’m doing…
currently I’m doing a PhD, and I’m working on sustainable communities on Islands and…
generally with local production of food, energy and water and how this can help the
local communities grow, but I also work broadly on the degrowth, like, you know, many
issues related with growth. Recently, I’m involved in a project about care work and
women… during shutdown, you know, how this affected especially single mothers or
immigrant workers. I’ve also did a research with the University of Barcelona on fashion
and degrowth and… the reading group here at the University of Barcelona, I organise it
and facilitate it... So yeah, generally a lot about degrowth and communities.
R.: And… that’s a… you use the term degrowth, but I’ve seen post-growth as well, is there
a difference between the two?
I.: Yeah, well, I think there’s another specific definition for… I mean, they’re very broad
terms, right? But from what I understand, degrowth… it’s more narrow, because it has
some specific policies, some specific ideas, it focuses a lot on community living on
well-being, while post-growth, it’s like an umbrella term that includes degrowth, but it
can also include A-growth and other… yeah, you know, other ideas that… I mean they all
have some common things like abolish GDP, you know, focus more on well-being, but
then degrowth has a more concrete policy of like downscaling the economy, reducing
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consumption, reducing energy demand, which are not present on the broader postgrowth.
R.: And, as I’m, well, maybe I should… do a quick, quick presentation of the project,
because… So, it’s my MA project…hem… we can have a have a choice of kind… of what
we’d like to do so, I’m doing 10,000 words research and a practice-based outcome…
because it’s still… it’s a design MA so, although you can do… you can do a fully physical
practice-based outcome if you’d like to, but…hem… So, the aim of the project – so,
it’s an exploratory project, I don’t know really what I’m going to get as a result -, but
I’m trying to see if garments can provide the individual who is wearing the garments
– so, the wearer - if garments can impact the well-being of the person who wears
the garments, and if enhanced wellbeing - for people - can lead them to have these
character strengths, or qualities that are necessary to activate to shift to sustainability.
And I’m kind of relying on studies of positive psychology that gives you “oh, when you
are happier, you have all those…hem… strengths, or qualities that… comes with enhanced
well-being. And I’m relying on other studies of positive design saying that “oh, products
can also add to eudemonic well-being, and not only to hedonic well-being so, not only
to material well-being. And…hem… I was interested to see if… because I read your article
on rethinking fashion, and… you mentioned degrowth, that defending a society of wellbeing. So, how would you say is that society of well-being?
I.: Yeah, well, again, degrowth you know, we’re coming from many different backgrounds
and of course, well-being, it’s very personal, but yeah… some things we can agree on
it’s… “okay, simpler way of life or… being sufficient, self-sufficient, you know, being able
to provide yourself or your community, and… also the idea of “enough is plenty” are the
main pillars of degrowth. So, for degrowth, well-being is of course not associated with
consumption, or increased demand and… we believe that people are actually happier
when they consume less and it has proved that after a certain point, the more you
consume does not make you… more happy. So yeah, we generally degrowth advocates
for abolishing this idea of well-being being associated with some standards that are
set from the society, that we all need to meet, because now, well nowadays it’s like…
it’s, you know, how the car, how the big house… these objective goals that the society
set for us. As degrowth we believe that… this is like, the well-being something way
different, it’s how you leave and how you set your own limits with… with actually what
makes you happy.
R.: And, I mean, I guess that’s… uh, yeah, I guess you mentioned it. I was gonna ask
if the degrowth movement has its specific definition of well-being, but I guess that
you mentioned it, it’s not that well-being that is acknowledged by society as being
material.
I.: Yeah, I think the main… main idea of well-being in degrowth is that, yeah “enough is
plenty”, a simpler way of living, but apart from that, it’s in every person, it’s in every
community, it’s free to set their own idea of… well-being.
R.: And…hem… because one of my… the challenge I’m facing is how to measure the
impact of the garment, and how to then… change the garment according to potential
feedback…hem… because I’m hoping to develop kind of very tiny collection of garments
that would contribute to well-being, but how do I acknowledge that, and what do I
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change? So, I was wondering if you happened - within your… within your research -, to…
actually, had to measure well-being in a sort of way, or things, kind of… things like wellbeing, that are usually not measurable?
I.: Yeah, I think it’s a big challenge the… generally, with using indicators and… trying to
combine objective and subjective ideas. Actually, I was reading - for my own research
- this book: Measuring Tomorrow [interviewee holds the book in front of the camera to
show it] – I don’t know if you know it. It’s about well-being, resilience, and sustainability
in the 21st century. Well, I use this because I try to measure how people respond to
renewable energy projects in their communities but… I mean, you know, if they feel
satisfied enough, if they’re happy, if they… more or less what you wanna do with fashion.
But I think…hem… it’s important to give the voice to people to say what they believe, it’s
their well-being. I mean, there are some more concrete indicators that have been used,
like satisfaction… you know, satisfaction with life: “from one to ten, how satisfied you
are?”, or associate life expectancy with satisfaction, or meet basic needs…hem… or ask
people about their happiness in general, but I think it’s very tricky to then, somehow…
try to see what is a want, and what is a need, and what is like happiness for each… for
each person. But I think it’s very important to try to open dialogue with the people, on
what is actually happiness and well-being, for them. So mostly, I would say something
like open-ended questions instead of a scale… a Lickert scale from one to five, for
example.
R.: Yeah. Yeah, I’ve seen the example of Lickert scales…hem… but it’s…hem… it’s really
hard to measure as well, if it’s the design that actually impact the well-being, or if it
was it enabled you to do. So, if that dress made you feel stronger and that’s… that’s
that feeling of strength that made you get that job at that interview, it wasn’t really
the dress, that was the power it gave to you. So, yeah, I’m kind of combining… but, as
you say, sometimes it’s like a mix of open-ended questions to like… let people say what
they think well-being is, and then you come in with your little definition and you ask to
fill in the questionnaire maybe [inaudible recording]…
I.: Yeah, yeah exactly. And also, maybe try to combine… what we do also with degrowth is
try to combine indicators from different aspects of life. So, leisure, or meaning of work,
or cover basic needs, and then take all these and try to create a bigger framework.
R.: Yeah, yeah that’s… I need to work on my idea like, which framework can I use as
well, that are also understandable. And…hem… coming back to… fashion, you gave… 10
advice in your article for rethinking fashion…hem… maybe to get us to a happier fashion
place, if we can see that. What do you think well-being could be in relation to fashion,
from your perspective?
I.: Yeah. Well, many things. First of all, I need, you know, in order to achieve happiness
in fashion, we need to get rid of this consumption idea of what it makes us happy: it’s
not fashion per se, it’s… purchase something that… is in fashion. Hem… but other than
that, I think fashion is really… well, a creative space, first of all; I mean, it can give you
the space you need to find yourself, to self-express, also to feel included sometimes, I
have… fashion is very much political, and it’s very much associated with some certain
ideologies, some oppressed groups so, I think it’s very important for these groups to,
you know, use their fashion as a way to identify themselves, and also to protest the
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oppression they believed. It can also be a form of care, when you create your own
clothes, for example, you care about yourself; when you donate your clothes, you care
about your community, you create relationships with your community, and I think
it’s a very important aspect of well-being, you know, be… being included and create
meaningful relationship. Hem… yeah, I would say these are the main…
R.: Yeah, and obviously that’s… that’s one thing that, as you said, require a bigger system
change. It like… like every time… every time it comes back to those like systems being all
interlinked, and…hem… I’m looking at really transitioning towards sustainability so, the…
really the act of going from that to that; would you say that…hem… degrowth is a type
of transition or if… or is it a place that we could get to… because… also because the
word sustainability is overused, and… and sometimes misunderstood. So, how do you
position it – degrowth – in comparison to transitioning to sustainability?
I.: Well, degrowth advocates for sustainable transition, that’s for sure, but I mean…
the idea of degrowth is that we don’t want to sustain the unsustainable, right? So,
it started as being very much aligned with sustainability, but it kind of… let’s say,
diverge from there, because sustainability focuses a lot on GDP now… on green growth
sometime, on all these like life… lifecycle idea, you know, while degrowth has a different
perception of like, “we don’t need to grow anymore, we don’t need GDP, it’s like… that’s
not what’s gonna save us”. So, it is a sustainability transition, but if you ask me if it falls
under sustainable goals, I’ll tell you: no. It’s a different kind of sustainability so, social,
ecological, environmental sustainability: the same way we use the terms, but other
than that the targets are very much… different. So, degrowth it’s a transition, and it’s
also a place you want… you want to reach, and you want to reach it from a… bottom…
bottom-up approach, instead of sustainability that now is… presented also as… an
upper-bottom approach. Companies found suddenly sustainable policies become
sustainable, governments become sustainable… and then the community has nothing
to say, while degrowth is a transition… maybe the other way.
R.: Yeah, and yeah, I’ve looked at all this idea around sustainable development, and
how you can’t really… these are oxymorons, it’s a paradox you can’t go in… in opposite
directions at the moment. I’ve also read critiques about things like circular design
because it was a lot talked about recently, and it shift really quickly as well, like it
was seen as THE solution, and just like suddenly, it was like, “no, actually, that’s not a
solution”. I mean, within fashion design at least, it just happened like it could work and
absolutely not, because it was using the same ingredients that the actual system. And
it was critiqued notably by Kate Fletcher, and I’m using her framework, the Earth Logic
framework – I don’t know if you’ve seen it?
I.: I gave it a look when you send it, yeah.
R.: I like it… I like it because I feel like it could apply to something else that to fashion.
It’s part of the Earth Logic paper, and…hem… they argue for a shift from… economic
growth focus to an earth focus, and that… this… whether than profit, could Earth… could
like, kind of lead everything we do, like profit does at the moment. And…hem… how… how
did you understand this framework in relation to degrowth? Did you see like, similar
elements that you usually talk about, or not exactly the same?
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I.: Yeah, no, I… well, I didn’t read in depth, but I find it really interesting. I think it’s very
interesting how… they take into account different… ideas and they apply intersectionality;
I mean the relationship between different aspects… I think that’s something that
degrowth does as well, from like local to global. I… from my initial perception, and from
what you said, “okay, nature leads…”, we need to like, be a little bit cautious when we
talk about these, because there’s been a lot of discussion around degrowth like, people
have also been accused of being eco-fascists, and things like that. So, I mean, yeah,
nature needs to… to lead, but also people’s needs, and like, you know, needs to be
sustained. That, and also another element I thought I missed is the community element,
which is very strong in degrowth it’s… on the one hand, of course, every change needs
to start from individuals, but also operate in a community. So, degrowth focuses very
much on like, conviviality and reciprocity and exchange between your community… and
I think also in terms of fashion, it’s very relevant because you know, this idea of maybe,
cooperatives that… exchange or make clothes, or these networks of cloth exchange
that kind of operate really well in… in the community level. The same way food and
gardens, or… I don’t know, book exchange all this work really well in the community level,
not so much individual. So, I think that’s a very important… aspect. I don’t know if they
address it that much, I didn’t see something very specific, maybe it’s embedded.
R.: I think it’s right, it’s not something that’s within the values…hem… it’s part of a paper
that is an action… action research so, the value framework is kind of like, the first layer,
and then there are six…hem… - I don’t know how they call it -, but like, kind of stages,
and then there are a list of guides, to kind of guide the researcher or individual through
that… transition, acknowledging that it might be difficult mentally or physically or, you
know, in your daily life. And… I guess that I think that “community” is at the end, I don’t
think that it’s within the values, you’re right. That could be actually… be a difference,
and also that… I think that we can feel that need for stronger small communities within
fashion. Because it’s… that’s what it’s trying to… implement, and it doesn’t always work
within… maybe within huge cities where you have like a bigger… I’m thinking about
sharing platforms…hem… I don’t think - I’m back home in Switzerland, in my small village,
close to a small town - I don’t think this could work here. Whereas, yeah, when I’m based
in London that kind of make more sense, you’ve got too much more options to rent
from, and things like that. But yeah, that’s super interesting… and so, um, I’ve mentioned
those kinds of qualities that a lot of authors mention as being kind of necessary or key
qualities to shift. Do… what do you see as these character strengths necessary for a
shift? What do you think that human lack?
I.: Yeah, well… I think the most important, like, the most important in terms of achieving
a degrowth society is, first of all, be able to set your limits, because I think the whole
degrowth idea starts from there, you know, it’s not like, someone is gonna come and
tell you “okay, this is how much you can consume per year”, no. This should be your
personal limit, and you need to be… let’s say… able to understand your needs and set
your own limits inside the planetary boundaries. So, I think first of all being able to set
limits, I also think the ability to… to cooperate and work in a community, understand
other people, understand differences and support your community. The ability to see
long-term, which is very much also in line with the sustainability you know, what we
do now impact the next generations, instead of these sort-term economic… ideas we
have now in the capitalistic system, you know, make profit tomorrow, trying to see
more long-term, it’s something that we’re not good at doing right now. Also, political
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of course, being engaged, participate in political actions in your community, in your
country. Creativity, I think it’s a very important aspect of a degrowth society…hem…
and also, I don’t know, unveil yourself, you know, like redefine who you are, and how you
operate, like how you communicate with other people, embrace who you are. These… all
these ideas are very much in line with… with degrowth, you know, to accept the other,
to cooperate with the other to set your own limits all these things.
R.: Hem… it’s a bit out of the box, but how do you think COVID-19 impacted our capacity
to see that we kind of… lacked those qualities? How did you… how did it look like?
I.: Well, there’s a lot of discussion on degrowth now with COVID-19, because everybody
suddenly realised that our current system is not working well. And… I saw this also with…
with my own research, you know, suddenly you realise how important the tier economy
is, and how important… you know, your network is, or simple things in life like walking in
the park… you suddenly start revaluing this so much more. So, I think that COVID-19
somehow… open the way for change, but if there is… always the risk of going back into
the business as usual… scenario, and also, you know, in terms of fashion, you suddenly
- I was reading somewhere that - people…hem… start consuming way less… in terms
of clothes, and when they were asked why, they said: “this is because we don’t have
anywhere to go”. This highlights why people buy clothes, you buy clothes because
someone else is gonna see it, and not because you want to express yourself, or you
want to feel comfortable; you just buy clothes because you have somewhere to go!
This shows this whole mentality of like, suddenly people don’t buy cloth, “where am I
gonna go?” So, you see how there’s this mindset.
R.: Yeah, that… is that I think, I think COVID-19 revealed…hem… everything that wasn’t
working in society, from very tiny things like, school systems or things like that, and
schools lacking tech… technologies to go outside of the building, from bigger things
like… systems.
I.: Yeah, healthcare systems, unpaid workers, who suddenly became so valued like, the
supermarket person who gets paid “what? nothing”, suddenly becomes an essential
job and you start value it like, “oh, we just studied ten years to become a lawyer, but
then suddenly someone working in a supermarket, it’s actually an essential job. So, who
defines what is an important job, and what is not, you know?
R.: Yeah, suddenly you become a hero, national heroes… And, just looking back at the
questions...hem… So I’m, yeah, I mentioned I’m looking at… if well-being, or enhanced
well-being could provide us with that kind of qualities. What do you think… do you think
it’s… it’s doable? It’s related, it’s not related?
I.: I mean, also, I was thinking this from the beginning when you describe your project,
I don’t know how… what exactly the dynamic is… if well-being can provide us these
qualities, of these qualities are actually the well-being were looking for. So, I mean,
you said that, like you’re thinking of how… cloth can make us achieve, you know, a
bigger transform, a bigger change in the society, but I’m also thinking, maybe a bigger
change is what will make us… value differently fashion. So, I guess it’s a kind of twoway relationship, that is going on there. So… I’m not sure how to answer this question,
because I think it’s like way too complicated. I don’t know if the change can… starts
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from us, redefining what well-being is for us, and then apply this in each and every
sector of our life, including fashion or food, or if the change will come… the other way. I
think… I think it’s a big combination of both, probably.
R.: Yeah, because there are loads of papers now… that acknowledge that a sustainable
lifestyle, or pro-ecological lifestyle, a more frugal lifestyle brings you a happier life.
But there are only very few people that say that maybe when you have a…hem… if
you’re better, you’re feeling better, you are naturally acting like… more pro-ecologically.
Like, the synergy is kind of studied, but it’s actually the question: is it’s a two-way
process, and also sometimes when it’s about well-being, when you just think about
well-being, you become happier or you feel, because it’s just discussing it, sharing it,
things like that. So… that’s also why I like to study this, because I found…hem… studying
unsustainable problems in fashion being really heavy, and…hem… I can read about it for
a while but up to the point of like doing a project on it… it’s a bit much. And like for… like,
kind of my personal well-being, from an egocentric point of view, I’m like… looking at
well-being, and I did my BA dissertation on like… the capacity of the physical aspects of
garments to communicate joy. So, more simplistically, colours, fabrics, things like this.
And… I found out that I was way more resilient just doing the project…hem… because I
was looking at beautiful colours all the time in… fabrics, and then I collaborated with
someone who does visual medicine painting and we printed out on…hem… on textile,
and that was beautiful to look at. So, you’re just like… you’re cutting this fabric, and
making a garment out of it and… making the less possible waste, because you brought
all these colours to happen. That was a more interesting process, as a designer, to…
to… sometimes, as you sy, I’m like, is it a two-way process? Do things… come together?
And…hem… in your opinion, as a researcher, but also as a person who wears garments
- like most of us - do you think that garments can impact, actually, the well-being?
Maybe thinking about garments you have in your wardrobe?
I.: Yeah, yeah, for sure. Well, I think, in many ways, actually. First of all…hem…, because
of the history they have, you know, sometimes you just have something that has kind
of sentimental value, that may sound weird, but we all you know, have some objects
in our life that have sentimental values and some clothes are… have some history with
them. So, I think it can also be…hem… also this idea of creating your own cloth, it can
be very much self… you know, you feel complete when you do this. And also for me, it’s
very important also, when you… you also feel that you don’t rely on another person who
is paid $1 per day and… being treated really poorly for your clothes, it makes you feel
happy knowing that these skills… it’s your design, it’s based on your body, on your own
needs, and not something that comes from… I don’t know, a designer out there. So, this
makes you feel you know, “it feels nice on me, it makes me happy because it’s designed
on my body so, I feel beautiful on these”; this is like the most, I think important thing we
tend to acknowledge when we buy these… designs that are designed for all women… So,
see you’re a 36, everybody sort of feel happy with 36: it’s not like that, we’re all different,
and we need to embrace how different we are. So, I think this can be really problematic,
speaking about well-being, and also, as I said… this idea of exchange clothes, or even
you know, see what other person wears, get an inspiration, discuss, change some of
your clothes with another person and create these kind of channel for communication
and exchange ideas, that also makes you feel fulfilled and happy. So, I have things like…
I have some parts of my clothes… in my closet that like, really have a meaning for me…
hem… just because of the history of who made them, or you know, the person who gave
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it to them or they made it by themselves and things like that, you know.
R.: Then, would you say that…hem… Because you mentioned doing the clothing yourself,
but in the case that…hem… maybe someone who hadn’t had the skills, what do you
think… the designer can have an impact on? What can be the designers like… to which
extent can the designer have an impact? I’m thinking maybe kind more small-scale
businesses, because that’s where I’m seeing myself and like, I design things from start
to sewing it so, have an impact on everything, but…hem… how much, you know, changing
the colours or the shape… or do you see designer being able to do more? Maybe, as you
mentioned, understanding bodies better?
I.: Yeah, no, I definitely think designer is an important job but… not as we have it now,
with the designer sitting up there in the field [inaudible recording] whatever, I don’t
know, Jean-Paul Gaultier the design, but someone with, like, you know, a small atelier,
or a small workshop in our neighbourhood, where the designer can also see us first of
all so, the skills, which also takes me to highlight that, if this requires time - that we
don’t have in the society now - in another society where we work less, we will have
time to go in a workshop on how to make our own clothes. Or a designer can also get
inspiration, because it’s true not… not all of us care, or some of us just don’t have an
idea of what we want to wear. So, it can really be a source of inspiration, you know,
give you the… the flame that can... from there, you can start designing or finding your
personality, with your clothes. So, yeah, I think in a small place it can be… someone who
gives you instructions, inspiration, help, and it should be a face-to-face contact so,
you feel… you know the person that actually… even makes your clothes. It can be that
someone doesn’t like making… their own clothes so, in this case, someone can make
it for them, but it should be someone who is like well paid, respected, someone with
whom you talk face to face, and understands their needs. So, um, yeah.
R.: Would you prefer like… would it add to… to your appraisal of the garment? Would
the garment…hem… have a greater impact on your well-being if you were to… to have…
hem… a contact with the designer, maybe a contact with the person sewing it, but
also maybe… impact the design choice, you know, being able to… because there are
all these things about personalisation now, do you think it’s enough? Do you like to
discuss the design with the designer? Things like this?
I.: Hmm, well, contact for sure. I think it’s very important to know the person behind…
what you’re wearing, their story. But also, I guess it all… it depends on the person, there
are people who want to have a say on what they wear, and they feel it’s important for
them, and they want to have this personal touch in there [inaudible recording]. Other
people just generally are more like followers in life, and they don’t wanna deal with it,
and they just want something ready, from the designer. But of course, this would be
a plus knowing the designer, feeling confident that this person can design something
that actually aligns very much with my… with my style, or what the statement I want
to make. So, I guess it… both kind of works… it depends on the person, because I
think sometimes we tend to say: “oh, people who make their clothes…”, but we don’t
understand that, maybe someone just doesn’t like making their clothes you know, and
that’s it. They don’t have time and they want something ready, from the designer of
the local store, and this it’s totally acceptable, but… as long as there is a logic behind it.
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R.: Yeah, exactly. And because like… in the practice-based part of the project I’m… still
trying to figure out exactly how, but I was hoping to start with eight looks - kind of
classical MA-size collection -…hem… do inspiration, and maybe first sketches and then
have a contact with eight participants, kind of discuss already what they… kind of like
in terms of garments, because I don’t think that if you never wear dresses you… a dress
will have a great impact on your well-being… there is like a basic thing that people
might not buy, some shapes or some clothes, and things like this. And then kind of go
ahead with the creation and allocate a look to every participant. And then I’m thinking
at using Clo3D, because – also COVID-19-wise -, and because I can’t make every
garment and then iterate every garment, whereas if I do it digitally, I can propose a first
version of each look to each participant, then…hem… they tell me a feedback, about
how the 3D garments impacted their well-being, but… what do you see - maybe also
thinking about your own garments, or your own experience of well-being with fashion,
or with garments - what would you like to feedback on? Or what would you like to
change? Or what do you see as changeable and like… that can be modified?
I.: You mean on an outfit?
R.: Yeah. If you were like, a participant and you were submitted an outfit, what would
be… like maybe… you know that you’d like to have an impact on the shape, because
shapes are more likely to impact your well-being. I think I’ll also start with… I did Clo3D…
that… the avatar can be any size. So, it can be the size of the participant to start with
as well so, they’re gonna have that, but then… even though we iterate it… the hard bit is
to know what is changeable, like what is… how much impact can have the participant,
and…hem… to which extent I can change things, and then - I was planning on kind of
three changes, and then the fourth version is the final version - then make maybe a
few of them, and hopefully, test them being worn by a person, to kind of have a last
feedback. So, maybe you have any advice on that process in general?
I.: I don’t know… Generally, for me, it’s really important to play around basic… basic cloth,
you know, like a white shirt. You know, this can be the simplest thing but for every
person actually like, a different white shirt and you can even change it, according to…
you how you feel every day; you can wear a white shirt with… I don’t know, with a scarf
or a white shirt simply with blue jeans. So, I’m like really kind of playing around with
some basic things that I think we should all have, like in our closet, and then, instead
of having five different outfits, we can play around with this one… one and only… And
for me also, feeling comfortable it’s very important so, I would say you know, I would…
definitely wouldn’t like if you were giving me something that is really stretch on my
skin or… I prefer like loose that… that I can wear every day and everywhere. So, I guess
it depends on what it would it be. You know, if it’s a dress or… if it’s a shirt…but cloth…
colours also, I think, like having a yellow, it’s more difficult than having a black that
you can change with something colourful. Like, I prefer to have colour neutral cloth,
and then I can wear the same when I’m… like really depressed and just put grey on top
of it, or just like black on the black, or when I’m happy and I can just… you know, put
something colourful like earrings or…
R.: Have that basic that you can mix around… And have you got…hem… what… like how
do you feel about virtual fashion? Maybe, just in general.
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I.: So, you’re talking about, I don’t know, virtual défilés, or shopping virtually, or…
R.: I’d say digital garments. Because they sold the very first Haute Couture digital dress,
and it’s… it’s a file, it’s only a digital file, you’ll never get that actual dress and…hem… I
don’t know… I don’t know, how you feel about this? Even if you have no experience of it,
how you’d feel to be approached by a digital garment?
I.: I don’t know, I mean, for me, face-to-face contact, it’s… it’s really important, although
this… now with the COVID-19…we all expect… expect this to change in every aspect of
our life. But I think if this was accompanied with some more… like information about
the garment or the designer, know where it comes from, or probably I don’t know… even
an… online tool inside the work so, where the person who works, you know, try to have
like a more… have more contact, because I think the danger with digitalisation in every
aspect is that we will lose this contact of what is, or who is behind the design or like,
you know, the production system. So, as long as it has this idea, it can actually work
really well… and actually work even better than being… going to six stores and you know,
get to know people, but it needs to have some of this whole - for me at least – ideas
behind.
R.: And…hem… coming back to your article, you mentioned that shifting your lifestyle
was more or less easy, but that the hardest bit was fashion, or fashion consumption
habits. Why do you think it’s harder for people to buy less garments than for example,
take their car less?
I.: Yeah, well, I think first of all, because… nowadays clothing and fashion is a statement.
So, we still depend very much like, on what we wear, we think at how we are perceived,
and this idea of “I own more, I want to be in fashion, like finding clothes every Spring
and every Summer and every Winter… defines me, and it’s very important”. So, I think
that’s one aspect; the other aspect, I think it has very much to do with the idea that…
by driving less, we feel we do actually something every day, you know, it’s like “me not
taking the car and biking instead so, I contribute to reducing CO2 emissions”, while
by changing our consumption patterns, we don’t see these directly, because there’s
a whole… chain behind it. So, it’s really difficult to see how by not buying a piece that
actually make a change, you know, like “one more t-shirt, one more, like… what change
that makes?”, because it’s really difficult for us to visualize what happens behind it,
from the person that works, what it consumes, and what is going to happen after we
start wearing it. So, I think we tend to see more the impact we have, and we really want
to feel good with ourselves so, we don’t drive, because we say we are environmentally
friendly, but then another aspect like not eat meat or consume less, we don’t see… the
effect of our actions immediately so…
R.: Yeah, it’s…hem… as you say, like, you see the gas coming out of the car and the petrol
you put into the car, but you just eat that meat that’s already in your plate, and you
don’t see the cow anymore and… or the grass it ate before, and all the kilometres it
made... and same for clothing. I think it’s even worse for clothing, because there isn’t
even that… animal side of thing - maybe with leather products and fur products, that
have been criticised for longer – but…hem… people just see an object…
I.: Exactly, an object with a price, or an object with a brand…
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R.:… instead of yeah… the brand is even… harder than the price!
I.: Yeah, and I’m even surprised sometimes, you know, because the information is there.
Information… it exists online, you can like, search; from the conditions of the workers,
and… to the environmental impact of what you wear, there is information now, but it’s
just that people sometimes they just want the easy… go the easy way, you know. I mean,
we are used to eat meat every day, we’re used to buy clothes, we cannot get into the
process of changing our lifestyle… that much. While just driving your car, you can bike,
no? There are bike lanes, policies made it easy for us. What will happen if…hem… they
say that consuming the meat is going to be three times more expensive than buying
vegetables? Are we gonna change? It’s also in terms of policy and what is... you know,
[inaudible recording] suddenly became like, all cars are electric cars, and yeah, the bike
lanes but then we haven’t seen the same shift in other industries so much…
R.: Hem…what was kind of like… what activated the shift for you? When did you became
a degrowth advocate?
I.: Yeah, I think it’s been about like four years now, when I first learned about degrowth.
And I started learning on myself I did...I… actually my Master in Sweden at the… IE –
Institute of Industrial Economics – so, we did a lot of lifecycle analyses, carbon degrade,
and all these, you know, ideas, but then for me, it suddenly just… wasn’t enough, you
know, I didn’t think this… I felt like it’s very much a North… you know, developed country
policies, when you are a company and you suddenly be able to… I don’t know, reduce
your water consumption, or put LED lights. And I saw this very much in Sweden, where
they were living in this bubble of like, you know, “we are giving, I don’t know, 5000
euros to change the lamps in the school and put these lamps that change from blue
to red throughout the day so, that students don’t feel sleepy”, and you’re like “but, I
mean, there are people in the world, children who don’t have books or pens, or even a
school!” you know, why don’t you give this money… somehow you realise how this whole
idea is about business which are operating in Sweden or in Europe, but then if you
go to the same business, operating in Pakistan, suddenly everything is different. So,
that’s when I started learning more about degrowth and more systemic changes that
have… like the green-growth, and leading businesses in sustainability, and I think it’s…
it’s very important that we start thinking a little bit outside the bubble of… developed
countries…hem… see the bigger picture a little bit.
R.: Yeah, I went to Sweden for - in the textile school - for like a workshop. They’ve got
amazing school… and I’m from Switzerland so, we’ve got great schools too, but they’ve
got amazing, like amazing buildings and… installations. But it’s really… lost in here…
I.: Yeah, exactly.
R.: Switzerland is the same, it’s really isolated… on itself, it’s really a bubble. Yeah, it’s
really interesting how [inaudible recording] the world, right
I.: Yeah yeah, actually, we’ve had this person… this professor who was getting these ISO
14,000; he was showing us videos, trying… from China saying “you know, this was a
great company and I did a tour here in the factory blah, blah, blah”, and he showed us
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the dormitories, and there were 500 Chinese people sleeping in one room, like three, four
[interviewee explains that it was bunk beds with her hands], and we’re like: “you gave to
this people… the ISO 14,000?”, and he was like: “Yeah. Because environmentally… they
were environmental-friendly.” Like, how can you separate… that where people sleep or
work… he was like: “they are well paid”. If they were well paid, they wouldn’t sleep 500
in a room, you know? So, you see some saying: “Oh, yeah, it’s a green business, green
business!”, but then what happens with the like, the human aspect, or… you know, what
happens with the family or the children of these workers? It’s just…
R.: Green, but not ethical. Yeah, that’s the thing too. Yeah, coming back to when you
were saying about how consumers sometimes… don’t search for information, it’s also
like… it… I find it… because I’m always like, I’m… I want to buy something and I spend
months on… hesitating, and you’re considering every aspects, and yeah, you’ve always
got like those companies that are greenwashing you with what they do good, and then
you scratch the surface, and it’s like “well, no, I can’t do that, sorry”. Yeah, green but not
ethical, ethical but not green, things like this…
I.: I mean, there’s always that, you know, these rebound effects - that I study on my PhD
– what I get is the same, you know, I feel like, “Oh, you know, I’m… this is environmentalfriendly, and ethical. I will buy two instead of one.” you know, or somehow, yeah, you know,
Zara became environmental-friendly or whatever, “Oh, it’s cheap, and environmentalfriendly: I will buy three times, I will only buy from here”. So, it’s just you need to reduce
consumption; the same you see… with energy like: “Oh, I bought LED lights, I’m gonna
leave the light on all day, or I’ll take the plane three times”. No! it’s not how it works, and
you need to think a little bit about your own consumption, is not just production, it’s
consumption as well.
R.: Yeah, no, Zara be… becoming sustainable was the biggest… lie ever. And they made it
a big thing, you know, like “we did all that report”, and all those promises, and now, “we
write natural on our cotton”, you know, great! it’s natural! I love that term. Yeah Zara is…
I.: Even if they were environmental-friendly like, what I’m always thinking is even if they
were, even if people were paid well… like only the CO2 emissions to transport these
from China to Europe, it makes it just not environmental-friendly, and that’s it, you
know. Just buy something that’s produced locally.
R.: No, like… and, it’s from this, to treating their sales assistants, it’s… it’s… yeah, I’ve seen
examples of all the sales staff being replaced by like, the scanning… the self-scanning
machines, and stuff like that happening like that. And it’s… Even if it’s happening under
our eyes, it doesn’t affect… you still buy the product.
I.: Yeah, yeah.
R.: It’s really… it’s really, yeah, an interesting phenomenon. But do you think that your…
I mean, did your wardrobe like, I don’t know the number of garments or the type of
garments - from when you started realising that you should change your habits to kind
of now - did it change a lot? Did your wardrobe change a lot?
I.: Oh, yeah. First of all, it’s way smaller. I don’t buy… I mean, when I was younger, or course…
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I think it’s like every child, you know, shopping was even like, what… the activity you were
doing with your friends, all what you do was going shopping… and buy useless stuff. And
suddenly you… I started getting rid of those suff so, I have like way less clothes, also
because I live a more normal [the interviewee mimics the sign of the quotation marks]
life, traveling around and I realised that I don’t need that many clothes… at the end of
the day. I also started wearing clothes that I have… I mean, I’m still not at the stage that
I will wear clothes that have a hole; I know people are fine with it, I personally… I don’t do
it, but I spend some of my time to fix these, and… or I donate a lot, I buy… I buy second
hand most, unless it’s something that I really want for some reason, you know, like a
nice sweater or something from Spain, produced here… but other than that, I mostly…
well, I know that second hand is also not… has many problems now, we’re saying that,
you know, people tend to consume more… it also depends on this… consumption chain
basically, because someone has to buy it in order to give it to… to second hand, and
someone has to buy something new in order to keep the old one, but I still think it’s…
it’s better than... In… - where I’m from -, we used to call this cooperative - and here
also there is in some… squats and in some other cooperatives, where you go and leave
some clothes, and you get some others, which I think… it’s a great, it’s the best option
we have now, but there are also always a second store where you can buy, which is still
better than buying…
R.: Are you based…hem… in Barcelona?
I.: I’m based in Barcelona yeah.
R.: Yeah, it’s…
I.: Throwing away less clothes like, try to reuse my other clothes… I have like three
roommates, and we always like, you know, come together and say, “I don’t need this,
do you need this?” and exchange between us and with other people. And somehow
you feel you changed your wardrobe, but you didn’t buy anything, you know, it’s a nice
feeling.
R.: And… would you say that you are happier? Like, with the garments you have now?
Or that this wardrobe now contributes to your well-being in a different way than your
old wardrobe would do?
I.: Yeah, I’m definitely less stressed; I think the main problem is like, keep up with fashion
and buying new clothes. And of course, like, when you don’t have a high salary, you even
have to sacrifice other things to buy clothes, and this continuous stress of changing
your wardrobe, it’s like the worst. So, I’m definitely more relaxed, in terms of what I wear
or what I own: I don’t mind. And I also realised that it actually enhanced my creativity
because I have less… less clothes, but I can… I try to wear them in different ways, every
time. So, this makes me you know, make new outfits combine different… you know,
different clothes that I have in my closet in different ways, depending on the occasions
that actually makes… makes me feel nice when I come up with a new combo with the
old clothes, and it feels like it’s a totally new… new t-shirt for example. And… yeah, and
also as I said, the connection with other people by giving them something that is
yours, and taking something that is theirs, how that has their own history, you know,
sometimes a person tells me “you know, I made these for my brother’s wedding”, and
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then you exchange it, and you feel like “wow, this actually… this dress has an history
from another person, I feel connected”. And this idea of that, you know, clothes keep…
keep creating new stories somehow, you keep wearing them and they… it’s not just one
time and you throw it away: they have a history behind them. So, I think it’s a really nice
feeling.
R.: And are there things that you would still…hem… change in your relationship with
clothing, to make it a better… a relationship that gives you personally more?
I.: Uhm… well, I definitely wanna learn how to make my own clothes – I’m not good with
that - , I can like repair my old clothes, but I cannot make something from scratch,
and I… I also feel bad because it’s… not like of goodwill, it’s lack of time. So, I feel like
you know, I don’t have the time to do this, which makes me sad. So, yeah, that’s… that’s
one thing for sure that I would like to… to do in the future. And also, this relationship
sometimes that you have… that you have to wear something for a certain occasion;
there are people who have reached a stage, where they just don’t care about it, which…
which I find great. I’m still a little bit in this, you know, I… I try not to follow the norms,
but sometimes you feel like “well, I go to a wedding, I have to wear this.” Which again,
produces stress you don’t have to buy something new, but you have to be conformed
with some rules that are imposed, I don’t buy who... suddenly. So, yeah, I think myself, I
need to work a little bit on that, like “Sorry, I don’t care it’s a wedding, I mean, I’m feeling
comfortable with this”.
R.: Yeah, and I like that dress I’ve worn at the last three weddings, and I’m still wearing
it…
I.: Oh, yeah, that… that I do! About that, I don’t care! It’s mostly about like, “Oh, it’s
too hot, I’m not gonna wear a long dress for a wedding, I wanna wear a mini dress, or
whatever… shorts”. I don’t know.
R.: Yeah, but yeah, I mean, I totally understand. My challenge for the year 2019 was
like, not buying any new clothes so, only second-hand, but I also happened to have
absolutely no money and no time so, I didn’t buy very much at all! So, now I’m kind
of stuck, because I’m at home as well so, I have all my clothing in London, and now
I’m like, well, kind of like stuck with my three t shirts that I had left home. But it was
an interesting experience, but I met a girl and I was telling her “Yeah, this year, I’m
not buying anything because I was into February, and I just noticed I hadn’t bought
anything so, I was just like, oh, let’s just continue for the next 10 months”. And that girl
told me: “But, are you not afraid of missing trends?” And I was like, of all the fears I
have, this isn’t one.
I.: Yeah.
R.: Like, I’m… I’m afraid of getting violated in the street, I’m not afraid of missing a trend.
But I just realised how much pressure it must be for some people and I was like, this is
a pressure I don’t want to have and I’d like to relief people form that pressure, because
this is awful to have as a… as a fear.
I.: Yeah, and also imagine how much… for me the craziest thing is how much your body
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also needs to change in order to adapt to these trends. Because “Oh now suddenly, it’s
high waisted jeans”, yeah, but if your waist it’s like “I need to lose weight to put high
waist jeans”, and “Oh, now it’s mini skirt”, “Oh, but my legs are actually to fat to put a…
so, I need to lose some…” Somehow you know, it’s very much like this body shaming,
because trends change all the time, bodies do not. And this trend it’s kind of made
for certain bodies, you know, high… low necklines, if you don’t have big tits, suddenly
you feel excluded, you don’t… you cannot wear this trend. It’s so crazy how… even for
like, big sunglasses, yeah, but some people have small faces, they cannot wear big
glasses. Like… it’s crazy how it makes you feel bad for your body, just because the trend
changes every… month.
R.: No, I agree. And that’s why I’m…hem… I’m wondering if… sometimes feeling more
confident about yourself - and in life - kind of like… allows you to release this external
pressure. And if being…hem… happier in life, or more grateful or more satisfied, would
lead you to be more confident or things like that, or more sociable so, you don’t care
about what you’re wearing, because you are naturally sociable so, you just approach
people being “Oh, hi!”, and you don’t care about what you’re wearing anymore.
I.: Yeah, for sure. And also, if you find happiness in other places that maybe are… more
important in life, you know, it can also be, I don’t know, sometimes a contributing factor
I think… it could align with other things.
[end of transcription]

10.2.D. – Interview transcript interviewees D.
Place of residence: Amsterdam
Occupation: Fashion designers at Schüller de Waal
Date: 9 July 2020
Video call platform: Zoom
[introduction to the project by the researcher]
Researcher: And… Maybe you’d like to tell me a little bit about you two, and how you
came about to… found your brand?
Interviewee 1: Yeah, yeah. I think it’s quite interesting to also… in your…hem… the questions
you sent, to see that you’re basing your research on different theories and models, and
I think what…hem… what’s really… I think describes how we got to where we are as well
is really much more intuition. It’s not that we…hem… base the idea of fashion theory on
really scientific research or something, it’s really something super personal, actually,
that we… felt that was important to research within our work to…hem… well, to find
back to a happier place as well as a… fashion designer…hem… So yeah, we both have a
background in…hem… with bigger corporate fashion companies, and…hem… that’s also
where we met, and at a certain point we…hem… we felt there was more to sort of search
for and questions to try and answer to…hem… to really be in touch again with this sort
of intrinsic passion… passion about design and what it can do, and if it can maybe
also…hem… address, or partially, or maybe even fully solve well, problems in the… world.
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Hem… so, it is more of a sort of an ongoing experiment, almost, I guess.
Interviewee 2: Yeah, I think like what [name of interviewee 1] also said that we worked in
commercial companies…hem… already for a while. So, we’ve been in the fashion industry
like since 2006, or something…?
I.1: Yeah, something like that.
I.2: …like working - so, after studies – so, after a while, you’re also a little bit like, looking
for like, and that’s how I think Schüller de Waal…hem… started to happen, because we
were looking for relevance for fashion design, in which we can express our creativity.
And then it’s really like, a need… that we both felt a need, like during the process, we
felt more in need like okay, but what… what is the relevance for… for us being fashion
designers? Hem… and not only about, like, functionality about a garment but also the
whole…hem… yeah, like themes we address, or how can we change people’s minds…
Or can we inspire people with humour to look at things differently? Or what are like,
limitations or kind of problems within the fashion industry that we… that we encounter
and how can we…hem… yeah, address them, or react on them in a creative way, without
having like… being like, immediate, like problem solvers, but it’s like… really like… like
showing these problematics. Because fashion is very good in being like, “Oh yeah, we…
everything is great, and we have money, and it’s luxury and everything is fabulous.”,
but of course, it’s like… there’s so much wrong with it that people don’t wanna show so,
then it becomes a very… like we… sometimes we say it’s this kind of smoke curtain of…
of luxury, and that feels very…hem…old fashioned. It doesn’t… it doesn’t feel like we need
that.
I.1: Yeah, I think it’s also something that always sort of drives us is…hem… the urge to be
humble and stay on the ground, and… and sort of really communicate also our honest
feeling in the fashion industry, or what we wanna express at this certain moment.
And I…hem… with these eight Earth logic values that you had [the Earth Logic valueframework was introduced to the interviewees prior to the interview] …hem… what I
really connected with was the…hem… the sort of opposition between “care of self” and
“care of the world”. Because that’s really what we…hem… at a certain point, we were
searching within our name, Schüller De Waal, - which is our surnames - for a sort of
acronym that…hem… expresses more the values that our work stands for as well, so,
that became “seeking design well-being”. So, it really stands for the search and the
experiment to, on the one hand, well, care of self to find our balance as designers well,
in a different difficult environment we live in…hem… well for fashion specifically, but
also the world in general. And on the other hand, the care of the world and also going
back to… I always have that, you know, that…hem… very often people see fashion as
something very superficial…hem… but forget that it is actually one of the strongest
communication tools, which has ever been there. So, I really believe in the power of
it actually… being able to address change and…hem… encourage people to do things
differently or look at things in a different way.
R.: Yeah, I mean, it’s… it’s super interesting what you say, because I was thinking… - as
you were mentioning, like how you came about thinking about well-being in your work,
and the role of the designer - I was like, “How do I started caring about well-being?”
Because I’ve done my…hem… BA project already on the capacity of garments to…hem…
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provide the emotion of joy. So, I focused specifically on joy, because there was like, it’s
more tangible in terms of…hem… it’s an emotion that you could maybe identify, as an
individual. And I focused on the physical aspects of garments so, really “Is the fabric,
the colour, the prints…hem… influencing or like, communicating joy to people?” And I
think that, what I really liked about well-being is that researching on it, or doing kind
of well-being garments, or discussing well-being with other people…hem… helped me
progress better than if I was focusing on really, really, you know, problematic issues
that you read, like awful statistics about, and that things… things don’t seem to get
better. And…hem… I mean, when you touch on sustainability, it’s always kind of the case,
there are those, you know like “We know it’s gonna be hard”, and there is all those big
issues that seems like unmanageable and really challenging. And of course, we have to
read about it, but then I’m like “Well, you know, focusing on it doesn’t help me progress”.
And also, again, and… “What can I do as a designer?” That’s what I do, that’s what I’m
skilled at, or that’s what I like to do in the future so, “What can I do?” It’s, yeah, it’s at the
same time… a tiny bit egocentric, like, “What role can I play?”, but as you say, I was like…
fashion is often seen as a bit futile and like not really being useful, but we wear clothes
more than we eat food. So actually, it might even be more important than… then eating
organic food. You know like, even… even if… even in your bed, you are in your bed sheets,
it’s like… it’s fabric, it’s like surrounding us, and that’s why I think it has an influence, or
it can have an influence. So… and did you come across a lot of… because I didn’t see a
lot of designers taking your approach. It’s really unusual.
I.2: Yeah, did we see some? Yeah, we saw some things, uh?
I.1: Yeah, there are some things… there were also a couple of dialogues that came up
every now and then on social media. That’s, of course, funny that this sometimes can
be… a link also between…hem… people with a similar mindset, but not, yeah, not… not
really directly or that we have a group of people to sort of… think together with, or
something, no. I think it’s also still something I mean, we have we are very driven to
experiment with this and to see where it goes, but it’s… certainly not an easy way.
Like, if you really look in the industry itself, I think there’s… unfortunately still a lot of
people who are… not fully…hem… open already to, well think, you know, along the lines.
It’s sometimes a bit too… sometimes we experience that… maybe people see what we
do as too diverse, they can’t really place it somewhere…hem… yeah, so that sometimes
makes it hard.
R.: I mean, that’s… yeah, I mean…hem… that diversity that you mentioned, that brings me
back to the eight values, the Earth logic framework, because…hem… - this framework is
part of paper, which is also called, I think, “fashion research, action plan”…hem… “Earth
logic” and it’s by Kate Fletcher and Matilda Tham -, and they… they use Earth logic
and like transitioning to…hem… from economic growth logic to Earth logic. So, kind
of that shift of focus… of like, instead of having economic growth at the centre of
society, having a… the Earth at the centre of society. And you mentioned the conflict
between “care of self” and “care of the world” so, to which point can we be… thinking
about ourselves first? And did you see any value attached to other of your projects?
I was thinking at “co-creation”, because I see that you collaborate a lot with external
partners, and maybe also other links between the framework and your work…?
I.1: Yeah, that’s actually the last one I circled was “co-creation”, and then I did like
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a dotted line around “action research”, because we always like to collaborate with
people and really feel that once we start… working together with others and starting a
dialogue within the process of developing a project that it really… grows and expands
into directions that you yourself can’t imagine. So, it’s always really added value to
work with others. Like, for example, you mentioned also the… “The Litter Project”, with
the garbage picking: I mean, that project would have never come to life if we wouldn’t
have collaborated with all these different NGOs in Paris, and…hem… it was really
amazing actually. It was also so sweet to…hem… like, in the beginning of the project
when we reached out to all different parties and we started Skyping with people who
do something completely different in life, and they were so… they were really touched
actually and surprised that someone who comes from the field of fashion sort of wants
to… do something with this specific topics. So, that was really… was really cool, no?
[looking at interviewee 2] That was very… encouraging.
R.: Do you think that…hem… this is the role of… this is one of the roles that fashion could
have? Or that the fashion designer could have in transitioning towards… kind of a more
Earth logic, or towards more sustainable societies? Do you think that’s kind of… we
need more project like this one, or that’s one of the roles that maybe… do you see other
roles that fashion could play? Or that the fashion designer, as you both are fashion
designers?
I.2: Yeah, what… what I liked about the project in Paris, is that we kind of connected
different audiences. So, because of course, like when you do more experimental fashion,
you can have a very small… you’re in a bubble, in your own kind of…hem… in your own
segment, or… own kind of creative worlds so, like in one discipline - let’s say like that -,
and in Paris we connected to like really, like people that were just like walking on the
streets, or actually really the residents of that… that part of Paris where… that NGO did
this information day. So, they had their stands about…hem… like, sharing information
about how we can like… every normal people living there, how they can…hem… yeah,
apply sustainability in their daily life, you know, like how… to how to separate garbage
or how to minimalize your water use, all these simple, really day to day tricks that
made it very concrete and very real. And because they were there, and they were like,
reaching out to their audience, and we did a… a show in collaboration with them…hem…
so, we could involve our audience and so, we kind of had both a need, and both kind
of… we both benefits from… from that exposure and your… your concepts and come into
contact with people that… that you would normally never grasp, or never catch. And
I think this is interesting when you can use the power of fashion, and this… creating
this like…hem… involving action like the show we did so, more people come to that
information, that is valid for everyone, that understands everyone. So, I think that is
very interesting too, and I think if we really wanna change something with fashion, then
we need to open it up. Like to…hem… to more people, because the main consumer is
still the person who buys all this shit from Primark and all that doesn’t really value the…
hem… yeah, the… the worth of a… of a garment, you know, it’s very disposable and this
is still the main consumption. So, I think if the consumer, the main… if they can adapt
their… or get inspired to change their… their…hem… yeah, their opinion or their… their
value… their values actually, of what they consume…
I.1: Their behaviour also.
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I.2: Yeah. Then… then I think you can change, and I think fashion could…hem… play a big
role in that. Definitely. Yeah, I hope
I.1: And that’s… I think [name of interviewee 2] is mentioning really the garment and
behaviour of wearing and buying and consuming clothes. That’s very interesting, of
course, and really necessary for change, very focused on fashion, fashion-fashion
as a… as an industry, but I think on the other hand, the example he made with the
information stands in Paris is also a perfect example again for fashion actually being a
communication… tool. Because that was really fantastic to see that by, not only picking
garbage in the city, but also this whole action, sort of luring people into learn about
something completely different…hem… yeah, was really strong and really functions as
a sort of connector between different aspirations as well. So…hem… yeah, I think that’s
really… I always think also for the future that’s…hem… yeah, that’s also a way how… how
you can be more resourceful…hem… being a fashion designer, if you really work with it
more as a communication tool. I think also really interesting is what you said the shift
between this economic…hem… motivation, next to the motivation of Earth. Because of
course, if that happens, we as fashion designers, we have to ask ourselves: “What’s the
relevance of selling and producing clothes?” Well, maybe it’s not there, but we do have
very specific skills in communicating and visualizing and storytelling. And well, then
maybe that can be sort of the… the base to… to live.
I.2: But it’s still also, I mean, we also have a part that is still relevant, uh, like designing
new garments, but it’s all about how you do it, and with what you work. Like, you can
work with so many existing resources that are still there, or, you know, you don’t have
to… I think this is also a very important role of designers, that they have to take in. Like,
how can we work, and how can we…hem… make things modern with… from a source
that we have, with resources that are there. So, then you are talking about all this
upcycling, or maybe, yeah, there are so many things going on also in… how we can
recycle material, or turn them into something new or… and… but also, yeah, we also
believe in a certain like, yeah, like operating small and small scale…hem… and regionally
and…hem… yeah looking for like, items that you then feel a need for or…hem… yeah, so
that can be very small. And what we’ve always been doing also is that we always kind
of recycle or reuse our former work so, it’s always like an ongoing…
R.: Yeah, I really liked… I really like that, because this is so unusual for a fashion brand
whereas… this is what people really do in life like, “I’m with buying an entire new wardrobe
every season and… forgetting about my past clothing” And it’s all these notions of
flexibility…hem… like, you know, create… like enhanced creativity, being more creative,
being more innovative with… with maybe other tools that we are not used to use, and
to do different outcomes….
I.1: And maybe this is also on a nice hook to talk about the virtual design that you
mentioned in one of your questions [the interviewees received the questions prior to
the interview]. Because the last project we… - well, not really the last, but one of the
last - …
R.: The one on Instagram? I checked your Instagram this morning.
I.1: Yes, we… “The Fashion Therapy Uniform”. So, that’s also - well, it started actually with
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“The Gateway to Fashion” project - we started wearing a uniform to do this specific
action and then it evolved also in “The Litter Project” that there were people wearing
these specific overalls, and that it’s like… well, now we call it “workwear to work on
fashion”. So, wearing something to do something active which… which might bring
change. Hem… and so, we did it as a virtual collection because we had lots of well,
fabric leftovers from all the seasons, but then…hem… really like economically if you
would judge it, it would sort of mean well, it’s not enough to do a big scale production,
etc, etc, so, if you would do a sample from it - a physical sample -, it would already
waste too much to still be able to sell a small range to maybe two, three shops. So, we
wanted to…hem… well, actually also in the past, how we often work is that we really a bit
of scavengers, we find materials that we find very exciting…hem… but then maybe it’s
only three, four meters or whatever, and then that can never really translate well, in old
values, “How fashion should work” [the interviewee mimics the sign of the quotation
marks], it cannot translate into something you would sell, and we are really searching
for a way… how we can work in this way, and I think the virtual sampling really enables
us to do so. So, we wanted to experiment with the first range of these…hem… virtual
uniforms, and see how people would react to it, also to test the waters if… if buyers
can understand it if you look at a virtual sample from various…hem… perspectives, if it
could really be…hem… yeah, also the future for how we can really sustainably sell… still
sell clothes.
R.: And did you do… did you use Clo3D?
I.1: Yes.
R.: And was it your first time using it?
I.2: Hem… yes, it was the first time. But…hem… we worked with someone who did that for
us, uhm.
I.1: Yeah, we didn’t… we didn’t completely do it ourselves. I did a short course in Clo3D
so, it helped in the communication, but really the… the…hem… whole 3D modelling and
fine tuning, someone helped us.
R.: Okay! I’m learning Clo at the moment, I mean, I’ve already done things, but I’ve never
done the patterns myself, it looks so complicated. I always used… because there are
like, a few brands making their patterns like, the digital patterns available. So, I’m kind
of like picking up in there, and kind of modifying things, but I need to learn because
I… I would like to… for the project, develop a small collection of garments and kind of…
you know like, follow the traditional design process - inspiration, mood boards, a few
sketches - and have maybe initial contact with participants. And I was hoping for
eight participants - because it kind of makes a relevant number to assess the results
of the research. And then kind of like, discuss with the people, I mean, “What do you like
as clothing in general?” - I don’t think there is a point doing a dress for someone who
never wears dresses, there is probably like, it won’t work as enhancing their well-being –
so, maybe having a chat, you now, doing the very first sketches, drawing, whatever. And
then, developing them into Clo so, people have better 3D visualization, or visual idea
of what it could look like; have a first feedback so, what do they think, - and that’s the
challenging bit like, how do I make them reflect on their feelings, or behaviour towards
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a virtual garment, and how they think it could influence their well-being. And from their
feedback, maybe do a first iteration of the garment so, changing it a first time, and
then going into physical… reality, making it and like, making the person wearing it, and
then having another feedback, and maybe a last iteration.
I.1: Yeah, because I had to think about that a little bit when you wrote that [the
development process of the collection was briefly explained as part of an interview
question], because I think…hem… if you really talk about well-being of…hem… a person
through a garment, I think, you can almost only experience it through wearing it. I mean,
it also… of course, it starts with the aspiration the person has for the garment; so, if
you ask someone like “Okay, what, what would really enhance your well-being through
wearing something specific?” and someone says, “Oh, you know, I have…hem… one
shoulder that stands out more so, it needs a different construction in the shoulder.”, or
whatever, then you already have a starting point. So, maybe you have to… well, really
first actually starts analysing what is it that you want to bring well-being with. Is it
comfort in wearing? Or is it really a super specific function the garment has? Or is it
maybe also something non-physical? Because I think that it could be super interesting
to translate in something virtual if…hem… if it’s actually an enhancement of well-being,
which doesn’t have to do with construction or… with a specific function. Because I think
there are these two sides to well-being; it can be super factual and practical, but it can
also be more emotional.
R.: Yeah, I mean…hem… they’re like, you know, like a very little number of studies on… the
capacity of garments to influence well-being, but…hem… they mention those two sides,
and when they mentioned…hem… it’s often… garments are used to befriend the body
so, whether to hide things that you don’t want to show, or like to show off things that
you would like to put forward. And…hem… it’s also like, a mood, you know, like a mood…
like you’re really happy on a day, you want to… want everyone to know that you are
happy! So, like you’re gonna wear bright colours, and maybe, I don’t know, something
more like, with volume… and things like that. Whereas if you are in a really moody day,
you put on a hoodie, you wanna wear black…hem… you wanna stay in your grey space.
That’s what… so, I was hoping to stay at kind of… that level of…hem… that level of results,
and like not focus too much in exactly what, but more like, as a first orientation for
designers to know what you could tap into, you know. Like… and then if you are like, as
a designer you could choose “Okay so, this collection is particularly for people who
wanna hide that certain part of the body, or this particular collection is…”. I mean, that’s
already what you do! But you are really, you know, ahead… ahead of my thinking…
hem… because you already, you know, like, kind of slightly focuses your collection in the
direction but it still… Is it always within the “Fashion as a Therapy” frame?
I.1: That’s sort of what… our header, what we try to always, yeah, keep on. It helps us to…
to… it’s something to hold on to basically.
I.2: Yeah, and it inspires us also. So, if we like, for example, if we look at this…hem… this
movie we did, which was like hypnosis therapy so, it really dives into… we really liked the
idea of that. And then we dive into these methods and see how we can apply that in
a…, in a quirky funny way of course…hem… but it was all about, yeah, pausing a season
and only reflect. So, we only use old work and then kind of liquified it with this digital
artist into this therapy… hypnosis therapy session. So, yeah, there are a lot of things in
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this whole… also in the whole well-being theories, or just the fact of well-being, if you
like, dive into that there’s a lot of also… inspiration to… to draw from it.
I.1: Yeah, I think it can also be - if you literally look at the word fashion therapy…hem…
it also holds actually…hem… well, the power it has to sort of think ahead with… with
fashion so it’s almost like well, “creative therapy” [the interviewee mimics the sign of
the quotation marks] as well, I guess. That… the… the process of trying to think where
fashion will go and how it will develop, it can be quite stimulating and, well, as creatives
also, it can be quite therapeutical to… to work with your hands and with your head on
trying to steer it into a… a aspirational direction.
R.: Yeah, I was gonna ask is it like… maybe like, working for people like, making a therapy
within fashion for people… - people who were or buy garments -, but is it… a therapy
for yourself as well? Like...
I.2: Yeah, that’s the thing. Because it really starts with us. It’s very personal in that sense,
because it’s really like, yeah, fashion design for us is it therapy. Like, being able to use
your creativity and experiment with your own profession and with fashion as design,
that is kind of the… the belief we have. We really believe in… in that creativity is the
power… in fashion and not… it’s not the product or selling, it’s really the creativity and…
imagination. And creating, yeah, creating… creating an outlet and an inspiration for…
for others.
I.1: Yeah, I think that…
I.2: And that’s a very small bit. Because when you talk about…hem… the sustainability
and all the problems in the world, that can also work very paralysing. Because then
you’re… and it’s so big and you’re like, “Oh, what’s the point of it all!”, and then you’re…
R.: An then you go back to shopping as usual, because you don’t know what to do!
I.2: Yeah, and that’s what you don’t want to do. So, then in order to kind of tackle that
you need to… I believe - I think we both believe that – that you… that you need to start
with like a personal… drive that you have, and… and a personal like, kind of eager to… to
add something or to bring something new to the table in this saturated…hem… industry
or, yeah…
I.1: And I think that also brings us back also to the beginning of our conversation where
you asked, “How did… how did you start?” I think really, where we sort of met and felt
aligned was this feeling an urge, - really an urge - to find relevance again for…hem…
well, what we do, and what we once believed in. After working quite a couple of years
in the industry, we both were a bit, well, I think we can also say a bit worn out by
how everything works, how fast it is, what’s expected of you - actually, also all these
things that have to do with expectations…hem… that you expect that there is room for
creativity, but they actually never is; it’s really hard also to have creative voices being
heard. So, that’s something we wanted to go and search for, and we…hem… well, first we
sort of started with it… with the idea of… like a creative year, to just… just make work
again and see how it feels and where it led us. And that then yeah, slowly but surely
opened up all these new topics and question marks and now we are five years further.
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I.2: Yeah, but yeah, like circling back to that like, so the that is kind of the origin is really
the personal…hem… development of ourselves…hem… as designers to find this… this
relevance and see how we can apply this creativity. And then the second step is like,
how does it… how does it work? What we… everything we do, how does that connect
with the context of fashion now and… and in the world? So, that needs to also have…
you… we wanted to, of course, to be connected to people and that people can react
on it and they feel like drawn to it or they… they feel like they can react on it. That’s a…
yeah, that they connect to the… to the cement, the themes or the ideas, and they… they
don’t all have to understand it immediately, but at least that they get involved.
I.1: And then, I think that also sort of ties back to the two systems that you were talking
about, on the one hand, the economic system and on the other, and the… the system
that evolves around the well-being of Earth as well. And I think sometimes that’s super
hard actually…hem… because I think we are really sort of aspiring to work in a way that
it is about the world, but then sometimes that has really the hard effect of actually not
functioning…
R.: Yeah, as a company, you still need to make money, make a living...
I.1: So, there always need to be a certain link, and to keep that as…hem… well, as
aspirational and forward thinking as possible, it’s sometimes really hard, and also
confronting, in a way that you… well, how it can be sustainable in itself of… in a sense
of self
R.: Self-sustaining, yeah… I mean… I… even though… I mean, I’ve… I’m still… I still am not
out of school, I still haven’t had like, a proper job in fashion. But I think it’s more, you
know, among graduates now, it’s a bit like, “Okay, but is it really what we are meant to
do?”, like that fast-paced industry where you’ve got no life… social life balance. I think
more and more people are kind of aiming at having a… another life than work and like,
you know, having that balance, enjoying work as much as you enjoy your freedom and
your social life outside of work. And…hem… I was also like, I went into… I don’t know, I
always wanted to do fashion - not really knowing exactly why – that… that’s what
I like, that’s the industry [inaudible recording], but then - when I was doing my first
internships, or I… I did helping hand at shows – and you’re backstage, and you must be
so… you must be so… so happy about where you are, and I was like “I’m not that happy
about what’s happening around me right now…” Like, it’s… it’s a bit deceiving, you know
I was hoping for that moment, and I was there, and I was like, “Okay, right, this is… no.
I don’t… I don’t…” You know, when your brain just see… see all the plastic bottles that
the models leave around, and all the… all the other… all the behind-the-scenes that
are not exciting anymore. That was kind of kind of a shock, I was like… I was just really
happy to find a way to do fashion or fashion design in the way I like. But I also find more
and more interesting other things that… other creative industries that fashion. And
that’s also what I like about your work! It’s that, you’re kind of multi-disciplinary: you do
garments, but you also do other things. And that’s, you know, stimulating, enhancing
that creativity and that’s also… because you talked about creativity, and that creative
year that you made; you like, started making again, or making things that you want
to make… Lots of people ask me: “Oh, do you do your clothes?” and I’m like, “I have
absolutely no time to do my own clothes”. It’s like… it’s not because people are fashion
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designers that they’ve got the time to… like, when you do a fashion design BA, you just
have the time to do your collection and eat and sleep and then… no, you don’t have
time to do your own clothes. And…
I.1: I think the question will come for the whole life long… Yeah, it always comes: “Oh, did
you made this?”
R.: And you’re like “No, no, it’s a really old thing that you have never seen…” That… but
yeah, that… I mean that’s… that’s always really funny. I think I don’t even… all the things
I made for myself. I don’t like them I soon as I finish them so, I’ve never really worn
anything I’ve made. But I was thinking like, because of virtual fashion. Do you see that
virtual dimension as enhancing creativity? Or would it be blocking it in some way?
Because you might… it’s not exactly like doing something with your hands, you know…
I.1: Yeah, I think in a certain sense it can enhance. Because if we’re talking about Clo, I
mean, the possibilities, what you can do is, can be really crazy, uh, you can, for example,
if you do creative draping in Clo, you can pull the fabric through someone’s eye. I mean,
literally, you can do really crazy stuff. So, it can enhance in a certain way and stimulate
how you think about shape, or what’s possible, or how to connect also seams and these
kinds of things. I mean, you can even sort of simulate things which are not possible in
your life actually. But on the other hand, I think it’s really something that stands side by
side, and it shouldn’t eliminate itself and it also shouldn’t…hem… eliminate the values
of doing something physical sometimes, you know, sometimes I’m really now… now
everyone’s screaming well, virtual is a solution: it’s really not on all levels. Sometimes,
it’s really important to feel something in your hands and to make it with your hands,
and it leads you to completely different things than where virtual can lead you. I think
it’s really about…hem… the sensitivity of balancing out how virtual sampling for example
can help us to waste less, and…hem… well, also in a sense, to go really crazy with things
we can’t in the physical world. I think it’s really nice that there’s a lot of young designers
now who, for example, can really go wild with designing clothes for gaming or whatever,
I think it’s really cool that actually quite crazy ideas find more of a place than how
that’s possible in… the physical world. Because I mean, if you, you know, if you like…
when I look back at myself as a design… as a student, I was never interested really
about designing something to sell. I always wanted to do something really bizarre. And
I mean, in the physical world, the only place where that leads you, is that maybe a pop
star wants to wear it for a video clip, and then you…hem… can be super thankful if you’re
even credited for it. But I mean, what’s… what’s that worth for you as a designer? So, I
think it’s really nice that there’s sort of new outputs for these kinds of ideas, and also
talents, because I mean, it is… it is also a talent of people to… to dream, and to…to really
want to create things which we don’t know. So, I like that about the virtual world that it
gives us space to that…hem… but yeah, on the other hand, I think working physically is
super important as a designer.
R.: And in a way… within the context of well-being, because you said that, you know,
like, well-being was… in… in fashion was really much tied in with the physicality of
the garment. How do you think that the digital garments like, how do you think they
affect people? Or who do… who did people react to maybe your virtual collection… of
jumpsuits?
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I.2: Yeah, I think yeah, we of course - like what [name of interviewee 1] said - we really
use it as a tool to visualize like these items, because it’s actually the same shape. So,
we actually made a sample, a physical sample, one outfit for me, one outfit for [name
of interviewee 1] and the rest it was just a repetition of the shape, but in different
fabrics. So, for us, it was like the ideal way to show this kind of… try to translate the…
hem… the tactility of these fabrics in these renders and give an impression of that,
without making these things in real. So, it was really about saving resources, saving
material in that sense…
I.1: Yeah, we consciously really wanted to stick to it as really factual… as a tool, and…
hem…
I.2: …and it’s quite funny, because then we get requests from stylists “Oh, I wanna have
these suits”, and they’re like… these only exists digital till now, you know, we need to wait
till it gets ordered and then we can make it, that’s… that’s the point; but not everyone is
like, on that page…hem… yeah. So, that’s kind of interesting but and… in a way, yeah, so,
in this sense, the way we used it with the overall was very… practical actually, practical
use.
I.1: Yeah.
I.2: …but I mean, what we also did with… with Max when we did this movie, - this… where…
where this digital artist, he made like renders and everything is digital - and he… we
filmed material and then we gave it over to him, and then he morphed it in this way,
in order to get this kind of trippy, other… other experience. So, there we really use it
actually more… the, yeah, actually the… the digital, visual effects that you can create.
I.1: It’s also the… there’s the suggestion of… I mean, the name: “The Gateway”, you know,
sort of the bridge between physical and virtual, really the move of liquifying something
virtually can suggest how could it have another existence…hem… in real life. And that can
be inspiring for us how we may be using an existing piece to rework it into something
else, or… I think it’s really the… the connection between the two is what… what can be
very exciting…hem…
I.2: Yeah, and I think… I think we are not really a label that focus, like… a lot on it. I think
there are much more… there are other brands that do way more… are more connected
to the methods, - because we are both quite old school when it comes to that - but
we do like to use it. But I mean, it’s also… you also have people of course, they sell
digital garments or… as for their avatar and this kind of thing, but yeah, I mean, for me
personally, that’s not… I’m not really there like, I don’t use that… this digital, not yet…
I.1: And in connection with well-being, I can…hem… imagine, for example, that being
empowered can really be something. Because I mean, the virtual world… I guess there’s
such a big sort of movement towards people having also different personalities online,
or being in virtual realities of gaming or whatever, and that… that can also well, this
empowerment of having… maybe several identities or whatever, that can also make
you feel strong or…hem… yeah, it can enhance maybe your well-being in that sense.
R.: Yes, they were selling those…hem… – I can’t remember who did that -, but… you could
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send a picture of yourself and you… it would come back with a digital garment on. Hem…
and it was done really manually so, like really a guy was like, you know, photoshopping
yourself with… and you sending a JPEG as well, it’s kind of you know, it seems a bit…
it’s a really nice, amazing technology, but you sent this JPEG image and it came back.
And it was just for putting it on your Instagram like, having more diversity, or maybe
more extravagance in terms of clothing, but within your Instagram, because you are an
influencer, and you need to change clothes so many times that you need kind of virtual
garments in between to kind of… to keep up! Yeah, it’s kind of like… and in that sense,
I’m like I was thinking about empowerment, but also that maybe you know, that digital
empowerment of being someone that you might not really be, through digital. But…
hem… in which ways does that… that behaviour of a public figure influence - because
it still looks like they change clothing all the time, even if it’s digital garments - and
maybe it just looks like you need as a… as a little individual influenced by those public
figure, you still feel like you need to buy a lot of garments to kind of keep up with them.
I.2: Yeah. So, that doesn’t really work then. That doesn’t have the effect I think is
interesting….
I.1: Well, unless it’s also… I mean, why… I think, in terms of creativity, why does virtual…
virtuality always mean trying to make something as real as possible? I think sometimes,
I can get in… get very excited actually about sort of early stages of virtual developments,
when it still looks very… underdeveloped, but you can really see “Oh, this is virtual.” I
think this could also be interesting in that sense, if you - because what you say is
totally true - that it can, yeah, still lead people the wrong way.
I.2: Yeah, I mean of course, that’s also what I… what is problematic in fashion is also this
kind of ideal that it’s all about this...hem… what I said before, this kind of idea of luxury,
and that we all have this fabulous life. And that we want to kind of show off that and
make other people feel guilty that they don’t have it or feel like sad or not included.
And that is of course something that is very…hem… dangerous, I think about fashion,
- and especially with the whole… in the whole digital context -, then how we… how we…
how we perceive ourselves, but also one another. And I think that is something that
definitely needs a reality check…hem… yeah, an awareness of that… that’s not really
like realistic… realistic standards, you know, and that is… I think we also like to play with
that… that we can show a bit different…hem…
I.1: That’s also the humoristic part of it, I think…
I.2: Yeah, like don’t take it too serious, this whole fashion thing or the way we need to
look or the way we need to… like, yeah, that’s also… that also feels a bit like, out of touch
with what we really need
R.: And…hem… I thinking about… do you… do you think that there is a limit to what the
designer can do, in terms of influencing well-being? Like an extent, to which the power
of design doesn’t work anymore or something that, you know, we can’t do. Because it
seems like design can impact a lot of things, from more basic - functional comfort and
that kind of things -, to more like, you know, the meaning the… the associated brand
image that you might link to a garment or the story, or the spirit, and that kind of thing.
Do you think that there is a limit to that?
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I.2: I think, I think so, but I think you need to… like, of course, but you need… but, when
you collaborate with other disciplines, then there doesn’t have to be these limits. But
I think you do need - and there’s a lot of disciplines you can use when you talk about
well-being - like even, when we did this… when we did this hypnosis session in… during
Paris Fashion Week, we had this space in Palais de Tokyo, but then we also worked
with a soundscape that if…hem… an artist made but also with sense, we had massage…
massage experts who were there to temper the public. So, there’s a lot of… I think a lot
of…hem…
I.1: Yeah, I think that… I mean, also with working together with other people, of course,
you can do even more than you could only with your own expertise, but I think also
there’s limits to it. I mean, after all, you’re a fashion designer, you’re not going to be a
shrink, or a doctor or… So, if it really has sort of deeper groundings that someone is
fundamentally not feeling well…hem… I wonder if you always need to aspire that as a
fashion designer, I think you can…hem… well, you can communicate for change, and you
can make someone feel well in a base…
R.: I’m really… that’s… that’s really interesting that you see that like… you know, people
who are feeling unwell – let’s say there is a zero level of well-being, that’s where you’re
nothing, neither unwell or neither happy - and that feeling unwell could be something
that things like fashion design cannot tap into, because you actually need a real
therapy. And then, that when you are well, you’re okay, but you don’t have that… that
plus things that brings you higher, that makes you do more things that… energises you,
and that kind of thing really ties up with Positive Psychology.
I.1: It’s so complex! Now I also… you when you said that, now I had to think about for
example…hem… the caring about the world and that it’s scientifically proven that if you
spend…hem… 20 minutes in the forest, it sort of lowers your stress level by 80% so, this
whole… I think it’s all very… it’s such fine lines, it’s just the whole balance of the world is
so out of… well, out of balance!
I.2: But I don’t agree, because I think as a fashion designer or as a designer…hem… you
can of course, convey also these other disciplines, you can experiment with other ways
of… of communicating a concept. Like we also did, for example, this dinner, like for…
for an art gallery that… that also has a restaurant and we did like…hem… a dinner that
it was all designed to… to amp up your endorphins, to feel better. So, we had - and if
you dive into that, we had light therapy, we had courses there where you had to… had
to let go off frustrations, we had an exercise where your endorphins go up, we use
laugh, we use a lot of humour, because laughing also makes you feel like, physically
better. So, there are a lot of things you can play with, and… I think especially in… I think
like, garment design has its limits but the way… in communication I can use this to…
to the fullest extent like well-being like, but if… if only like, to show that something is
okay. Like for example, we had this Blue Monday campaign - which is like the kind of
the most oppressive year…hem… day of the year -, which of course, also is…hem… is
turned into a commercial… thing because everyone is - like Black Friday -, this is also
something people use as a commercial thing. But we decided to do like, a campaign
shoot where we really like, show this feeling that we have sometimes if you have to go
to the office and you’re working there and you really feel like “Oh, Monday”, you know,
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it’s okay to have that feeling, we all have that feeling, and you know, things will get
better. So, you can, yeah, play also with these kinds of, yeah, in a sense, yeah… I think in
communication, you can do a lot.
I.1: In communication, yeah. But if fundamentally someone is like, physically or
psychologically, if there’s really heavy weight problems, then there’s of course limitations
to it.
I.2: Yeah, yeah. But then you also don’t need a fashion designer, then you need other…
other help.
I.1: Yeah. That’s, I think what I what I wanted to say also with… I mean, you are a fashion
designer, after all, I think the whole terminology of it and what it can be, can be
challenged a lot.
I.2: But I mean, we really focused on of course, using fashion to, yeah, to… as a…
I.1: …a catalyst.
I.2: Yeah, using well-being within the fashion context, and then hopefully, you can also
branch it out, but it’s still very fashion.
I.1: And it really started from this personal thing - what we said about also as our
driving force for when we started -, we kind of felt unwell with how things were working,
how we were positioned in that whole system ourselves. So, we wanted to… we just
really wanted to make tiny steps of changing things, and that it’s still… it’s still very
much an experiment. That’s also why…
I.2: Yeah, yeah, we still feel unwell often, yeah [laugh]. Yeah, I mean, it’s not like we have
the answers and…
R.: But you’re like… at least, you’re asking the right questions, you know?
I.2: I hope so, yeah!
R.: And do you… do you kind of measure… because you said you know, hopefully people
can swim into your well-being theme, and hopefully it will get… get them somewhere. Do
you measure that? Do you collect feedback from people? Maybe just like Instagram
comments, that kind of things?
I.1: Now as you say it, maybe we should do it more. Because we certainly get…hem…
quite nice, and also funny and encouraging reactions, which maybe sometimes on
an emotional level also do really a lot for you, and you should sort of nurture it more,
by collecting it and doing something with it. Hem… but so far, no we didn’t really…
sometimes we’re also just you know, it’s like really… a lot going on, and then we’re not
organised enough [laugh]!
R.: No, I totally get you, but it’s just that… I discovered that I really like doing surveys!
Because when you do a survey, you know, you just send it out to the general public,
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about something and you… you’ve got a few close-answer questions like, people just
you know, pick an option, but…hem… sometimes when you’ve got open-ended questions
it’s just like… people go crazy answering questionnaires! Because it was a questionnaire
about well-being in fashion, and people would be like “Yeah, I’ve got that dress, it feels
like freedom, I wear it at festivals…”, and that kind of things. And I always find it you
know, encouraging and nice to… nice to listen to you and read.
I.1: Talking about questionnaires, I mean… we didn’t really answer all your questions, but
I hope that we… I think this kind of natural conversation…
[end of transcription]
Appendix 10.3. Survey results
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Appendix 10.4. Workshop appendices

10.4.1. Workshop printed material
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